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Abstract
This thesis examines the way in which Vancouver art is positioned in terms of its
geographical origin, “Vancouver Art,” by “Vancouver Artists” in three case studies, Baja
to Vancouver (2003-2005), Intertidal (2005-2006) and Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad
(2007-2010) that accompanied the 2010 Winter Olympic Games. It is my contention that
the three case studies taken up in this thesis embraced place-promotion through the arts
and culture, the Floridian language of economic instrumentalization of art and creativity,
and the global projection of Vancouver art through the geographical positioning of arts
and culture. I consider how the city-centric positioning of Vancouver art has antecedents
in Vancouver art history but has lately acquired an increasingly promotional significance
as major cities are looking to the work of urban-planning theorists such as Richard
Florida whose work champions economic instrumentalization of culture and the branding
of cities globally through the arts. In each of the case studies the curatorial positioning
stressed the local or regional engagement of the work and simultaneously championed its
global relevance. Not only a curatorial endeavor, the surrounding catalogue, critical and
journalistic writing on Vancouver art presents the city and its art production in the same
manner. While the artistic practices and works represented in the exhibitions may critique
and comment on Vancouver’s global condition, much of the writing and curatorial theses
remain optimistic in tone in the pursuit of global visibility.
Keywords: Vancouver, art, Baja to Vancouver, Intertidal, Cultural Olympiad, 2010
Winter Olympics, Creative Cities, Global City, The Vancouver Art Gallery, placepromotion, globalization, regionalism, Vancouver School, Melanie O’Brian, Richard
Florida
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Introduction
There is a long history in Vancouver of artists and writers depicting and
commenting on the city in which they live. Many of the city’s cultural practitioners agree,
noting “Vancouver has pictured itself and written itself more extensively than many other
cities.”1 Since the 1960s, Vancouver’s history, economy, and physical and symbolic
landscapes have been continually represented, critiqued, and positioned in the work of
artists, writers, and curators. In the 1980s and 1990s, the self-referentiality of Vancouver
art took a global turn and the representation of the global economy’s effects on
Vancouver’s physical and socio-economic landscapes occupied the practices of many
Vancouver artists, namely, the Vancouver School of Photoconceptualists.2 These effects
were, and continue to be represented as various dialectical forces that characterize
Vancouver as both unique and also generically global. The dialectics explored include the
relationship between the urban and rural, the natural and man-made landscapes, and the
recent economic shift in Vancouver from tangible resource extraction (e.g. forestry,
fishing) towards the intangible symbolic goods of a global economy (e.g. tourism and
film, the latter earning Vancouver the moniker “Hollywood North”). While these changes
have been wrought in reality on the physical space of the city, the economy, and
Vancouver’s citizens, they are shifts that have been extensively explored in the content of
visual art. Furthermore, globalization theories burgeoned in the 1990s and early 2000s in

1Melanie O’Brian (Curator, The Power Plant Contemporary Art Gallery), interview with the
author, April 2011.
2 Melanie O’Brian, “Specious Speculation,” in Vancouver Art & Economies, ed. Melanie O’Brian
(Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press, Artspeak, 2007), 18.

2
the field of contemporary art which, “increasingly began to understand itself as part of a
‘global’ space, with globally recruited artists,” and “globally acting curators.”34
This thesis is concerned with the first decade of the 2000s and how globalization
and local geography manifested in this period not solely as the content of Vancouver art
but significantly, as the discursive positioning of contemporary art from Vancouver. In
the last decade Vancouver’s art production has been increasingly positioned in a manner
that maintained its local engagement and inward gaze while simultaneously participating
in a dialogue with the external, global factors changing the face of the city. Thus, while
an earlier generation of cultural practitioners took up the global as the content of art, I
argue since that, there has been a profusion of the local/global dialectics within critical
and journalistic art writing, and most importantly within the curatorial theses of
exhibition curators from Vancouver who continually mount exhibitions o f ‘Vancouver
Art’ by ‘Vancouver Artists.’
Early globalization narratives argued that telecommunications and digital
technology would render geography and cities irrelevant and centre-periphery
relationships would cease, ushering in a more level and democratic field.5 Saskia
Sassen’s research complicates the scholarship on globalization that assumed the end of

3 Lara Buchholz and Ulf Wuggenig, “Cultural Globalization Between Myth and Reality: The
Case of the Contemporary Visual Arts,” Art-e-Fact no. 4, (December 2005):
http://artefact.mi2.hr/_a04/lang_en/theory_buchholz_en.htm.
4 Globalization is a contested concept that has no fixed definition. I am using the term
globalization to explain both the cultural and economic phenomenon of increased worldwide
interconnedtedness in the era of digital communications, reduced national barriers to trade and
transportation, and the international division of labour. In this thesis globalization is used to
denote the era since roughly the 1980s to the present that is characterized by an increased
importance in financial and cultural networking beyond traditional national and regional
boundaries. I am especially interested in the way globalization has ushered in the rise of the city
and networks of global cities as key economic and cultural entities.
3 Buchholz and Wuggenig, “Cultural Globalization Between Myth and Reality.”

3
cities as a result of the spatial dispersal of economic activities.6 Sassen argued as early as
the 1980s that contrary to the dispersal hypotheses, globalization manifests materially in
places, resulting in the formation of what she has coined, “global cities.”7 Thus, while it
was predicted that cities would decline and geography would become insignificant,
arguably, cities have become the most important entities in the operation and
management of the global economy. In the context of contemporary art, Vancouver has
evinced the importance of geography and the city in the age of globalization and applied
this importance to the promotion of its local artistic production.
In 1997-1998 the Globalization and World Cities Research Group (GaWC)
devised a quantitative scale to measure “world-city-ness” in terms of the distribution and
concentration of global producer service firms in the fields of accounting, advertising,
banking/finance, and law in cities as well as their degree of exchange between “alpha
world cities,” such as London, England.8 GaWC analyzed 263 cities and out of these, 122
ranked as global cities. Vancouver made the scale but only scored a two out of a possible
twelve, coming in just behind The Hague, Stuttgart and Seattle, and showing only “some
evidence,” of world-city formation.9 While relatively lacking in the above mentioned

6 Saskia Sassen, Cities in a World Economy, 3rd ed. (Thousand Oaks: Pine Forge Press, 2006), 1
2.
7Ibid., 3. In Sassen’s words, “the notion of a global economy has become deeply entrenched in
political and media circles all around the world. Yet its dominant images—the instantaneous
transmission of money around the globe, the information economy, the neutralization of distance
through telematics—are partial, and hence profoundly inadequate, representations of what
globalization and the rise of information economies actually entail for the concrete life of cities.
Missing from this abstract model are the actual material processes, activities, and infrastructures
critical to the implementation of globalization.” One of these critical infrastructures, Sassen
continues, is “the role played by major cities.” Ibid., 3-4.
8 Peter J. Taylor, D. R. F. Walker, and J. V. Beaverstock, “Firms and Their Global Service
Networks,” in Global Networks, Linked Cities ed. Saskia Sassen (New York: Routledge, 2002),
98-100.
9 Ibid., 100. London, New York and Tokyo scored the highest with a twelve, meaning they are
“alpha world cities.” Out of the 122 cities on the scale, thirty cities ranked lower than Vancouver.

4
firms Vancouver has entered the global city realm through other industries such as film,
tourism, and new media, for example, video game design. Vancouver has asserted itself
globally in novel ways such as the exportation of its urban planning achievement, the
branding of the city as a “Green Capital,” hosting the 2010 Winter Olympic Games, and
finally by internationally promoting its artistic production under the label ‘Vancouver
Art,’ as globally relevant and world-class in quality.10 Of primary interest to my project is
the way in which arts and culture have been harnessed as a means to claim global-city
status and promote the city internationally as a creative brand.
Although Vancouver positions itself as uniquely productive when it comes to
culture, the way that culture and creativity are used by the city find their corollary in the
economic development theories of urban-planning guru Richard Florida. Florida
maintains that “creative people power regional economic growth, and these people prefer
places that are innovative, diverse and tolerant.”11 The field of the visual arts is
implicated in Florida’s thesis since its members—artists, curators, designers, museum
professionals—are among Florida’s “Creative Class,” and therefore, their work increases
the city’s desirability to other ‘Créatives’ eventually contributing to overall economic
growth.12 Sassen remarks that while culture has always played a role in major world

10 Gary Stephen Ross, “A Tale of Two Cities: The Vancouver You See and the One You Don’t,”
The Walrus (March 2010), http://walrusmagazine.com/articles/2010.03-society-a-tale-of-twocities/. Ross describes the exportation of Vancouver-style urban planning and the green branding
of the city.
11 Richard Florida, Cities and the Creative Class (Taylor & Francis e-Library, 2004), 34,
http://lib.myilibrary.com.proxyl.lib.uwo.ca:2048?ID=l 1364.
12 Florida’s thesis has many faults and a strong and articulate opposition in the cultural studies
community from voices such as Jeff Derksen and Angela McRobbie who are considered in this
thesis. Jamie Peck’s argument sums up the key contentions against Florida’s notions of creativity
for the sake of economic growth. Peck argues that Florida’s theories are profoundly marketoriented, reducing arts and culture to assets. Accompanying the Floridian doctrine is decreased
social spending, socio-economic polarization, and an increased investment in gearing the city
towards the consumption and lifestyle practices of the middle class—it is an essentially neoliberal

5
cities, what has happened since the 1990s is a much more widespread “industrializing of
culture.”13 The Creative Cities discourse encourages not only the development of culture
and entertainment industries for tourism but also its deployment as a means to attract and
retain investment in the city and by extension the creative and talented professionals
working in the specialized service and knowledge economy.14 Curator Melanie O’Brian
argues this is indeed the case in Vancouver. In the essay “Specious Speculation,” O’Brian
describes Vancouver’s persistent pre-occupation with the notion of progress, world
classness, and global recognition in the period she identifies between Expo ’86 and the
2010 Winter Olympic games—“two events that position the city in the spotlight.”15
O’Brian highlights that since Vancouver’s financial well-being has become more
contingent on global forces since the mid-1980s, there is a perceived need to maintain
and foster a cosmopolitan city that will continue to encourage investment in the “status
and cultural assets,” of the new economy and service the expectations of its class of
workers.16 Thus, when read in tandem with Florida’s ideas, Vancouver’s international
projection of its arts and cultural offerings in recent years resonates with the artistic
instrumentalization and promotion of lifestyle requisites aimed at Florida’s upwardly
mobile class.
While Vancouver has a formidable history of self-representation pre-dating the
heyday of globalization and the work of Richard Florida, the city has nonetheless taken
advantage of the increasing importance placed on the city in light of the global economic
approach to urban and cultural policy. For an extended discussion of the limits of Florida’s
thinking, see: Jamie Peck, “The Creativity Fix,” Eurozine, June 28, 2007. http://www.eurozine
.com/articles/2007-06-28-peck-en.html.
13 Sassen, Cities in a World Economy, 160.
14 Ibid.
15 O’Brian, “Specious Speculation,” 13.
16 Ibid.

shifts and the popularization of the Creative Cities discourse. It is my contention that the
three case studies taken up in this thesis embraced place-promotion through the arts and
culture, the Floridian language of economic instrumentalization of art and creativity, and
lastly, the global projection of Vancouver art through the geographical positioning of arts
and culture.
The aim of my thesis is to examine the way in which Vancouver art is continually
positioned in terms of its geographical origin, ‘Vancouver Art,’ by ‘Vancouver Artists.’ I
argue that the geographical positioning of Vancouver art is a strategy that has antecedents
in Vancouver art history but has lately acquired an increasingly promotional significance
as major cities are looking to brand themselves and their art production globally. I
explore the positioning of Vancouver art in two exhibitions, Baja to Vancouver (2003
2005), Intertidal (2005-2006) and one arts and cultural mega-event, Vancouver’s Cultural
Olympiad (2007-2010) that accompanied the 2010 Winter Olympic Games. In each of
the case studies the curatorial positioning stressed the local or regional engagement of the
work and simultaneously championed its global relevance. Not only a curatorial
endeavor, the surrounding catalogue, critical, and journalistic writing on Vancouver art
presented the city and its art production in the same manner. While the individual works
and artistic practices represented may have critiqued and commented on Vancouver’s
global condition, much of the writing and curatorial theses remained optimistic in tone in
their pursuit of global visibility.
Baja to Vancouver represents the most insular of the case studies, since it
promoted the idea of a youthful, creative West Coast to a predominantly West Coast
audience. Intertidal was more outward looking and international since the exhibition took
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place in Europe and aimed to present a group of contemporary artists from Vancouver in
terms of their geographical context and in relationship to recent Vancouver art history.
Lastly, the Cultural Olympiad presented both the city and its art production from homebase in Vancouver to both the locals and the world through their direct participation as
tourists and also through international media presence. In three different contexts the
same narrative and positioning was maintained throughout, namely that Vancouver art
production is locally engaged and globally relevant. While the local/global dialectic
exists as a critical landscape in Vancouver art, this thesis argues that the persistence with
which this dialectic has been invoked as of late by museum directors, curators and
writers, renders it a promotional tool that provides the basis for an aggressive positioning
of Vancouver art internationally.
In recent years, writing and curatorial positioning of Vancouver art has
emphasized the ways artists engage with the city, represent the city in their work, and are
based in Vancouver while simultaneously promoting the global relevance and legibility
of these practices beyond their national borders. This is a formula that gets caught
between the substance of the engaged art practices it presents, and the surface desire for a
globally projected and recognized arts and cultural scene. The way in which Vancouver
artists, writers, and curators continually position local work and the city has in turn been
critiqued, both by Vancouver artists and writers and those on the outside, as both selflegitimizing and self-promotional.17 The strategy of self-legitimization is not a novel idea
in Vancouver, but grew out of a history and model that proved successful in bolstering

17 Artist Marina Roy agrees that the body of texts on and around Vancouver art are “not only a
‘significant contribution to art production and critical thinking in the city,’ but also ‘transmitted]
intellectual and cultural authority and enact[ed] a process of self-legitimation.” Marina Roy,
“Adventures in Reading Landscape,” in O’Brian, Vancouver Art cS: Economies, 75.
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international art careers. Self-positioning and international promotion follows the
practices of an earlier generation of artists—the Vancouver School of
Photoconceptualism. It is, in fact, impossible to consider the current situation in
Vancouver without first examining the trajectory of the Vancouver School which set the
precedent for Vancouver’s recent global positioning of contemporary art.
The so-called “Vancouver School,” consists of individual artists, Jeff Wall, Ian
Wallace, Ken Lum, Stan Douglas, Roy Arden, and Rodney Graham. Mainly working in
photography, these artists found the artistic tenor of Vancouver in the 1970s and 80s to be
predominately conservative and institutionally and commercially geared towards
painting. The Vancouver School artists sought commercial gallery representation beyond
their national borders and ultimately achieved great institutional recognition and market
success in the United States and Europe while remaining based in Vancouver. Eventually,
their successes translated back home and Canadian public and private art institutions and
commercial galleries began to support the Vancouver School artists as well as the
alternative practices of successive generations of artists on the West Coast.
In addition to their distinctive conceptual and pictorial approach to photography,
the artists in the Vancouver School are also known for their thorough understanding of18
18 Clint Burnham noted in a review of Intertidal that the Vancouver School was “ignored by local
powers-that-be as well the market until the mid-to-late eighties.” Scott Watson contended in 1991
that “the international artists whose discourse is so rooted here do not...have local galleries to
represent their work to the local community...[t]he lack of commercial support reflects the
disinterest of local class money in crticial art...” In the commercial realm, the shift in Vancouver
is marked by the opening of Catriona Jeffries Gallery in 1988 and Monte Clark Gallery in 1991.
Michael Turner writes that by the mid 1990s Jeffries was featuring Photoconceptual artists and
other innovative programming such as inviting guest curators and artists such as Ken Lum to
curate exhibitions. In the late 1990s, Clark was doing the same, featuring shows curated by Roy
Arden, Kitty Scott and others. Clint Burnham, “Interrogating Intertidal: Vancouver Art and
Aritsts,” Fuse Magazine 29, no. 4 (2006): 42.; Scott Watson, “The Generic City and Its
Discontents: Vancouver Accounts for Itself,” Arts Magazine 65, no. 6 (1991): 62.; Michael
Turner, “Whose Business Is It? Vancouver’s Commercial Galleries and the Production of Art,” in
O’Brian, Vancouver Art & Economies, 215-216.
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critical theory and intellectual approach to writing and art. Furthermore, many of the
artists such as Wall and Wallace held teaching positions at Emily Carr College of Art and
Design, The University of British Columbia and Simon Fraser University, teaching and
mentoring younger B.C. artists.19 Often pointed out is the fact that
many of these key artists at one point or other in their respective careers
taught another generation of upcoming artists, and that all of them
frequently wrote and continue to write (not in the least about each
other’s artistic practices) in no small way contributed to the
establishment—in the European’s minds eye first and foremost—of a
distinctively cerebral ‘Vancouver Style’ or mode of thought.20
My interest in the Vancouver School is two-fold; firstly, the way in which its earliest
members cultivated their own international careers in light of an unreceptive local art
scene, and secondly, the way in which their international success was buoyed and
maintained by their critical writings on art history and each other’s work.
Sven Liitticken argues in his book, Secret Publicity, that Jeff Wall’s written texts
and interviews “betray a continual need for self-legitimization—notably in historical
terms.”21 While Liitticken singles out Wall’s self-positioning, the argument can be
extrapolated beyond Wall to the larger picture of art critical writing in Vancouver.
Vancouver poet and scholar Jeff Derksen argues that at present, “Art criticism and critical
discourse is at a extremely potent or even bloated moment in Vancouver. Even in its

19 Jeff Wall taught at the University of British Columbia (UBC) for several years until 2000, Roy
Arden was a sessional instructor at UBC from 1994-1999 and at Emily Carr College of Art and
Design between 2003-2004. Ian Wallace taught at Emily Carr from 1972-1998 and at UBC from
1970-1987.
20 Bart De Baere and Dieter Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” in Intertidal: Vancouver Art and
Artists, ed. Dieter Roelstraete and Scott Watson (Antwerp and Vancouver: Museum van
Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen and The Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2005), 11-12 (De
Baere and Roelstraete’s emphasis).
21 Sven Liitticken, Secret Publicity (Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2005), 69.
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modest scale, art and criticality have been drawn into a war of values in Vancouver as the
city looks to rebrand itself within the nexus of ‘creative cities’ globally.’
In light of the Vancouver School’s success and after a maturation of the
Vancouver art scene and community—likely influenced in part by the School, who
continued to live and produce art in Vancouver, as well as teach a subsequent generation
of art students—the local institutions came to embrace the work artists like Wall, Arden,
and Lum produced and also began applying their trajectory of success to the positioning
of younger generations of Vancouver artists. In other words, what began as a strategy of a
group of artists seeking out international gallery representation and museum exhibitions
in light of a non-receptive local community, has since become a narrative invoked and
strategy employed by local institutions to promote and position the work of contemporary
Vancouver artists abroad. In O’Brian’s summation, “it appears that Vancouver Art has
come to designate a group separate from the Vancouver School but defined by a similar
set of rules that speculate on its history.”
In Vancouver, the relationship between art, artists, and the city is strategically
deployed in order to position Vancouver art internationally as both idiosyncratically
local, and relevant to a global audience. Taking into account the history of Vancouver
artists representing the city and the space of the city as bearing on the art production, I
will consider how the local/global positioning aligns or conflicts with recent theorizations
of Creative Cities and the notion of arts and culture as economic expedient in three case23

22 Jeff Derksen, “Times and Places of Critique,” in Judgment and Contemporary Art Criticism,
ed. Jeff Khonsary and Melanie O’Brian (Vancouver: Artspeak, Fillip Editions, 2010), 102.
23 Ibid., 22.
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studies.24 Since, in the period in question, arts and culture were being embraced and
identified in urban discourse and policy-making as a source of economic growth, how
does an artistic community that has built a platform of self-promotion based on their
connection and their artworks’ connection to the city relate to these larger-scale, policybased developments and conversations around the Creative City?
Chapter One considers the exhibition Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast and
Contemporary Art (2003-2005), a collaborative effort between the Vancouver Art
Gallery (VAG) and three other West Coast institutions. Baja to Vancouver was a
traveling show that featured work by artists based along the western coastal corridor of
North America from Vancouver to Northern Mexico. I examine the way in which Baja to
Vancouver expanded the traditional limits of regionalism to an international scale and
furthermore, how the institution participated in promoting the West Coast as an emerging
region, both economically and in terms of its contemporary art production. Furthermore, I
consider the reviews and press the exhibition received criticizing its geographical basis,
apparent age bias, and limited aesthetic in order to question the effectiveness and
transparency of such geographical positioning for an exhibition of contemporary art.
Chapter Two focuses on Intertidal: Vancouver Art and Artists (2005-2006), an
exhibition installed at the Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen (MuHKA) in
Antwerp, Belgium co-curated by MuHKA’s Dieter Roelstraete and Vancouver-based
24 My interpretation of the Creative Cities discourse comes from Richard Florida’s text Cities and
the Creative Class as well as other texts commenting on and critiquing the Floridian discourse
such as Angela McRobbie’s article “Everyone is Creative?” Central to Florida’s thinking is that
creative people—artists, designers, musicians, architects, professors, analysts, engineers, or
“knowledge workers”—spur economic and regional growth. Creative people cluster in Creative
Centres, and these centres “tend to be the economic winners of our age.” Therefore, artistic
instrumentalization for the promotion of a city resonates with Florida’s theory that encourages the
growth of Creative Centres for primarily economic reasons. Richard Florida, Cities and the
Creative Class (Taylor & Francis e-Libraiy, 2004), 34-35.
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curator Scott Watson. Intertidal focused chiefly on Vancouver artists and was an
ambitiously historicizing exhibition that aimed to position contemporary Vancouver art in
terms of four decades of Vancouver art history. While Baja to Vancouver took an almost
blockbuster approach in the sense that it involved five curators from four institutions,
traveled to the U.S. and Canada, and appealed in many ways to a pop-cultural
understanding of the West Coast, Intertidal conversely was more serious and
historicizing in tone as it included a large archival section and the catalogue was an
extensive collection of texts mapping Vancouver’s art history since the 1960s. While
considering the differences between the two exhibitions, Chapter Two examines how
Intertidal relied on a geographical and generational narrative of Vancouver art in its
presentation to an international audience.
Lastly, Chapter Three considers a much broader case study, Vancouver’s Cultural
Olympiad that accompanied the 2010 Winter Olympics. Although different from an
institutional art exhibition, the Cultural Olympiad in Vancouver embodies the way in
which Vancouver art and artists are positioned globally while remaining at home in
Vancouver. Almost every artist and institution in the city participated in at least one of
the hundreds of sanctioned or un-sanctioned events during the Olympiad’s four-year
span. The Olympiad is prime example of the growing role of arts and culture in the area
of urban policy and place-promotion. The Cultural Olympiad also reveals where the
promotional and corporatizing aspect of the Games aligns and/or conflicts with the values
and goals of the local art community. O’Brian argues that despite Vancouver’s global city
aspirations there is a strong history and current attitude of resistance to corporate
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instrumentalization.25 In the pages of this thesis I hope to illuminate the ways in which
Vancouver’s spirit of resistance is maintained in the case studies and also to reveal how
and where this resistance erodes in Vancouver’s ongoing pursuit of international
recognition.

25 O’Brian, interview with the author.
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Chapter One
Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary Art (2003-2005):
Constructing a Transnational Cultural Corridor
Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary Art (2003-2005) was a
landmark exhibition of contemporary art from the West Coast that featured the work of
thirty-three artists based in North America between Vancouver, Canada and Tijuana,
Mexico. The exhibition was the collaborative effort of five curators from four
institutions: Ralph Rugoff and Matthew Higgs from the CCA Wattis Institute for
Contemporary Arts in San Francisco, Toby Kamps of the Museum of Contemporary Art
San Diego, Lisa Corrin at Seattle Art Museum, and Daina Augaitis from the Vancouver
Art Gallery. The exhibition traveled to each institution between 2003-2005.
As discussed in the introduction, Vancouver art professionals, writers, and
curators have a propensity for positioning the city’s artists and their work as inherently
local practices with global relevance. The exhibition Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast
and Contemporary Art is a prescient example of the recent confluence between art and
globalization since it positioned Vancouver art geographically in terms of both the city
and also, in a larger sense, as part of a transnational global region. This chapter examines
the way in which Baja to Vancouver functioned as a place-promotional tool for
Vancouver that aligns with the recent literature on Creative Cities and the increasing
importance of asserting regional specificity in the marketing of art in a global era. I argue
that in light of the following factors: Vancouver’s history of representing itself and
positioning its work in terms of the local/global dialectic, the importance of the city in
global networks of power, and the increasing role of arts and culture in economic
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development and the popularized Creative City rhetoric, Baja to Vancouver promoted
‘Vancouver Art’ internationally as a regional/global brand.
The chapter begins with a discussion of the increasing importance of the city over
the nation as the primary point of reference for the ambulatory programming and
permanent collections of public museums. From there, I examine how the city of
Vancouver and the sub-national region of the West Coast was highlighted and portrayed
in the curatorial thesis and selected works in Baja to Vancouver. Next, I consider the
critical responses to Baja and their critiques of the exhibition’s geographical basis. Since
the exhibition claimed to represent the physical and social landscapes of the West Coast,
I uncover which landscapes, perspectives, and politics were privileged and which were
downplayed. Lastly, I consider how the representation of the West Coast and the
geographical positioning of contemporary art in Baja to Vancouver reflects the global
city aspirations of Vancouver and its major art institution, the Vancouver Art Gallery
(VAG).
I. The Art Institution: Nationalism, Regionalism, and Vancouverism
In “The Universal Survey Museum,” an essay from 1980, art historians Carol
Duncan and Alan Wallach describe museum-going as a manifestation of the contract
between citizens and the nation-state. Similar to ceremonial and religious monuments, the
public museum’s central location in a city, neo-classical architecture, collection of
precious objects, chronological and narrative layout, and the ritual-like code of conduct
that the visitor performs within the museum, “embody and make visible the idea of the
state,” its authority and the citizen’s ties to and stake in this power structure.1In the

1Carol Duncan and Alan Wallach, “The Universal Survey Museum,” Art History 3, no. 4 (1980):
449.
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museum, the visitor views the public collection or “spiritual wealth” and in exchange,
“the individual intensifies his attachment to the state. Hence the museum’s hegemonic
function, the crucial role it can play in the experience of citizenship.”2
Dealing with the period of museum building from the late-eighteenth century
forward, Duncan and Wallach articulate how the nation-state was the emergent political
and economic formation of the nineteenth century and as such, the museums built in that
era were edifices to a national organization of power. For instance, in the late-eighteenth
century the transfer of the Louvre and the Royal collection from the monarchy to the
people was a crucial symbolic element of the French Revolution and establishment of the
Republic.3 In the United States, the issue of building a public museum was first publicly
presented on the Fourth of July, 1866, just as its status as a modem-nation state was
solidifying.4 The National Gallery of Canada (NGC) was established in the 1880s about a
decade after the unification of Upper and Lower Canada.5 The NGC’s mandate was
initially to encourage interest and taste in the arts among Canadians, but also to promote
Canadian identity and national culture through the visual arts.6 Anne Whitelaw describes
the layout of the NGC as a construction of a “coherent narrative Canadian art,” one
“organized around the contribution of Canadian artistic practice to the nation’s growing
realization of its status as an autonomous state. Inscribed in the display of Canadian art in

2 Ibid., 456-457.
3 Ibid., 454.
4 Ibid., 464.
5 Anne Whitelaw, ‘“ Whiffs of Balsam, Pine, and Spruce’: Art Museums and the Production of a
Canadian Aesthetic,” in Beyond Wilderness, ed. John O’Brian and Peter White (Montreal and
Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2007), 177.
6 Ibid. 175.
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the National Gallery’s permanent collection.. .is Canada’s emergent sense of itself as a
nation.”7
Whitelaw’s discussion of the NGC as an embodiment of Canadian nationalism is
an appropriate analysis of a federally mandated institution. However, as Duncan and
Wallach’s essay demonstrates, a nationalist paradigm communicated through the public
museum is grounded in the political and economic developments of the nineteenthcentury. As such, art institutions formed later and farther from the national capital reflect
a different politics and orientation. The VAG for example, was founded in 1931 and its
initial collection consisting of British School paintings and Canadian landscapes reflected
its colonial ties to Britain. The VAG matured into its identity as a regional gallery and
developed an important relationship with the city and province, focusing largely on the
collection and representation of artists based in Vancouver or British Columbia. While
the VAG as a civic-based institution was and continues to be invested in representing the
work of artists from its immediate surroundings, I argue that the tenor of its regionalism
began shifting in the late 1990s, from an inward looking endeavor towards a more
promotional, outward looking program—a shift that was fostered by Kathleen Bartels,
the current Director of the VAG who entered the position in 2001. Considering the
VAG’s Vancouver-centric collection and its formidable history of regional exhibitions,

7 Ibid., 175, 177. Whitelaw rightly points out the difference between the universal survey
museums described by Duncan and Wallach and the NGC. The Canadian institution does not
have the ancient Egyptian and Classical collections of the Louvre or the Metropolitan Museum
and therefore does not provide the visitor with the history of Western Civilization that culminates
in the achievements of the institution’s nation. Rather, the NGC provides the chronology of
primarily Canadian art history from the seventeenth through twenty-first centuries following the
conventions of Western art history that moves from academic painting to abstraction.
Nonetheless, the public nature of the institution and the nationalist message embedded in the
NGC collection aligns it with the symbolic state-citizen exchange described by Duncan and
Wallach. Ibid., 363, 178.
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the gallery was already well-positioned to capitalize on the increasing interest in cities
over nations in the realm of contemporary art.
The work of urban studies and globalization theorist Saskia Sassen describes
many of the economic and territorial shifts I am interested in, chiefly, the way in which
cities and networks of cities and regions have become the central entities in the
management, operation, and materialization of the global economy.8 Since the 1980s,
economic organization has become increasingly global, privatized, and deregulated.
Sassen argues that with this shift has come “a partial unbundling or at least weakening of
the national as a spatial unit.”9 While the nation state is still intact, the key sites for global
processes, management, and territorialization are emerging spatial units such as “global
digitized markets and free trade blocs,” as well as pre-existing units which are gaming in
importance such as cities, subnational regions, and cross-border regions.1012Of these
subnational entities, the city and the cross-border region are of primary importance to this
chapter.
Although many cities have obtained global status and increased concentrations of
power and capital, not all cities are flourishing in the global era." Rather, while some
global cities such as London and Shanghai have been international trade and banking
centres for centuries, others like Los Angeles and Sao Paulo are newer arrivals. Many

8 Saskia Sassen, The Global City, 2nd ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001).
9 Ibid., xviii.
10 Ibid.
11 It is also important to note that global city status does not entail an overall high quality of living
or prosperity for all of the city’s inhabitants. Rather, Sassen argues, in cities with economies
dominated by finance and specialized services there is sharp social, earning, and racial
segmentation owing in part to the vast number of low-level service jobs required to fulfill the
lifestyle needs of the upwardly mobile classes staffing the major firms. Saskia Sassen, Cities in a
World Economy, 3rd ed. (Thousand Oaks: Pine Forge Press, 2006), 175.
12 Sassen, Cities in a World Economy, 7.
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cities that were once prosperous ports and manufacturing centres have declined.13 Finally,
no global city exists in isolation, but rather, “the global city is the function of a
network—and in this sense, there is a sharp contrast with the erstwhile capitals of
empires.”14*Although networking requires a high degree of communication and,
therefore, co-operation between cities, the fact that the growth or decline is dependant on
the movement and materialization of global capital indicates that on top of networking,
competition among cities is inevitable.
One of the ways cities compete for talent, investment, and tourists is through the
projection of a dynamic and distinct arts and cultural scene. Political philosopher Susan
Buck-Morss notes “museums have had a striking resurgence in the past decade [1993
2003]. They are the preferred form of cultural tourism in an age of globalization, where
travel means travel to cities.”13 Furthermore, in terms of talent and investment, Sassen
notes, “growing specialized service industries employ increasingly talented creative
people who in turn want culturally developed cities to live and work in.”16 Therefore, the
visual arts are imbricated in the competitive arena of global capitalism and city branding.
Looking at recent descriptions of the VAG’s permanent collection and its exhibition
programming (such as Baja to Vancouver) it becomes clear that Vancouver art and its
institutions reflect this increasing civic protagonism and actively partake in the promotion
of the city and region’s artistic sophistication.
Recent descriptions of the VAG permanent collection reveal the interpenetration
of the global and regional contexts in contemporary art. The VAG collection reflects the
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid., xi.
13 Susan Buck-Morss, Thinking Past Terror: Islamism and Critical Theory on the Left (New
York: Verso, 2003), 68.
16 Sassen, Cities in a World Economy, 160.
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institution’s regional orientation and the mandate confirms, “One of the collection’s
principal strengths is the abundance of works by artists of this region, a strength that
reflects the Gallery’s commitment to preserve and present works by British Columbia’s
finest artists.”17 The VAG also collects international artists and boasts one of North
America’s most important collections of photography.18 Arts journalist Michael Scott,
commented on an exhibition of VAG recent acquisitions, Vancouver Collects (2001),
noting the gallery has focused on acquiring art produced in B.C., and when the work of
other Canadian and international artists is purchased, it is often “with a view to
amplifying or elucidating the work of people here.”19 Similarly, VAG chief curator Daina
Augaitis acknowledges “even when [the VAG] presents exhibitions that are not from
here, we consider why present it in Vancouver...Exhibitions don’t necessarily need to
have Vancouver artists in them but it is important to consider the connection...we ask
ourselves, why that, here?”20 Thus, the local/global dialectic of Vancouver art is not only
present in exhibitions of Vancouver art but it is inscribed in the VAG permanent
collection.
While the focus of this chapter is the VAG and its exhibition Baja to Vancouver,
it is important to note that other areas of the art world have similarly oriented to reflect
the increasing economic and cultural importance of the city. Commenting on the art
biennial circuit, artist Antonia Hirsch and curator Melanie O’Brian point out “recently
established biennials, such as those in Sydney, Taipei, and Prague, have ostensibly shed

17 “About Us,” Vancouver Art Gallery, http://www.vanartgallery.bc.ca/about-us/about-us.html.
18 Ibid.
19 Michael Scott, “Art Gallery Reveals its Riches in Impressive Show,” Vancouver Sun, January

19, 2000.
20 Daina Augaitis (Chief Curator, The Vancouver Art Gallery) interview with the author, July
2010 .
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the national model for thematic presentations...recent biennials often present locale as
spectacle (in a shift from nation to city).”21 In Vancouver’s commercial sector prominent
dealer Catriona Jeffries keeps geographical context in mind in the promotion of the artists
she represents. In an article for Canadian Art, “She’s the One,” Toronto writer Si Si
Penaloza wrote, “to the international collector or institution, artists working in Canada
need context. Catriona Jeffries’ entire brand works precisely because she’s packaging and
selling that context. When you collect one of her artists...you are ostensibly ‘collecting
Vancouver.’”22 In the biennale and commercial gallery contexts cities have been
increasingly invoked since the 1990s not only as the primary contextual unit over that of
the nation but also for their brand or cachet. The way in which the city is used as a
framing device for the VAG permanent collection and its institutional programming, for
Catriona Jeffries’ commercial gallery marketing, and in the context of various
international biennales reveals a paradoxical condition whereby the assertion of regional
or civic specificity has become a homogenous and repetitive mode. Furthermore the

21 Antonia Hirsch and Melanie O’Brian, “On Second Thought: Looking Back at the 4th
Berlin Biennial,” Fillip 4 (2006), http://fillip.ca/content/on-second-thought. The prestigious
Venice Biennale maintains the national structure, a format that has been in place since the
biennale’s founding in 1895. However, a recent article in the Los Angeles Times points out that
artists chosen to represent the various national pavilions are not necessarily nationals. For
instance, Allora & Calzadilla, the duo representing the USA were bom in Philadelphia and
Havana respectively, attended school in Italy and are currently based in Puerto Rico. The article
argues, “In this respect, Allora & Calzadilla's work in the Biennial is part of a growing trend:
artists representing their countries at the Venice Biennale in unorthodox ways or resisting the idea
of national representation altogether.” Jori Finkel, “At the Venice Biennale, National Artists
Know No Boundaries,” Los Angeles Times, June 6, 2011.
22 Si Si Penaloza, “She’s the One,” Canadian Art 20, no.l (2003): 78. The passage from
Penaloza’s article about “collecting Vancouver,” is widely cited in texts on Vancouver including
Ralph Rugoffs introduction to Baja to Vancouver and in critical texts on Vancouver’s self
positioning such as Melanie O’Brian’s “Specious Speculation,” and Marina Roy’s “Adventures in
Reading Landscape,” both in Vancouver Art & Economies, ed. Melanie O’Brian (Vancouver:
Arsenal Pulp Press, Artspeak, 2007).
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continuity between the above examples reveals the increasing crossover in contemporary
art between the activities of commercial and corporate endeavors and the public museum.
II. Baja to Vancouver: The Exhibition
With San Francisco-based curator Ralph Rugoff at its helm, the curatorial team of
Baja to Vancouver consisted of Augaitis, Corrin, Higgs, and Kamps who described their
selection criteria as representational artworks that were “resonant with specific social
landscapes of the West Coast.”23 Vancouver contributed more artists than any other city
with a total of ten, while there were eight artists from L.A., four each from Portland and
the Bay Area, three Seattle artists, three Tijuana-based artists and one artist from San
Diego.2425The curators traveled together and conducted studio visits as a group, and chose
each of the participating artists unanimously. The VAG also held a symposium in concert
with Baja to Vancouver, titled About Place: Making Art on the West Coast (June 5,
2004). By collaborating on an exhibition that claimed to represent the West Coast and its
emergence as “arguably North America’s most vital region of contemporary art making,”
the participating institutions effectively positioned themselves as the cities, institutions,
•

-.

and artists central to that vitality.
While place was the overarching organizational principle of Baja to Vancouver,
the exhibition layout followed thematic rather than geographical headings, for instance
23 Ralph Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary Art,” in Baja to
Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary Art, ed. Ralph Rugoff (San Francisco, San Diego,
Seattle, Vancouver: CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, Museum of Contemporary Art
San Diego, Seattle Art Museum, Vancouver Art Gallery, 2003): 14, 15.
24 The Vancouver artists included Stan Douglas, Brian Jungen, Tim Lee, Ken Lum, Liz Magor,
Shannon Oksanen and Scott Livingstone, Steven Shearer, Ron Terada and Althea Thauberger.
Vancouver novelist Douglas Coupland wrote a catalogue essay and Vancouver poet and essayist
Lisa Robertson contributed a creative text, “The Value Village Manifesto” from her project Office
for Soft Archictecture to the section “Views from the West Coast,” which featured other
interpretive works from West Coast artists and writers.
25 Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver,” 13.
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“Pop Identities,” “Modernism Reconsidered,” and “The Good Life.”26 The first room
titled “Pop Identities,” included work by Vancouver artists Steven Shearer and Tim
Lee.27 Shearer’s work, Guitar #5 (2002-2003) is a digital collage of thousands of
amateurs posing with their guitars culled from E-bay and other Internet sources [figure
1.1]. The work references North American youth’s fascination with rebellion, fame, and
rock and roll. Critic Emily Hall described the work as a modem contradiction: “thousands
of non-conformists posing with their guitars.”28 Lee’s work, The Move, The Beastie Boys,
1998 (2001) is a three-part video installation showing Lee delivering a deadpan rendition
of the three parts in the Beastie Boys’ rap song, “The Move” [figure 1.2]. Also taking up
popular music, Lee’s work engages in deeper problematics of racialized identities. Lee
describes The Move in an artist statement written for the artist-run centre Western Front:
“The installation attempts to make the question of race primal...a simulacrum of race is
being made indistinguishable—visual Asianness conflates with white text and coded
black grammar to a point where no race becomes the dominant one.”29 Nearby Lee and
Shearer was Los Angeles artist Evan Holloway’s provisional styrofoam sculpture, Left
Handed Guitarist (1998), consisting of a musician precariously perched on a plywood
ledge, looking down into a drawing of an illusory tunnel [figure 1.3]. Like Shearer’s
work, Holloway’s references transcendence through music with a dose of cynicism
provided by the work’s shoddy-looking do it yourself (DIY) aesthetic.
An adjacent gallery entitled “The Good Life,” featured another take on popular
music by Los Angeles artist Delia Brown. Brown’s video work Pastorale (2002) employs
26 Michael Turner, “Not So Quiet on the Western Front,” The Globe and Mail, July 14, 2004.
27 Ibid.
28 Emily Hall, “33 Artists Digest the West Coast,” The Stranger (Seattle), October 16, 2003.
29 Sadira Rodrigues, “Dealing (with) Cultural Diversity: Vancouver Art, Race, and Economies,”
in O’Brian, Vancouver Art & Economies, 179.
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the music video format, featuring the R&B singer Goapele serenading a tour through a
peopled, Californian Craftsmen house [figure 1.4]. Curator Matthew Higgs described the
work as the representation of the suburban landscape as idyllic setting, a commentary on
the nature of superficiality and the artists own (self-)parody of those desires.30 Canadian
Art reviewer David Gleeson wrote that Brown’s work was “slick, smooth and full of
beautiful people, with a crisply produced backing,” and summed up the exhibition,
“polished but smoothly bland.”31
Momentarily breaking up Baja's slick polish is Songstress (2001-2002) a video
by Vancouver’s Althea Thauberger [figure 1.5]. Resonating with the DIY spirit of
Holloway’s sculpture, the music-video format of Brown’s work, and the youthful
obsession with fame and pop music in Shearer’s work, Songstress depicts eight young
singer-songwriter hopefuls lip-synching their original songs for the camera in bohemian
outfits and natural settings. The awkward and earnest results echoed Shearer’s depiction
of male rock’n’roll fantasies as well as the multiple myths of the West Coast in Baja to
Vancouver as a land of utopian possibility, opportunity, natural beauty, stardom, and
youth.
Other Vancouver contributions included Shannon Oksanen and Scott
Livingstone’s video Vanishing Point (2001). Like Songstress and Guitar #5, Vanishing
Point is another elegy to utopia failed and bygone youth, communicated through an
abandoned surfboard washed ashore on Vancouver Island’s Long Beach [figure 1.6].
Similar to Thauberger’s appraoch, Vanishing Point was executed with minimal
production value and taken in a single-shot. Oksanen and Livingstone’s work contributed

30 Matthew Higgs, “Delia Brown,” in Rugoff, Baja to Vancouver, 28.
31 David Gleeson, “Baja to Vancouver,” Canadian Art 21, no. 1 (2004): 74.
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to the ubiquity of West Coast cultural tropes and stereotypes in Baja such as surfing, the
music and film industries, utopia, migration, and urban and natural landscapes. Adding to
the representation of popular West Coast imagery were works from Brian Jungen’s
widely exhibited series Prototypes for a New Understanding (1998-2005) which combine
the consumer goods of the global economy with references to North-West Coast art and
its touristy variations [figure 1.7]. Jungen’s playful sculptures are eviscerated Nike shoes
re-combined into variants of Haida masks. The works reference histories of cultural
exploitation of First Nations as a result of the commoditization of ancient ritual objects,
and also the contemporary ritualization of sport, the canonization of brands and
commodities through the museological displays of stores such as Niketown, and the
movement of global capital. The selections in Baja to Vancouver reveal the concerted
effort on the part of the curators to include works that announced their point of origin
while engaging in, in RugofP s words, internationally relevant conceptual and aesthetic
strategies.32
The layout of Baja to Vancouver was bookended by two Vancouver icons; Ron
Terada, whose work Entering City o f Vancouver (2002) was installed at the beginning
and Stan Douglas, whose Every Building on 100 West Hastings (2001) ended the
exhibition, adding to Vancouver’s dominance in the show [figure 1.8 and 1.9]. Terada’s
green and white highway sign reads, “Entering City of Vancouver,” and was
manufactured for the artist by the same company that works for the city. The installation
view from the VAG [figure 1.8] shows Terada’s work flanked by two equally
monumental signs advertising Baja to Vancouver, announcing one’s arrival into the
exhibition’s version of the West Coast. The VAG’s traditional arches and neo-classical
32 Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver,” 14.
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rotunda above framed the exhibition titles and one of its signature works. The
conversation in this image between the neo-classical interior and the transnational
character of Baja to Vancouver is an interesting collision. The VAG architecture signals
an old regime of museum building and artistic narratives described earlier through
Duncan and Wallach that Baja attempted to transcend—nationalism is forgone for a
transnational network of contemporary art making cities.
San Diego critic, Robert L. Pincus described the parodic edge of many of the
works in Baja, primarily Terada’s, which he interpreted as “a slyly dumb joke, so epic in
its declaration of parochialism that you just know [Terada] couldn’t possibly be this
provincial. His sign is a 10-foot-by- 10-foot wink of the eye.”33 Indeed, Terada’s work
Entering City o f Vancouver is meant as a critique of “the dubious practice of branding art
by region” and specifically the way Vancouver artists are “identified, for purposes of
commerce and publicity, in terms of a regional brand.” 34 But, in the context of Baja to
Vancouver, Terada’s work lost some of this initial reading and began to signify what it
set out to satirize. I argue that the exhibition Baja to Vancouver is such an example of the
practice of regional branding that Terada claims to critique.
What are some of the specifics of Vancouver’s identity that are exploited in the
framing of the city’s contemporary art and artists? Often, Vancouver’s identity is
formulated in opposition to Central Canada, embracing its isolation from the rest of
country and its frontier spirit. Baja curator Rugoff stressed this separation in the
catalogue introduction when he argued that one of the key similarities between the
seemingly disparate West Coast cities is their shared “sense of remove from the traditions
33 Robert L. Pincus, “Farce-Sighted,” San Diego Union-Tribune, Januaiy 29, 2004.
34 Daina Augaitis, “Ron Terada,” in Rugoff, Baja to Vancouver, 108; Marina Roy, “Adventures in
Reading Landscape,” in O’Brian, Vancouver Art & Economies, 74.
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and social conventions of their respective nations, as well as from the influence of
Europe.”3536In this phrase, Rugoff diminished the cities’ national and colonial ties and
created instead an independent cultural ethos that complemented the exhibition’s focus
on the future rather than on history.
Rugoff s emphasis on the West Coast’s uniqueness from the rest of the North
American continent and Europe mirrors the way in which a distinctive sense of place or
geography is becoming the manner in which artists, dealers, curators and institutions set
their work apart. Anticipating charges of instrumentalization, Rugoff s catalogue essay
insisted, “As curators, we have not sought to pinpoint a visual aesthetic or conceptual
methodology that would somehow identify a ‘brand’ of West Coast art.” Nevertheless,
as Rugoff predicted, critics such as Marina Roy perceived the exhibition as such: “Baja
to Vancouver...embodied precisely this idea of how hip, successful art is framed around
locality—as display of difference-as-brand within a world where, due to the forces of
globalization, a sense of belonging to a distinctive place seems tenuous.”37 Thus,
geographical positioning is not only a branding mechanism but it also alleges a resistance
to the homogenizing forces of globalization. Ultimately, in the context of the circulation
of ‘museum-quality’ art that is represented by major dealers—as is the majority of work
in Baja to Vancouver—resistance is somewhat subsumed into the cycle of the global art
market.
Critics noted that some of the subtler juxtapositions in the exhibition complicated
the notion of an essential regional experience, while others, such as the conversation
between Terada’s sign and Marcos Ramirez ERRE’s Crossroads (Tijuana/San Diego)
35 Ibid.
36 Ralph Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver,” 14.
37 Roy, “Adventures in Reading Landscape,” 74.
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(2003), were “like a shovel to the head” [figure 1.10]. Ramirez’s work, commissioned
for Baja to Vancouver, is a signpost pointing the way to international cities from the
artists’ home city, Tijuana. One side of the marker presents the city name and distance in
miles from Tijuana, and the other side features a famous quotation from one of the city’s
artists. Ramirez’s sign includes the West Coast cities Los Angeles, Vancouver, San
Diego, and San Francisco, along with Paris, Düsseldorf, and New York. Rugoff described
Ramirez’s work as revealing the arbitrariness and “absurdity of trying to define art
strictly in terms of geography.” While Rugoff s analysis of Ramirez’s work is
perceptive, it reads as an ironic stance in an exhibition that did just that—defined a group
of artists and their work in terms of their geography. Buck-Morss argues that while
museums and public galleries maintain their role as reprieves from “the commercial
instrumentalizations of the culture industry, it absorbs the best, the brightest, the most
talented practitioners of visual culture and defuses their critical power, rendering them
impotent within the larger public sphere.”383940 When viewed together in the context of an
exhibition with the topic “the West Coast and contemporary art,” Ramirez and Terada’s
works come across as uncritical reminders of the geographical scope of the show and a
case in point for Buck-Morss’ argument that the contemporary art gallery or museum
absorbs critique.
III. Regionalism Past and Present: Critical Receptions and Promotional Possibilities
The above description of the exhibition supports the aims of the curatorial thesis
that endeavoured to include works representative of the West Coast’s social and cultural
38 Sarah Krajewski, “Baja to Vancouver,” ArtUS no.l (2004): 54; Turner, “Not So Quiet on the
Western Front.”
39 Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver,” 19.
40 Susan Buck-Morss, Thinking Past Terror: Islamism and Critical Theory on the Left (New
York: Verso, 2006), 69.
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landscapes. Baja’s focus was representational art that bore a straightforward connection
to the place it was from.41 While the curators stood by their place-based approach, the
issue of regionalism was central in critical responses to Baja to Vancouver, and
journalists and critics were quick to deflate the seemingly weary concept. While the
curators defended their geographical scope as one that extended beyond a singular city,
province, state or country, thereby eclipsing traditional notions of regionalism, Baja's
focus on place and representing the social landscape of the West Coast was problematic
for many reviewers. Critics deemed Baja to Vancouver's geographical fixation an
irrelevant or outdated stance, or disagreed with the kinds of practices represented, arguing
that the show was narrowly focused on representational art and West Coast stereotypes.
The exhibition was steeped in paradox with its concomitant fidelity to a place-based
approach and agreement from the curators that “there is no longer any such thing as
regional art.”42 A review in ArtNews remarked, “According to the curators...art made on
the West Coast of North America ‘has never before been the subject of a major survey
exhibition.’ Perhaps its because there is a flaw in the premise.”43 Arts journalist Emily
Hall similarly questioned Baja to Vancouver's geographical premise writing,
“Regionalism is dead, but we are still looking for the corpse,” arguing that the exhibition
was paradoxically critiquing and supporting the myth of the West Coast.44
While the reviewers questioned the geographical premise of Baja to Vancouver,
regional shows have been a fixture in Vancouver since the 1960s with exhibitions like
41 Daina Augaitis, interview with the author. Augaitis mentioned in the interview that as curators
they tried to choose works, “that were more likely to made on the West Coast and not someplace
else.”
42 Hall, “33 Artists Digest the West Coast.”
4j Patricia Failing, ‘“ Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary Art,’ Seattle Art
Museum,” ArtNews 103, no. 2 (2004): 117.
44 Hall, “33 Artists Digest the West Coast.”
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curator Alvin Balkind’s Beyond Regionalism (1965) and Joy and Celebration (1967). The
VAG has staged numerous regional shows including Vancouver Art and Artists: 1931
1983 (1983), Young Romantics (1985), Topographies: Aspects o f Recent B.C. Art (1997),
Weak Thought (1998-99), These Days (2001), Paint (2006), How Soon Is Now (2009),
and Visions o f B.C: A Landscape Manual (2010). Scott Watson curated Young Romantics
for the VAG as well as two other Vancouver shows for the Morris and Helen Belkin Art
Gallery, 6: New Vancouver Modern (1998) and Exponential Future (2008). Exhibitions
of Vancouver art staged in international locations include Hammertown (2002,
Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh), Confidence (2003, Passagen Konsthall, Linköping,
Sweden), Beachcombers (2002-03, Gasworks Gallery, Vauxhall, London, Middlesbrough
Art Gallery and Mead Gallery, University of Warwick), Intertidal (2005, MuHKA,
Antwerp), and No Place as Home: New Art From Vancouver (2005, Projektram Viktor
Bucher, Wien Austria).4"
VAG Associate Curator Kathleen Ritter argues the regional show has a
formidable lineage in Vancouver as well as a contentious history 546
4 Ritter describes the
gamut of regional exhibitions in Vancouver as ranging from province-wide
comprehensive exhibits such as Topographies that occupied multiple floors of the
Vancouver Art Gallery, to slightly smaller survey shows of only Vancouver artists, such
as Young Romantics and These Days, or 6: New Vancouver Modern and Exponential
Futures at the Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery. In reviewing the history of regional
exhibitions in Vancouver, and curating the exhibition How Soon Is Now, a selection of
45 The VAG exhibition 955,000 (1970)—named for the population of Vancouver at the time—
curated by Lucy Lippard was a seminal exhibition of art in Vancouver. While it was not strictly a
show of Vancouver art, it represents a key moment fostering Vancouver’s ties to the larger art
world since it featured international and local conceptual artists side by side..
46 Kathleen Ritter, (Curator, Vancouver Art Gallery), interview with the author, March 2011.
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recent art from the province of British Columbia, Ritter wanted to work against certain
expectations that are set up in the idea of a regional exhibition, namely that it be concise,
thematic, generational, and representative of the “rising stars” of a cultural scene.47
Instead Ritter was interested in “undefining what is tacitly or explicitly understood as the
dominant artistic genres of the region. By including thirty-four artists and collectives of
very different backgrounds, artistic practices, and generations, [Ritter] was attempting to
represent the diversity of visual arts of this region.” 48
Where does Baja to Vancouver fit into this lineage? Alvin Balkind described the
1966 exhibition he curated, Beyond Regionalism, as indicative of “the fading away of
British Empire Vancouver... and the rise of an urban sensibility plugged into an
international discourse.”49 Balkind’s essay for the 1967 exhibition Joy and Celebration
asserted, “Vancouver’s artists now worked in an international, urban milieu,” and
described how local artists were moving on from the regional school of “Jack Shadbolt,
Toni Onley, B.C. Binning and Gordon Smith...which produced abstractions based on
West Coast climate, topography, and First Nations art.”50 Rugoff s positioning of Baja to
Vancouver similarly announced, “the aesthetic and conceptual strategies embodied in
these works are an international currency, not a local one,” but are applied to subjects
which are “specific social landscapes of the West Coast.”51 The overlap between
Balkind’s assertion in the 1960s and RugofFs in the early 2000s reveals how curators are

47 Ibid.
48 Ibid.
49 Scott Watson, “Transmission Difficulties: Vancouver Painting in the 1960s,” Ruins in
Progress: Vancouver Art in the Sixties Online Archive, http://transmissiondifficulties.vancouver
artinthesixties.com/print/01.
50 Scott Watson, “Exponential Future,” in Exponential Future, ed. Julie Bevan, Juan A. Gaitàn,
Scott Watson (Vancouver: Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2008), 6.
51 Ralph Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver,” 14, 15.
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perpetually announcing Vancouver or the West Coast’s artistic internationalism.
However, it is interesting to note how Balkind’s era was anxious to abandon the West
Coast landscape for abstraction with Joy and Celebration, and subsequently, how the
landscape is resurrected by Baja to Vancouver almost forty years later to uphold in some
ways, a similar thesis.
How can the conflict between the curatorial commitment in Vancouver to a
geographical-based positioning and the resistance to such positioning by the critics be
interpreted? I argue that the disagreement between the curators and critics comes from
the shared, underlying insecurity in Vancouver over its world-class status. Two factors
are repeatedly invoked to support Vancouver’s world-class claims: the economy and
culture, both of which are consistently promoted in Vancouver, but neither of which can
be satisfactorily measured to an extent that would remove fears that Vancouver is not
world-class, but just another city. Thus, we can see the world-class debate emerging in
Balkind’s positioning of two Vancouver exhibitions in the 1960s described above. Baja
to Vancouver and Intertidal (Chapter Two) are representative of two major Vancouver
exhibitions whose curatorial positioning contributed to an internationally waged artistic
and cultural program of promotion. Furthermore, through the consideration of efforts
such as Vancouver’s Expo ’86 and the 2010 Olympic Games, it can be deduced that
Vancouver is committed to fostering an image of global consequence in terms of trade,
investment, and culture. Indeed, an article in the Vancouver Sun from July 6, 2011 titled
“Does Vancouver Meet the Criteria for ‘World-Class,’?” weighed and ranked
Vancouver’s economic and cultural accomplishments. The article describes Vancouver as
a city having a relatively small populace, but also the largest port on the West Coast,
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maintaining trade relations with over 160 world economies, and having a high
concentration of financial service firms, proving that “in global commerce, Vancouver
punches far above its weight.” Furthermore, the article referred to the VAG collection
as being of “global significance.”5
253 And yet, despite the constant peddling of such
statistics, the fact that they are published in a paper read primarily by Vancouverites, says
more about insecurity than it does about how Vancouver may or may not be perceived by
other global cities or the rest of the world.
It is my contention that the conflict between the curatorial points of view that
support the regional show and the critics who dismiss it as an outdated strategy are both
coming from Vancouver’s provincial anxieties that are played out in the ongoing internal
debates over its own world-classness. In recent years geographical positioning has
become complicit with Creative Cities rhetoric and the manner in which cities are
branded through culture. Therefore, museum directors and curators are committed to re
inventing the regional model in order to promote Vancouver art under the label
‘Vancouver Art,’ as well as stay culturally relevant. In turn, arts and newspaper critics
are quick to deflate any notion of the regional since it holds passé connotations, as
evidenced by Emily Hall’s comment above. All of the critical responses to Baja to
Vancouver cited in this paper originate on the West Coast and therefore represent the
high-level of self-scrutiny that attends the boosterism. Although they critique the regional
approach, the critics, along with museum directors and curators, are also invested in the
manner in which the West Coast is presented. Vancouver School artist Roy Arden wrote
a public letter that sums up this seemingly contradictory state: “there is a tendency here
52 Stephen Hume, “Does Vancouver Meet the Criteria for ‘World-Class’?” Vancouver Sun, July
6 , 2011.
53
Ibid.
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[in Vancouver] of boasting about how ‘World Class’ Vancouver is. Yet, it is only when
locals [artists] succeed abroad that they are lauded at home. Truly world class cities do
not promote themselves as such.”54
The critics’ questioning of Baja to Vancouver's premise seems to be coming from
the attitude outlined by Arden, if we are world class why are we still talking about
regionalism? Why are we wasting time calling ourselves world class instead of simply
continuing to do what we do best? The curators represent the part of the conversation that
continually announces Vancouver’s world-classness by staging exhibitions that are
positioned as shows of globally relevant ‘Vancouver Art.’ The arguments become
circular since press articles like the Vancouver Sun's “Does Vancouver Meet the Criteria
for ‘World-Class,’?” and the art exhibitions such as Baja to Vancouver build the
narratives that in turn render Vancouver a world-class city. Although Arden seems to see
through the cycle, his letter ultimately fuels the discussion of self-positioning followed by
self-scrutiny of that positioning.
IV. Whose West Coast? Social, Political, and Economic Elisions
Alongside a critique of the geographical bias, critic Regina Hackett argued, Baja
to Vancouver “focuses on the young and the fluid. Nearly everybody in it grapples with
consumerism, mass culture, the cult of celebrity and/or the specter of a vanishing natural
world.”55 Ralph Rugoff and Douglas Coupland underscored the focus on youthful themes
in their respective catalogue essays. Both described the West Coast as a young, emerging
region attuned to technology and pop culture. Rugoff stressed the newness of the West*53
34 Roy Arden, “Viewpoints: Roy Arden in Support of a New Art Gallery,” Alliance For Arts and
Culture (blog), March 10, 2010, http://www.allianceforarts.com/blog/viewpoints-roy-ardensupport-new-art-gallery.
53 Regina Hackett, “A Trek Through West Coast Art,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, October 9,
2003.
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Coast and how its citizens are “seemingly distanced from the burdens of history... Their
local cultures evolved around frontier values of individualism and innovation,” an ethos
that Rugoff argued can still be seen in the “unconventional design ethic (whether applied
to computers, software, or buildings) as well as the many novel youth and pop cultures
that flourish on the West Coast today.”56 Coupland continued the youthful construction
when he argued that “the cities of the West Coast have more in common than
not.. .buffered from the rest of the continent by vast mountains, multiple time zones, and
a disproportional lack of history.”57 Coupland closed the essay with the epithet, “On the
West Coast, there is no other Past on which we can rely. There is only Whatever Comes
Next, and this is what we believe in.”58 While Coupland and Rugoff acknowledged the
mythology of the West Coast as a utopian place where dreams are realized, it seems they
reinvested in a new myth that has no room for history but only the contemporary, the
new, the up-and-coming. In their respective essays, both Coupland and Rugoff embraced
a kind of modem romantic look at an ahistorical West Coast of their invention, which
they then populated with the group of artists assembled in the exhibition—the young
innovators of the perpetually emerging region. Their focus on the now explains in some
ways the contemporaneous nature of the themes in the works selected—pop culture, mass
media, film, youth, music—punctuated by images of West Coast landscapes, both urban
and natural. The works chosen hold up the curatorial thesis of the cultural production of
young cities through the pop cultural themes as well as the relative age of the artists
participating.

56 Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver,” 13-14.
57 Douglas Coupland, “Under the Big Black Sun,” in Rugoff, Baja to Vancouver, 21.
58 Ibid., 24.
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The thematic headings, like the overall geographical focus of Baja to Vancouver,
had their limits. Michael Turner’s review expressed his disappointment in both: “while
reading the material for the Modernism Reconsidered section, I found myself returning to
the work of Shearer and Lee, asking myself why they were being relegated to a
subsection of Modernism (Pop).. .and I wondered how much better this show might be if
Modernism were the landscape, not the West Coast.”39 In some ways, the thematic
headings directed viewers to key questions explored by the artist such as the mythology
of the landscape or the Modernist legacy on the West Coast. What limited the overall
critical potential of Baja to Vancouver was the constant circling back to the identity of
the West Coast and also what was overlooked in the construction of that identity.
Curator Sadira Rodrigues describes some of the deficiencies of Baja to Vancouver
in her essay, “Dealing (with) Cultural Diversity: Vancouver Art, Race, and Economies.”
Rodrigues references Baja to Vancouver as an illustration of the way in which cultural
diversity in some of Vancouver’s institutional programming is only nominally included.
Rodrigues recounts the VAG symposium About Place that was held on June 6, 2004 as
an accompaniment to Baja to Vancouver. In Rodrigues’ view, “the issue of race and
identity as a category of investigation was absent in the discussions presented by both the
exhibition and symposium, despite the inclusion of works by artists such as Stan
Douglas, Sam Durant, Kota Ezawa, Brian Jungen, Tim Lee, Ken Lum and Yvonne
Venegas.”5960 Rodrigues maintains that while it is perhaps not the “responsibility of a
curator to raise questions about cultural diversity within every context...it is his or her

59 Turner, “Not So Quiet on the Western Front.”
60 Rodrigues, “Dealing (with) Cultural Diversity,” 177
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responsibility to do so when an exhibition seeks to construct a history or identity for
place.”6126
Rugoff acknowledged issues of racial tension and belonging however, his
arguments on these topics only begin to scratch the surface. When Rugoff described an
artist’s concerns as “issues related to racism,” or works that “conjure the difficult lives of
recent immigrants,” the phrasing was at best descriptive but largely conciliatory.
Ultimately, the issues of race and identity fell into a longer list of subjects, themes and
aesthetic strategies on Rugoff s list: individualism, innovation, hedonistic impulses,
recreation, leisure, dramatic natural settings, the urban, suburban and rural, popular
culture, film, music, television, and works that only “subtly question representations of
class, ethnicity and gender.”63 For Rugoff all of these themes revolved around the
“critical thematic axis” of the exhibition, “the foundational contradiction of the West
Coast mythos,” which is the communal and the individual.64 Coupland’s one-line
references to Vancouver’s “Asian skewed racial-breakdown” and human smuggling from
Mexico into San Diego, while acerbic are no more politically engaged.65
As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, Sassen describes an important and often
glossed over feature of life in the global city—increased economic and racial
segmentation [see note 11, this chapter]. I argue that Coupland and Rugoff only
superficially acknowledged such segmentation and diversity received little attention in
the overall scheme of the exhibition. On a similar note, cultural theorist Angela
61

Ibid., 178 (Rodrigues’ emphasis).
62 Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver,” 15.
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid., 16.
65 Coupland writes, San Diego is a city “undergoing demographic alchemy. Explain the myth of
the surfer’s perfect wave to a family of five smuggled into the harbor...” Coupland, “Under the
Big Black Sun,” 24.
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McRobbie argues that the language of Creative Cities literature and policy is often
“vehemently upbeat,” occluding the social consequences of the new right thinking that
asks culture to entrepreneurialize 66 In some ways, Coupland’s breezy comments adopted
a similar strategy of obscuring the urgency of the socio-political conditions underlying
the American and Mexican border relationship. And finally, Richard Florida constantly
invokes “diversity” and “tolerance,” as among the key criteria valued by the creative
class.67 In the Floridian context, difference is merely held up as a positive factor to attract
talent. I argue that the way in which diversity was considered in Baja to Vancouver was
largely complicit with the Floridian sense, in that deeper political and social relationships
are downplayed in favour of simply displaying diversity as a key ingredient of the
Creative City.
Rodrigues explores how the deeper race and identity politics of Brian Jungen and
Tim Lee’s works were dampened or ignored in the context of the Baja catalogue and
symposium in comparison with the dialogue they generated in solo shows or alternative
venues.68 Even more exaggerated than the case of Jungen and Lee, while the Mexican
state Baja California was represented in the exhibition by three Tijuana-based artists:
Marcos Ramirez ERRE, Yvonne Venegas, and the collective Toro lab, there was no
reference in Coupland’s or Rugoff s essays to Mexican culture, politics or any particulars
of Tijuana’s social, economic or physical landscape. Coupland omitted Tijuana from the
list of cities in the exhibition, stating instead: “San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

66 McRobbie, “Everyone is Creative?” 189.
67 Richard Florida, Cities and the Creative Class (Taylor & Francis e-Library, 2004), 39-40,
http://lib.myilibrary.com.proxyl.lib.uwo.ca:2048?ID=l 1364.
68 Rodrigues, “Dealing (with) Cultural Diversity,” 178-181.
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Portland, Seattle and Vancouver are each, in their own way isomers of each other.”6970
Coupland only alluded to Mexico when he stated that San Diego was undergoing
demographic alchemy owing to its proximity to the border and in his rhetorical reference
to illegal smuggling. Rugoff s references to the Tijuana artists had no additional
contextual information or rationale for including the Mexican megalopolis in the
exhibition’s definition of the West Coast. Ramirez’s individual write-up by curator Toby
Kamps offerred no contextualization other than another reference to crossing the
border.7172Lisa Corrin’s one page essay on Venegas’ series in the show, The Most
Beautiful Brides o f Baja California (2000-ongoing) contextualized the artist’s
photographs in terms of her personal life,—her father was a wedding photographer—
described the images formally, and lastly, dedicated the last few sentences to contextual
framing in terms of place and class [figure 1.11]. Corrin’s final sentences described the
potency of Venegas’ images in “the context of Tijuana—long stereotyped as a one
dimensional factory town,” and stated their importance in representing an emerging
79

social stratum and “the class aspirations of the newly arrived.”

While Tijuana was included in the exhibition its historical, social, and cultural
specificities were ignored in comparison to the way cities such as Vancouver and the
American West Coast were foregrounded in essays by Rugoff and Coupland. Perhaps one
of the reasons for this elision is that Tijuana’s economy is largely manufacturing-based
and comprised of a high-concentration of maquiladoras. An exploration of the socio
economic particulars of the city would have disrupted the creative ethos of the youthful

69 Coupland, “Under the Big Black Sun,” 21.
70 Ibid., 24.
71 Toby Kamps, “Marcos Ramirez ERRE,” in Rugoff, Baja to Vancouver, 92.
72 Lisa Corrin, “Yvonne Venegas,” in Rugoff, Baja to Vancouver, 114.
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artistic region that the exhibition aimed to create and promote. In the case of Tijuana the
relationship between the affluent American knowledge economy and Mexican
manufacturing labour come into sharp and uncomfortable contrast. Rather than exacting
an analysis or critique of the socio-economic hierarchy where the United States and
Canada come out on top, the exhibition opted for a safer reading which inculcated the
Tijuana artists as shareholders in a coherent, youthful, and largely optimistic West Coast
identity.
An exception to the easy and optimistic inclusion of the Tijuana artists in Baja to
Vancouver is the case of Torolab. Curator Toby Ramps’ text provided contextual
information on the various social crises that the artist is responding to in the work Urban
Survival Unit (2002)—likely because the work is inextricably tied to Tijuana’s socio
economic landscape [figure 1.12]. Ramps explained details such as the portable
dwellings designed for the homeless that adapt to the abundance of billboards on the
Tijuana landscape. Torolab contributed a text piece to the catalogue, “Movement and
Velocity,” a blend of text and original graphics describing Tijuana’s uniqueness as a
transborder entity through discussion of the movement of cars and visitors over the
border, the diminished pedestrian rights, and the city’s transformation from the fastest
growing city in Latin America to its decline in the year 2000. Raul Cardenas-Osuna,
Torolab’s founding member, described the steep decline of the economy, the damaged
and clogged roads, and the stark reality of his city’s proximity to San Diego: “The most
prosperous [city] in California, which in turn is in the richest state in the richest country
in the world. This clearly puts your life in perspective.”7
374 Toroloab’s self-positioning

73 Raul Cardenas-Osuna, “Movement and Velocity,” in Rugoff, Baja to Vancouver, 120-123.
74 Ibid., 123.
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through the contribution of an essay was unique, however, and the curatorial essays did
little to account for Tijuana’s inclusion or its specific history, economy, politics or class
relations outside of Venegas’ representations of Baja’s middle-class.
The somewhat easy inclusion of Mexican artists into Baja to Vancouver's
narrative of the youthful, creative West Coast echoes the argument made by Sarah Smith
in her thesis, “Cultural Brokering: Art, National Identity, and the Influence of Free
Trade.” Smith argues that three major Mexican art exhibitions that took place in Canada
in the mid-1990s in the wake of the ratification of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) aimed to promote a coherent and integrated cultural identity across
North America.*767 As a result of becoming major trading partners under NAFTA, Smith
astutely interprets the exhibitions as examples of cultural diplomacy meant to strengthen
the newly formed economic links between Canada, the United States and Mexico.76 Baja
to Vancouver included a Mexican city in its primarily American and Canadian purview of
emerging West Coast art centres and the specifics of Tijuana’s cultural and socio
economic situation were smoothed out to fit into a coherent West Coast identity. In the
opening lines of his article, critic Robert Pincus described Baja to Vancouver as evidence
of the West Coast’s coming of age in the post-NAFTA era.77 Journalist Richard Chang
noted in his review of Baja to Vancouver, what all these cities have in common is their
emergence as “art capitals in a coastal region of increasing influence in today’s art
world.”78 While Chang chose to highlight the cities’ relationship on the basis of their
coinciding artistic maturation, Pincus acknowledged the economic link between the cities
73 Sarah E. K. Smith, “Cultural Brokering: Art, National Identity, and the Influence of Free
Trade” (master’s thesis, Queen’s University, 2008), 3-4.
76 Ibid.
77 Robert L. Pincus, “Farce-Sighted,” 40.
78 Richard Chang, “Riding a Coastal Wave,” The Orange County Register, January 27, 2004.
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and by extension, their respective nations, hinting at the dimension of economic and
cultural diplomacy in Baja to Vancouver.
Similar to the absence of an in-depth discussion of race and identity, as well as a
proper contextualization of Tijuana’s historical, cultural, and political specificities, issues
of class, gentrification, and economic disparity were only present in Baja to Vancouver in
nominal ways. Despite the central presence of Stan Douglas’ iconic work Every Building
on 100 West Hastings, there was no significant mention in Rugoff s essay of the
economic disparity between or within the cities in the exhibition such as poverty, the
housing and drug crisis in Vancouver’s Downtown East Side or the city’s ever-expanding
luxury housing and condominium market. While environmental depletion was
represented in the works of Russell Crotty and Chris Johansen, curators’ references to
environmental crisis were cursory. Baja to Vancouver's curatorial framing favoured a
more optimistic reading of the West Coast social landscape.
By critiquing the depoliticized readings of the works described above, I am not
suggesting that art cannot communicate these politics or speak for itself, nor am I
assuming that informed viewers of Baja to Vancouver would not have engaged with the
work on a deeper political level. My interest lies in critiquing the limits and exclusions of
the curatorial thesis that claimed to represent the social landscape of the West Coast from
Baja to Vancouver. Ultimately, the definition of West Coastness in the curatorial79

79 Rugoffs only reference to poverty was in relation to a description of Ramierez’ Crossroads
(Tijuana/San Diego) as a “colorful, multidirectional marker,” that “calls to mind a third world
artifact. Pointing the way to wealthier West Coast and European cities.” Rugoffs description of
Douglas’ 100 West Hastings situated the work in terms of Ed Ruscha’s influence, the pictorial
tradition of the Vancouver School, and as a memorial to “the failed promise of urban renewal.”
Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver,” 19, 18.
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positioning of Baja to Vancouver privileged lighter themes of leisure and entertainment
over politics, racism, and poverty.
V. Global City Aspirations in Baja to Vancouver and the Vancouver Art Gallery
The curators of Baja to Vancouver put a great deal of emphasis on the artists’
connection to the cultural industries such as popular music, Hollywood film, television,
and design, an emphasis which binds their thesis to the Floridian language of Creative
Cities and Creative Classes. Melanie O’Brian argues that since the late 1990s,
“Vancouver has not only seen an influx of capital, investment, residents, and attention,
but has responded to this interest by offering a professionalized city, which includes a
polished and authoritative culture.” This polish can be seen in the Baja to Vancouver
aesthetic and the artists’ distillation of pop and advertising syntax. In light of the
popularization of Richard Florida’s thesis in the book, Cities and the Creative Class,
projecting a sophisticated arts and cultural scene has less to do with art and more to do
with regional economic development and attracting innovative members of the creative
class. Taking O’Brian’s analysis of Vancouver’s professional and authoritative culture
together with Florida’s contentions about the link between artists and economic growth,
the promotional aspect of Baja to Vancouver looks increasingly like an advertisement for
the innovation of the region.
In a press interview, Baja's San Diego-based curator Toby Kamps explained West
Coast artists via comparison:801

80 Neither Richard Florida nor his theories are mentioned in the Baja to Vancouver catalogue or in
any of the reviews of the exhibition. Rather, it is my contention that the overall tone and rhetoric
employed by the curators and commentators on the exhibition coincide with Florida’s ideas that
regional economic growth is powered and predicted in part by the concentrated populations of
often young artists, designers and creative workers.
81 Melanie O’Brian, “Specious Speculation,” in O’Brian, Vancouver Art & Economies, 17.
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In the East, you used to get art from the studio and gallery-based
industry.. .but in the West, you often get artists working within and
through the entertainment and film industry. Here, you have artists out and
about, driving around in their cars, interacting in very physical and
professional ways with their art. Maybe it’s on a soundstage or in a movie
before you see it in a gallery.82
Kamps’ discounting of the so-called Eastern studio and gallery-based industry, is
bewildering since it is a model of working that many artists in Baja follow. Privileging
the emerging trope of the hyper-flexible artist engaged in multiple industries is a
rhetorical move that resonates with creative industries cultural policies that encourage
and fund creative work that is individualized and professionalization over the academic
art school and studio work model.83 In the essay, ‘“Everyone is Creative’; Artists as
Pioneers of the New Economy?” McRobbie examines the way in which culture is being
asked to ‘entrepreneurialise’ in the UK specifically, and fend for itself in the free market
economy.84 Creative industries policies employ the same language used by Kamps,
encouraging not only young artists, but workers in general to adopt the model of
‘creativity.’ Predicated on the idea of the freelance artist, ‘creative work’ ultimately
translates to individualization over the support of a workplace group or community and a
focus on project work rather than secure employment, which in the art context translates
to project or individual funding over institutional core funding or the supplementation of
an artistic practice.85 While Florida credits artists as being among the harbingers of
development there is no acknowledgement in his theory for the maintenance or support of

82 Will K. Shilling, “Get Here and We’ll do the Rest, West Coast’s Best Exhibit in Baja to
Vancouver,” San Diego City Beat, January 21, 2004.
83 Angela McRobbie, “Everyone is Creative,’; Artists as Pioneers of the New Economy?” in
Contemporary Culture and Everyday Life, ed. Elizabeth B. Silva and Tony Bennett (Durham:
Sociology Press, 2004), 186-201.
84 Ibid., 186.
85 McRobbie, “Everyone is Creative?” 187-188.
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the art and university institutions that produce cultural practitioners. Thus, while Kamps’
comment romanticized the young artist-multi-tasker, McRobbie argues that at an extreme
end, such multi-tasking reflects not the resourcefulness of young artists but rather the way
in which artists have to work multiple jobs to afford to live in these Creative Cities.
How does the promotional thrust of Baja to Vancouver reflect the ambitions of
the Vancouver Art Gallery? O’Brian argues “In the last five years [2000-2005], under
Director Kathleen Bartels, [The Vancouver Art Gallery’s] aspirations have become farreaching, promoting internationalization, and it uses the success of Vancouver artists as
leverage to appeal to a global art community.”*87*Balancing its outward focus, according
to O’Brian, the gallery is also cultivating local interest: “the VAG is also popularizing art
in the city, mixing the visual art scene with marketing, design, music, and performative
•

•

•

events in what appears to be successful cultural branding for a mainstream audience.’
Baja to Vancouver fits into O’Brian’s description of mainstream branding in its inclusion
of works engaging with and re-deploying popular vernaculars of rock, pop music videos,
design, and Hollywood film. The presentation of artists as youthful interpreters of a
unique but globally recognizable culture presents an easy and depoliticized image of a
creative region.
A recent article in Canadian Art titled “The Master Builder,” boasts that Kathleen
Bartels is bringing “the Vancouver Art Gallery to the global stage,” and describes the
way in which Bartels’ marketing, management, and fund-raising savvy are bringing the
institution into new territory.89 Riffing on the metaphor of reflection, the author,

86

Ibid., 194.
O’Brian, “Specious Speculation,” 17.
88
Ibid.
89
Hadani Ditmars, “The Master Builder,” Canadian Art 28, no. 2 (2011): 68.
87

journalist Hadani Ditmars writes, “Thousands of people are out for the opening of the
current Ken Lum survey at the VAG.. .Streaming beneath a banner emblazoned with an
image of Lum’s Mirror Maze With 12 Signs o f Depression (2002), visitors find their city
reflected back to them—and are challenged to re-imagine it.”90 Ditmars writes that issues
of identity and belonging in Lum’s work offer Vancouver “an opportunity to “recognize
itself...as a significant place to be from, and as an exciting place to make art.”91 The
VAG and its exhibitions of Vancouver or West Coast art are closely tied to not only
promoting the city outward but reflecting the city back to its inhabitants as an opportunity
to change their perceptions of their city for the better. Kamps described Baja to
Vancouver in a nearly identical manner: “A show about the place you live gives you a
little bit of a helicopter, an aerial view of your own situation...you can look down on
yourself and see yourself in your place...and get a new perspective.”92 This mirroring and
introspection is also seen in the art writing in Vancouver whereby Vancouver writers
constantly re-affirm the city’s world-class status and exceptional artistic production. The
mirroring metaphor is another instance of Vancouver’s incessant self-positioning and
self-scrutiny.
Conclusion
This chapter examined how Baja to Vancouver positioned Vancouver art in terms
of its membership on the West Coast as a hip and youthful contributor to a shared
transnational culture. The Baja curators emphasized how artists from diverse cities
ultimately shared many social and cultural similarities. This shared culture was portrayed
through the artists’ use of recurring themes such as music, film, and various
90Ibid.
91Ibid.
92 Chang, “Riding a Coastal Wave,” 3.
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interpretations of the landscape. Furthermore, the notion of the youthful potential of the
West Coast was privileged over historical contexts and more complicated issues of race,
class, and gender were depoliticized. Finally, the exhibition adhered to Kathleen Bartels’
revisioning of the VAG as an institution engaged in international partnerships and as a
platform for the continual positioning of local production in an international context.
The following chapter examines the exhibition Intertidal: Vancouver Art and
Artists (2005-2006), a show that placed a much greater emphasis on historical context
and the intellectual character of Vancouver art. Intertidal took place only one year after
Baja to Vancouver closed in its final installation in San Francisco in December 2005. The
product of another institutional partnership, this time between a Vancouver institution
and a European gallery, Intertidal is a fitting case study to examine since it took place
soon after Baja to Vancouver and represents a slightly different approach to positioning
artists from Vancouver that is nonetheless firmly tethered to place.
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Figures for Chapter One

Figure 1.1

Steven Shearer, Guitar #5 (detail), 2002-2003. Archival inkjet prints on
photo paper, 71 x 113 in. The National Gallery of Canada. [Ralph Rugoff,
Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary Art (Seattle: CCA
Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, 2003), 99].

Figure 1.2

Tim Lee, The Move, The Beastie Boys, 1998, 2001. Three channel video
installation, dimensions variable, four minutes, forty-eight seconds.
Vancouver Art Gallery Acquisition Fund and purchased with the financial
support of the Canada Council for the Arts Acquisition Assistance
Program, VAG 2005.16.1. [http://projects.vanartgallery.bc.ca/publications
/75y ears/exhibitions/4/1/artist/69/2005.16.1].
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Figure 1.3

Evan Holloway, Left-Handed Guitarist, 1998. Foam, paper, plaster,
graphite. 63 x 62 x 52 in. Marc Foxx Gallery, Los Angeles. [http://www.
marcfoxx.com/artist/workview/1424/8453].

Figure 1.4

Delia Brown, Pastorale (still), 2002. DVD, four minutes. [Ralph Rugoff,
Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary Art (Seattle: CCA
Wattis Institue for Contemporary Arts, 2003), 29].
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Figure 1.5

Althea Thauberger, Songstress (four stills), 2001-2001. DVD, twenty-nine
minutes. Collection of the artist, [http://artspeak.ca/exhibitions/event_
detail.htm 1?event_id=22& image=2.].

Figure 1.6

Shannon Oksanen and Scott Livingstone, Vanishing Point (still), 2001.
DVD, four minutes. Collection of the artists. [Ralph Rugoff, Baja to
Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary Art (Seattle: CCA Wattis
Institue for Contemporary Arts, 2003), 89],
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Figure 1.7

Brian Jungen, Prototype for New Understanding #3, 1999. Nike Air
Jordan shoes, 13 % x 11 x 12 in. Vancouver Art Gallery Acquisition
Fund and purchased with the financial support of the Canada Council for
the Arts Acquisition Assistance Program, VAG 99.20.1. [http://thetyee.ca/
gallery/2006/01/25/BrianJungen/index.html].

Figure 1.8

Ron Terada, Entering City o f Vancouver (installation view, Vancouver Art
Gallery), 2002. Catriona Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver. Extruded
aluminium, diamond-grade vinyl, lights, galvanized steel, wood,
120 x 120 x 60 in. Catriona Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver.
[http://www.catrionajefiFries.com/b_r_terada_work_01 .html]
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Figure 1.9

Stan Douglas, Every Building on 100 West Hastings, 2001. Color
photograph on photo paper, 47 x 191 in. Vancouver Art Gallery
Acquisition Fund with the financial assistance of the Louis Comtois Trust,
VAG 2002.9. [http://gabriellemoser.eom/2008/l 1/02/stan-douglas-abbottand-cordova/].

Figure 1.10

Marcos Ramirez ERRE, Crossroads (Tijuana/San Diego) (installation
view, Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego), 2003. Aluminium,
automotive paint, wood, vinyl, 144 x 40 x 40 in. Collection of the
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, museum purchase.
[http://www.flickr.com/photos/maphutha/3395785177/].
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Figure 1.11

Yvonne Venegas, Balsa de sabritas, 2002, from the series, The Most
Beautiful Brides o f Baja California, 2000-ongoing. C-print, 24 x 36 in.,
Collection of the artist. [Ralph Rugoff, Baja to Vancouver: The West
Coast and Contemporary Art (Seattle: CCA Wattis Institue for
Contemporary Arts, 2003), 117].

Figure 1.12

Torolab, Urban Survival Unit, 2002. Mixed media, dimensions variable.
Collection of the artists. [Ralph Rugoff, Baja to Vancouver: The West
Coast and Contemporary Art (Seattle: CCA Wattis Institue for
Contemporary Arts, 2003), 113].
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Chapter Two
Positioning Vancouver Art Abroad:
Intertidal: Vancouver Art and Artists (2005-2006)
Tucked away on the far Western shores of Canada, in the breath-taking
landscape of Southern British Columbia, we find a region that, until a
mere century and a half ago, could best be described as a remote,
uncharted wilderness. This is where we come across one of the Pacific
Rim’s busiest ports, the cradle of Greenpeace and host city of the 2010
Olympic Winter Games, recently hailed as one of the ‘greatest cities on
earth’: Vancouver.1
Co-curated by Scott Watson, Director of the Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery
in Vancouver, and Dieter Roelstraete from Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen
(MuHKA) in Antwerp, Belgium, Intertidal: Vancouver Art and Artists took place at
MuHKA from December 2005 to February 2006. The above quotation is the introduction
to Intertidal found on MuHKA’s website. Echoing Ralph Rugofff s positioning of Baja
to Vancouver as the artistic production of the unique social and cultural environment of
the West Coast, the passage above grounds Intertidal's premise in a similarly exceptional
narrative of place with its focus falling squarely on the city, Vancouver. Roelstraete
described the impetus to stage a show of Vancouver art at MuHKA as coming from their
“passionate interest in the relevance o f ‘locally’ produced and/or conceived practices
with regards to globally entertained ‘theoretical’ issues.”2 Like Baja to Vancouver,
Intertidal once again positioned Vancouver art production in terms of the local/global
dialectic. Intertidal also shared with Baja to Vancouver the representation of artists
working primarily in video and photography as well as a focus on the West Coast
landscape in both the curatorial positioning as well as the content of the art.
1“Intertidal: Vancouver Art and Artists,” Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen,
http://www.muhka.be/toont_beeldende_kunst_detail.php?la=en&id=250.
2 Bart De Baere and Dieter Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” in Intertidal: Vancouver Art and
Artists, ed. Dieter Roelstraete and Scott Watson (Antwerp and Vancouver: Museum van
Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen and The Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2005), 9.
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However, there were some key differences in Intertidal's curatorial positioning
that nuanced its presentation of Vancouver art abroad in comparison to Baja to
Vancouver. The tone of the Baja catalogue was largely in the present and future tense,
with little focus on history, instead looking forward and stressing the potential of the
participating West Coast cities as burgeoning centres for contemporary art production.
Conversely, the Intertidal catalogue and archival component of the exhibition directed
one’s gaze to the past, and positioned contemporary Vancouver art in terms of its
emergence out of a four-decade-long history of local art production and critical inquiry.
In the essay “Specious Speculation,” Melanie O’Brian describes how the artists
following the Vancouver School are promoted under the label ‘Vancouver Art,’ which
“signifies the work of a younger generation of artists, a group separate from the
Vancouver School but defined by a similar set of rules that speculate on its history.”J
This chapter examines how Intertidal speculated on the Vancouver School history and
positioned its artists as inheritors of their international and intellectual legacy. The crisp
Vancouver School aesthetic was already recognized critically and commercially in
Europe and thus, provided an authoritative platform with which to position the Intertidal
artists.
While Baja announced that the West Coast was coming into its role as the most
exciting place for contemporary art in North America, Intertidal seemed to proceed on
the premise that Vancouver had already arrived and, furthermore put an increased
emphasis on the idea that the work was of international consequence. The continuing
crisis of Vancouver’s artistic world-classness was played out again in Intertidal whereby3

3 Melanie O’Brian, “Specious Speculation,” in Vancouver Art & Economies, ed. Melanie O’Brian
(Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press, Artspeak, 2007), 22.
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the constant analysis of Vancouver’s position in the world artistically or economically
generates the discourse that makes Vancouver a world city. Baja announced the West
Coast as a presently emerging region, while Intertidal built on Vancouver’s previous
emergence in the 1980s and maintained that the city would continue to command the
world’s attention. The overt geographical self-positioning in both exhibitions betrays the
persistent need in Vancouver to self-position, self-legitimize, and self-canonize, fuelling
the local/global narrative o f ‘Vancouver Art.’
Intertidal remains the most comprehensive group show of Vancouver art outside
of the city to date, consisting of over forty works by sixteen artists.4 As the most
ambitious iteration of an internationally located Vancouver show, Intertidal represents a
key moment in the international projection of Vancouver’s artistic production. Both Baja
and Intertidal took place in a distinctly pre-Olympic moment for Vancouver, a period
when there was a surge of world-class designations being heaped upon the city, many
from commentators within the city and fewer from the outside. The mention of
Vancouver being the greatest city on earth in the opening quotation from MuHKA
references one such significant designation where Vancouver was named the world’s
most livable city in 2005 by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU).5 The fact that
MuHKA referenced the EIU’s survey exposes the interconnectedness between Intertidal
as an exhibition of Vancouver art and the city’s global aspirations—by referencing the
EIU, Watson and Roelstraete positioned the work in Intertidal as factor contributing to
Vancouver’s livability and world-classness. Taking into account the pre-Olympic frenzy,
4 The artists included in Intertidal were: Vikky Alexander, Roy Arden, Rebecca Belmore, Stan
Douglas Geoffrey Farmer, Rodney Graham, Brian Jungen, Tim Lee, Liz Magor, Scott
McFarland, Damian Moppet, Judy Radul, Steven Shearer, Ron Terada, Ian Wallace and Kelly
Wood.
5 O’Brian, “Specious Speculation,” 14.
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the continual dialogue around Vancouver’s world-classness, and both exhibitions’
perpetuation of the local/global narratives of Vancouver art, Baja and Intertidal can be
interpreted as part of Vancouver’s efforts to assert itself on the world stage and as
emblematic of the city’s ambitions to be recognized as an art centre.
This chapter argues that Intertidal continued the project of asserting Vancouver’s
presence internationally after Baja to Vancouver through the addition of an important
historical layer of validation. Intertidal simultaneously assumed Vancouver’s artistic
global relevance and revealed the need for continual self-positioning to maintain such
status. First, I examine the Intertidal archive in tandem with co-curator Scott Watson’s
catalogue essay, “Urban Renewal,” to determine the character of the archive’s function as
a contextual basis for the artists in the exhibition. Second, I outline the works in the
exhibition in order to provide a visual point of reference and highlight the contemporary
practices represented. Third, I analyze Roelstraete and Watson’s curatorial essays for
Intertidal revealing how they uniquely conceived of the issues of geographical
positioning and place within the context of a contemporary art exhibition. Next, I
consider how Intertidal fits into the trajectory of past Vancouver shows. And finally, I
consider the shortfalls of Intertidal's scope and the readings and practices privileged or
highlighted by Roelstraete’s and Watson’s particular notions of Vancouver art history,
place, politics, and the West Coast landscape.
I. Know Your Roots: The Intertidal Archive
Upon entering Intertidal at MuHKA— a “mammoth exhibition” that occupied the
entire first floor of the gallery and large portions of the second and third—viewers were
confronted with large glass vitrines containing archival materials from Vancouver’s art
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scene in the 1960s and 70s.6 The archival section, compiled and curated by Scott Watson,
included early documents and photos from Intermedia, Vancouver’s pioneering film and
video artist-run centre, as well as photographs and works by N.E. Thing Co., Michael
Morris, Vincent Trasov, Tom Burrows, Christos Dikeakos, and Roy Kiyooka.
Representing the Vancouver School’s early history was Jeff Wall’s Landscape Manual, a
monitor showing Ken Lum’s 1978 performance Entertainment for Surrey, and a copy of
a U-J3RK5 album, Wallace, Wall and Graham’s early punk band [figure 2.1 and 2.2].7
In a review of the exhibition, critic Sarah McFadden observed that the archive
presented an “art scene divided between a hippie counterculture and a group of
intellectual, internationally oriented artists.”8 Watson noted in his catalogue essay for
Intertidal, “Urban Renewal,” that it was Jeff Wall who first gave that idea currency when
he claimed during a lecture in Rotterdam in 1990 that Vancouver art in the 70s was
divided between “‘hippie’ art and art that ‘prefers to concentrate on the conflict between
the city and its natural setting.’”9 Though this division has typically been the way that
Photoconceptualist work has been understood in Vancouver, Watson contended in the
catalogue that the divisiveness between Vancouver’s art communities at the time was not
so absolute.10 “Urban Renewal” detailed Vancouver art in the 1960s and considered how
the urban environment influenced the work being made at the time. Watson’s article
explored the connections between the squatter artists who lived and worked in the
intertidal zone, such as Tom Burrows, and the work of Ian Wallace, the father of
6 Clint Burnham, “Vancouver Artists on Display in Belgium,” Vancouver Sun, February 25, 2006.
7 Ibid.
8 Sarah McFadden, “Intertidal: Vancouver Art and Artists, Antwerp,” Art Papers 30, no. 3
(2006): 52.
9 Scott Watson, “Urban Renewal: Ghost Traps, Collage, Condos, and Squats—Vancouver Art in
the Sixties,” in Roelstraete and Watson, Intertidal, 43.
10 Ibid.
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Photoconceptual art [figure 2.3]. Watson argued the squatters occupied the land in a way
that was politically charged and maintained a polemical opposition to 1950s modernism
as well as the later condominium boom in the 1960s.11Thus, while the
Photoconceptualists such as Wallace and later Jeff Wall and Roy Arden are interested in
recording the way capital manifests on the space of the city—the squatters lived out the
dichotomies represented in their art such as urban/rural and public/private. While Jeff
Wall dismissed the possibility of a connection between hippie cultures of protest
represented by the squatters and his intellectual artistic practice, Watson maintains that
their politics overlapped in their shared interest in the politics of space and the uses of the
city.12 Intertidal took its name from Burrows’ address, referencing the physical intertidal
zone and its inhabitants, which stood for protest, uncommodifiable habitation, and the art
made there that was literally subject to the movement of the tide. As the organizing
metaphor for the exhibition, Watson and Roelstraete described the term intertidal as
connotative of the ebb and flow between generations of artists, the urban and rural,
political engagement and intellectual retreat.13
For Watson and Roelstraete the connection between 1960s counter-culture and the
Photoconceptual legacy was realized in Ian Wallace’s photo-triptych La Mélancolie de la
Rue (1973), which hung prominently in Intertidal over the archival vitrines [figure 2.4].
The far left panel of Wallace’s Mélancolie pictures Tom Burrows’ house [figure 2.5].14
Watson wrote, “Wallace’s work inaugurates ‘photo-conceptualism’ in Vancouver with a
picture of Burrows’ mudflat house,” thus attempting to recuperate an historical
11 Ibid., 41.
12 Ibid., 41-44.
13 Dieter Roelstraete, “ 1,986,965 (2001 Census) An Intertidal Travelogue,” in Roelstraete and
Watson, Intertidal, 135, 136, 156.; Watson, “Urban Renewal,” 40-41.
14 Watson, “Urban Renewal,” 41
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connection between Vancouver’s protest-based art in the 60s and 70s and
Photoconceptualism, the cerebral movement that placed Vancouver firmly on the
international art world map.15
The placement of Mélancolie above the archive in tandem with Watson’s essay
created an historical context for the Intertidal artists that was textured with inheriting not
only the international careers and critical dialogues honed by the Photoconceptualists but
also the association with an activist politics that did not exclude participation in the
global art markets. In Roelstraete’s words the intention of Intertidal was not to “merely
re-enact the reductive story of ‘photo-conceptualism/postconceptual photography,”’ but,
to “specifically draw attention to the artistic production and prolific heterogeneity of
artistic practices that have sprung up in and around Vancouver since photo-conceptualism
came of age, and unquestionably further solidified the city’s standing as the West Coast’s
main art hub.”16 Roelstraete’s comment hints at an anxiety over the dominance of the
perhaps repetitive Photoconceptual narrative presiding over the show. Furthermore, his
comment reveals Intertidal's promotional role as a statement of Vancouver’s continued
cultural relevance. Indeed, Watson wrote in “Urban Renewal,” that Vancouver has
experienced three cultural renaissances that positioned the city in the spotlight.1718First,
abstract painting in the 1950s, second, 1960s modernism, and the third, photography in
the 1980s that, according to Watson, was the moment featured in Intertidal. However,
nearly all forty of the works in Intertidal were made between 2000-2005. With the
exception of the two works by Ian Wallace from 1973 and 1983 there were no works that

15 Ibid.
16 De Baere and Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 12 (De Baere and Roelstraete’s emphasis).
17 Watson, “Urban Renewal,” 44.
18 Ibid.
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represented the 1980s. Watson’s wording establishes that the conceptual frame for the
exhibition was largely the Vancouver School achievement and that Intertidal carried the
mantle of that particular Vancouver renaissance.
Unlike Baja to Vancouver, which presented the West Coast as a region
unburdened by traditions and thus unique in comparison to the Atlantic art world centres,
Intertidal actively built an art historical narrative that functioned not only as a contextual
cue for foreign viewers but perhaps more pointedly, as yet another instance of self
legitimation.
IL Intertidal: Main Exhibition
Along with the archival vitrines, two works by Ian Wallace, La Mélancolie de la
Rue and the video projection^/ Work (1983), opened the Intertidal exhibition. At Work
depicts a performance that consisted of Wallace sitting at a desk reading, seemingly
presenting the artist’s work as first and foremost an intellectual endeavor [figure 2.6].
Included in Wallace’s reading material is Soren Kierkegard’s On the Concept o f Irony, a
subtle clue that reveals the performance as a partial ruse aimed at the cliché of the
hermetic intellectual artist.19 Roelstraete brought yf/ Work into conversation with
Mélancolie to stand as the pillars of his curatorial thesis which contended that recent art
in Vancouver revolved around two poles, intellectual or physical retreat into art or nature
vs. activism and engagement in politics and social issues.20 Furthermore, the prominent
positioning of Wallace’s works at the beginning of the exhibition set the aesthetic and
conceptual basis of the show.

19 Roelstraete, “An Intertidal Travelogue,” 155.
20 Ibid., 156.
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Baja to Vancouver articulated its selection bias towards representational art that
depicted the social landscapes of the West Coast. For Intertidal, Roelstraete described the
guideline for Vancouver art as work that had Vancouver-style clarity and intellectual
engagement, both of which are descriptions of the Vancouver School legacy. As a
result, photography and video dominated the show, represented by Watson and
Roelstraete’s selections from the work of Vikky Alexander, Roy Arden, Stan Douglas,
Rodney Graham, Tim Lee, Scott McFarland, Damien Moppet, Judy Radul, Ron Terada,
Ian Wallace, and Kelly Wood.
Following Wallace’s works, didactic wall texts provided viewers contextual
snapshots of Vancouver that positioned the artists in relation to six categories: “Staging
Landscape,” “Daily Sublime,” “Homages,” “First Nations, Second Nature,” “Landscape
of the Economy,” and “Contrasts/Conflicts.” Each text began with an historical, political
or economic fact on Vancouver, which was then linked to the practice of one or more of
the artists. For instance, “Staging Landscape” stated, “Nature in Vancouver is
overwhelming. This is why the landscape is used as the focal element in the marketing
strategy of the tourist sector. British Columbia, the province in which Vancouver is
situated, is, for example, advertised as ‘supernatural BC.’”2122 “First Nations, Second
Nature” began with the explanation, “Nowadays there are 196 communities of North
West Coast Indians, the native population groups, in British Columbia. Most of them live
in reservations and a smaller number in the urban environment.”23 The panel “Landscape
of the Economy” borrowed its title from Roy Arden’s photographic practice which
examines urban detritus on the streets and in industrial and construction zones,
21 De Baere and Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 12.
22 “Staging Landscape,” MuHKA, http://www.muhka.be/template.php?id=80&la=en.
23 “First Nations, Second Nature,” MuHKA, http://www.muhka.be/template.php?id=83&la=en.
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landscapes of waste indicative of the modem economy [figure 2.7], The panel stressed
Vancouver’s economic prowess as “a flourishing port and industrial pillar of the ‘Pacific
Rim’ economy.”2425The information in the wall texts reads like a geographical fact book
on B.C. which is partially attributable to MuHKA’s audience since the majority would
have had little to no knowledge of Vancouver. In some ways the pedestrianism of the
didactic text was recuperated by the catalogue which is more critically attuned. However,
the wall texts insinuate an overly simplistic equation of art equaling place at the core of
the Intertidal exhibition.
“Staging Landscape” aligned Vikky Alexander, Scott McFarland, and Liz Magor
as artists who grew up in Vancouver’s spectacular setting and thus have “a great
sensitivity to landscape,” and “a critical view of its commercialisation [sic].”23 Vikky
Alexander’s Model Suite series (2005) comments on the illusory economics of luxury real
estate [figure 2.8 and 2.9], Alexander stitched together various photographs of condo
showroom interiors with iconic views of Stanley Park and Vancouver’s harbour
producing an impossible scene that slowly reveals itself as an embodiment of the illusion
in the marketing of luxury lifestyle. By employing photography, combining multiple
images, and commenting on Vancouver’s condominium boom, Alexander references the
work of the Photoconceptual artists both formally, and at the level of content.
Scott McFarland, a former assistant of Jeff Wall’s, is another artist who is deeply
influenced by the Vancouver School. Inspecting, Allan O ’Connor Searches for Botyris
Cinerea (2003) is an example of McFarland’s crisp aesthetic and technical mastery
[figure 2.10], Roelstraete described McFarland’s images of gardeners tending to the

24 “Landscape of the Economy,” MuHKA, http://www.muhka.be/template.php?id=84&la=en.
25 “Staging Landscape,” MuHKA, http://www.muhka.be/template.php?id=80&la=en.
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unruly vegetation as an analogy for “Vancouver’s overt posturing as a sophisticated
postmodern metropolis fighting off and/or domesticating the very wilderness from which
it derives.”26 Roelstraete’s reading of McFarland brings out the conflict between
Vancouver’s global city aspirations and its provincial anxieties, subtly underscoring
Vancouver’s perpetual crisis of image that I argue Intertidal is deeply implicated in.
Liz Magor’s work, Wrap (2003) was one of only two sculptural works in the
exhibition. Wrap was installed on the floor in front of McFarland’s images and appears to
be a life-size hewn log but is in fact constructed entirely out of synthetics such as gypsum
and pink fiberglass insulation [figure 2.11]. Taking the natural/man-made dialectic to a
tactile level, Magor’s work related to the exhibition’s focus on the environment and its
erosion and created an interesting dialogue with McFarland’s highly manicured gardens
and Arden’s images of industrial wastelands in the city.
Intertidal positioned Kelly Wood’s photographic opus Continuous Garbage
Project, Year 4: March 15, 2001-March 14, 2002 (2001-2002) and Roy Arden’s video of
the 1994 Stanley Cup riots, Supernatural (2005) under the “Landscape of the Economy”
panel [figure 2.12 and 2.13]. Both artists are interested in depicting the unsavory effects
that accompany a booming economy. Wood’s Continuous Garbage Project is an ongoing
series that consists of her personal bags of garbage placed in the studio and photographed
individually. Referencing throw-away consumer culture and pointing to the negative
abundance of global capitalism Wood’s images resist the sublime impulse of
Photoconceptual art’s sweeping vistas, opting instead for a meditation on its rubbish.
Arden’s video of empty protest chafes against Vancouver’s history of politically earnest
activism adding another negative layer to the contemporary landscape.
26 Roelstraete, “An Intertidal Travelogue,” 145.
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Representing “First Nations, Second Nature” was Stan Douglas’ video Nu-tka(1996) and Brian Jungen’s installation Void (2002). Douglas’ work features a sublime
image of Vancouver Island and two simultaneous audio tracks chronicling the moment of
contact from the British and Spanish perspectives respectively [figure 2.14]. As the tracks
overlap so does the image, which also begins to distort, figuratively representing “the
victims of its ellipsis—the First Nations that peopled and settled the northwestern coast
of America,” before colonial expansion.2728Jungen’s work Void is an assemblage of
clamps resembling a skeleton and a wall of red Coleman coolers [figure 2.15]. A light
shines on the work casting a shadow through the clamps onto the coolers and through a
large hole hewn in their centre revealing the void inside them. Critic Nancy Tousely
described Void as representing the collision of the potlatch economy and capitalism, and
like Nu-tka•, the work is another meditation on cultural contact.
Rebecca Belmore, Judy Radul, and Damien Moppet were represented in Intertidal
by video works and all three had a performative aspect. Belmore’s video installation The
Named and the Unnamed (2002) is an emotionally charged work meant as an elegy to the
more than seventy women from the Downtown East Side who were murdered or went
missing between 1995 and 2002 [figure 2.16]. In the work, Belmore performs rituals that
stand for bodily harm and violation, such as writing the names of the women on her skin
in black marker and drawing a thorny rose through her closed lips.
Returning to the theme of the landscape, Judy Radul’s video embraces what Reid
Shier calls “theatrical conceputalism,” work that combines theatre, video, shifting
subjectivities, identity, and performance with the aesthetic and conceptual strategies of

27 Ibid., 151.
28 Nancy Tousely, “Cool, Cooler, Coolest,” Canadian Art 20, no. 2 (2003): 38-44.
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Photoconceptual photography. Radul’s film consists of actors dressed as peasants
walking in and out of the frames in front of the sublime backdrop of Hornby Island, all
taking directions from the director positioned in another frame [figure 2.17], Downes
Point is a five-part video projection in which Radul has stitched various shots together in
a near flawless manner, an illusion that breaks when actors disappear into the middle of
the projected field. In this sense, Radul’s work enters into a productive formal dialogue
with Stan Douglas’ Every Building on 100 West Hastings and McFarland’s work that
similarly revolve around the seam, employ a high filmic production value, as well as
digitally stitching multiple images.2930 In Downes Point the projections are arranged so the
viewer is implicated in the scene, the director on a wall behind and the actors moving on
a wall in front. In this way, the theatrical nature of the work is exploited to place the
viewer in the landscape.
The third performance video in Intertidal was Damien Moppet’s 1815/1960
(2003) which playfully reiterates the connections drawn by Watson between Wallace’s
Mélancolie and Tom Burrows’ Intertidal sculptural practice—the particular history in
Vancouver between high art and retreating into nature. Moppet’s video depicts the
bearded artist returning his “country-self’ to nature, “still clinging to the established
intellectual trappings...of his ‘city-self,’” which is revealed when he kneels to unearth the
trap he has set in the woods, which is modeled on an Anthony Caro sculpture [figure
2.18].31
The works described above reveal Intertidal's emphasis on photographic and film
media and the overarching themes of nature and technology. There were moments of
29 Reid Shier, “Buddies, Pals,” in Roelstraete and Watson, Intertidal, 84.
30 Ibid., 133.
31 Ibid., 134-35.
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rupture that occurred with the inclusion of politically charged performances such as
Belmore’s, an issue that I return to later in the chapter. Keeping the visual content of the
exhibition in mind, next, I outline the aspects of Watson and Roelstraete’s curatorial
thesis that dealt with the importance of place in the framing of contemporary art from
Vancouver.
III. “An Enigma of Place”: Positioning Art from Vancouver in Intertidal
Intertidal was the third exhibition in a series by MuHKA that engaged in an
exploration of “the global art world’s peripheral spaces and places.”323The previous two
exhibitions in the series examined China and Russia, making Intertidal the first in the
series to examine the artistic output of a particular city rather than a nation. MuHKA’s
shift away from the national focus indicates the growing importance of the city as a space
of cultural production and as a platform for artistic positioning in contemporary art
discourse. Furthermore, the city focus aligns with the way Vancouver prefers to position
itself and its artists as its own entity, separate from the rest of the country, especially
central Canada. For instance, Si Si Penaloza described Vancouver’s apartness in terms of
the ascent of the Vancouver School: “Toronto has never been a rite of passage for
Vancouver. The trajectory of [Jeff Wall], Stan Douglas and Rodney Graham was about
going straight to New York and Europe direct. Vancouver is a city-state in many ways,
complete unto itself.”34 Bringing this perception into Intertidal and grounding it further
back in history, Scott Watson closed his essay “Urban Renewal” detailing Vancouver’s

32 De Baere and Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 8 (De Baere and Roelstraete’s emphasis).
33 The previous exhibitions in the series were All Under Heaven: China Now! (2004) and
Horizons o f Reality (2003).
34 Si Si Penaloza, “She’s the One,” Canadian Art 20, no.l (2003): 78.
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sense of cultural distinction as a phenomenon that gained momentum in 1965 when the
new Canadian flag was introduced.35 Watson described the national climate in 1965:
In the arts, it was a period of intense cultural nationalization centered in
Ontario. Less tied to (and less cognizant of) this current of central
Canadian nationalism, when freed of the British-based regionalism that
had dominated art and writing through the 1950s, Vancouver artists
turned international by engaging with the arts in California, London and
New York rather than Toronto. Vancouver artists did not cohere to the
nationalist movement.36*
Penaloza and Watson distanced Vancouver from a Canadian national identity, revealing
that the city’s particular brand of regionalism assumes a kind of global citizenship.
Dieter Roelstraete’s opening essay in the Intertidal catalogue “Introducing
Intertidal,” provided the rationale for MuHKA’s series on the global art world’s
peripheral spaces and places. He began with a criticism of the model stating, exhibitions
that “take geography as their basic premise or point of departure have been discarded as
reactionary vestiges of a preglobal era of ardent regionalisms or, worse still, nationalisms.
Quite often, rightfully so.” Similar to Rugoffs acknowledgement that the relationship
between art and place is tenuous, Roelstraete’s scathing comment in regard to geo-shows
brings forth the contradictory nature of Intertidal and Baja's premises—namely, that the
curators of both shows discounted regionalism as a suitable basis for a contemporary art
exhibition in the discussion and defense of their effectively regional exhibitions.
However, Roelstraete maintained that Vancouver is “an enigma of place and locale, first
and foremost,” and the geographical exhibition allows us to consider “the artist’s working
Watson, “Urban Renewal,” 44.
Ibid.
37
De Baere and Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 8.; Ralph Rugoff, “Baja to Vancouver: The
West Coast and Contemporary Art,” in Baja to Vancouver: The West Coast and Contemporary
Art, ed. Ralph Rugoff (San Francisco, San Diego, Seattle, Vancouver: CCA Wattis Institute for
Contemporary Arts, Muséum of Contemporary Art San Diego, Seattle Art Muséum, Vancouver
Art Gallery, 2003): 14.
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and living conditions,” a context that enters the picture in contemporary art production
“whether we like it or not.”38 Roelstraete defended his thesis by claiming that there is an
imperial rhetoric of global visuality, of “‘one’ global village having ‘one’ visual
culture,” and thus, MuHKA is looking to spaces on the periphery that can reassert an
element of regional idiosyncrasy in the face of such a leveling or unifying discourse.39
Roelstraete framed the exhibition as an interruption or artistic rupture in a global
monoculture. Rather than simply displaying the work of a place, Roelstraete credited the
show with a loftier function: challenging the claims of a global artistic homonegeneity by
injecting some local flavour or “high specifics.”40 What Baja to Vancouver and Intertidal
reveal is that despite the complexity of the politics and range of art and artists coming
from Vancouver, the narrative and aesthetic remains relatively constant in the
internationally promotional shows. In other words, while Intertidal was conceived in part
by MuHKA to challenge the perceived conformity of global culture, the exhibition
ultimately contributes to the monolithic aesthetic and narrative of the way in which
‘Vancouver Art’ is continually presented.
Intertidal built on a pre-existing narrative of Vancouver’s exceptionalism. In
1991, at a time when the Photoconceptualists’ fame was steadily rising, Scott Watson
wrote an essay for Arts Magazine in response to the state of affairs whereby Vancouver,
“as a small, fairly remote city that is not ‘on the map’ of international art,” is “continually
required to account for itself.”41 Watson’s article lays out the cultural landscape of
Vancouver describing its complexities and development in a way that details the art scene
38 De Baere and Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 10.
39 Ibid., 8.
40 Ibid.
41 Scott Watson, “The Generic City and Its Discontents: Vancouver Accounts for Itself,” Arts
Magazine 65, no. 6 (1991): 60.
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that has developed in spite of the city’s size, isolation, and lack of contemporary art
market. Watson was responding to perplexed American and European curators and critics
who in his estimation were continually viewing Vancouver with a preconceived idea of
provincialism.42 Since the publication of Watson’s Arts Magazine article, the notion of
Vancouver as a city with an art scene that has flourished in spite of the lack of seemingly
necessary conditions has been repeated to the point that it represents the dominant
discourse of Vancouver art, including that surrounding Intertidal. Ian Wallace’s essay in
the Intertidal catalogue similarly opens with the comment,
It is remarkable that Vancouver is the home of artists who have
produced art that has come to international attention by virtue of its
originality, technical innovation and a depth of thinking about modernity
and the avant-garde...remarkable since this city should not have been
expected to produce an avant-garde at all.43
Also for the Intertidal catalogue Roelstraete wrote, Vancouver has truly become a
‘“ state-of the-art’ brand name... in a city that by all standards could just all well be
labeled a west coast backwater.”44 Three articles on Vancouver art roughly contemporary
with Baja to Vancouver and Intertidal lay out a similar story—one that always begins
with a description of the city and its relative achievements or deficiencies in comparison
to other centres.
In 2001, Peter Culley, a Vancouver-based poet, described Vancouver in the
Canadian periodical Border Crossings as “oddly fortunate for a city of its size, in
producing and nurturing an artistic community unrivalled for international influence as
prestige...‘oddly’ because it fulfills almost none of what would seem to be minimum

42 Ibid.
4j Ian Wallace, “The Frontier of the Avant-Garde,” in Roelstraete and Watson, Intertidal, 52.
44 De Baere and Roesltraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 10.
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maintenance requirements for the task.”45 In 2004, just two months after Baja to
Vancouver's tour ended, Vancouver-based writer Clint Burnham wrote an article for
Flash Art, an international publication, which described Vancouver as:
A city on the edge, a ‘terminal city,’ lying in a region that gave the
world grunge, Generation X, the 1990 [sic] WTO protests, and
cyberpunk.. .so it’s no surprise that the generation of artists who
emerged in the ‘90s in Vancouver (the slackers) have followed in the
globalized footsteps of their seniors, the Vancouver School of
Photoconceptualists.46
And finally in 2006, published six months after Intertidal closed, Christopher Mooney, a
Portland-based artist wrote “View from Vancouver: Peripheral Visions,” for Modern
Painters, a market-oriented international periodical. Mooney’s article similarly described
the success of the Vancouver School and other rising stars as something happening in
spite of the city’s “middling size,” and “modest economy.”47 Recalling the “most livable
city” label from the EIU in 2005 it seems that in the early-mid 2000s Vancouver was a
visible entity on the world stage. However, much of the art commentary and descriptions
of Vancouver’s exceptionalism were written from within the Vancouver scene, or in
Mooney’s case, the West Coast, revealing that while many Vancouver artists have
succeeded internationally, the overall discourse of Vancouver’s artistic internationalism
is the result of persistent self-positioning.48

45 Peter Culley, “Out of the Blue: Three Works on Vancouver,” Border Crossings 20, no. 2
(2001): 64.
46 Clint Burnham, “Aperto Vancouver,” Flash Art 37, no. 239 (2004): 57.
47 Christopher Mooney, “View From Vancouver: Peripheral Visions,” Modern Painters
(July/August 2006): 100-101.
48 Although Roelstraete is an outsider, the fact that Intertidal was a joint project with Vancouver’s
Scott Watson made the exhibition a unique assemblage. Its location in Antwerp and Roelstraete’s
curatorial role gave it a concrete sense of outsideness. However, Watson’s contributions and the
way it echoed his previous exhibition 6: New Vancouver Modern—as I argue later in this
chapter—contributed an aura of self-positioning.
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The insular nature of Vancouver’s recent self-positioning mirrors the ascent of the
Vancouver School artists which, as Liitticken and Roelstraete argue, was not unaided by
their self-legitimizing art criticism.49 With each articulation Vancouver’s global
emergence is made new again. While the tones of the three journalistic articles—by
Culley, Burnham, and Mooney—are lighter or more belletrist than most catalogue or
critical art writing, Roelstraete’s tenor often veered into similar boosterist territory as he
repeatedly articulated Vancouver’s emergence from the margin, thus signaling
Intertidal's rhetorical role in Vancouver’s continued global positioning.5051
Not only the subject of catalogue essays and journal articles, the repetition of the
Vancouver narrative extends to the selection of artists in shows of Vancouver art.
Intertidal bears a resemblance to a previous exhibition of Vancouver art curated by Scott
Watson, 6: New Vancouver Modern (1998). In Roelstraete’s words, the artists from 6
made up the “backbone” of Intertidal since five of the six artists featured in 6 were
included in Intertidal.51 Furthermore, there was considerable crossover between the Baja
to Vancouver and Intertidal artists—Stan Douglas, Ron Terada, Brian Jungen, Tim Lee,
Liz Magor and Steven Shearer exhibited in both shows—Douglas’ work, Every Building
on 100 West Hastings was present in both and Terada’s sign-piece, Entering City o f
Vancouver, a highlight of Baja, provided the catalogue cover image for Intertidal [figure
2.19]. Comparing Baja, Intertidal and 6, one can see that ‘Vancouver Art’ is represented

49 Sven Liitticken, Secret Publicity (Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2005), 69.; De Baere and
Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 11-12.
50 Roelstraete refers to Vancouver as “emerging marginalia,” or in another sentence as a “ ‘stateof-the-art’ brand name...that...could just as well be labeled a west coast backwater.” De Baere and
Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 9, 10.
51 6 included Geoffrey Farmer, Myfanwy MacLeod, Damian Moppett, Steven Shearer, Ron
Terada and Kelly Wood. All of the artists in 6 with the exception of MacLeod, were also in
Intertidal. Roelstraete, “An Intertidal Travelogue,” 142.
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by a similar group of artists and consists of work that, we are reminded, is created in the
city. However, while Baja and Intertidal stressed the works’ relationship to the
Vancouver landscape, 6 eschewed that connection. Marina Roy observes that writers in
the 6 catalogue stated, “the works exhibited were bereft of ‘any direct associations with a
‘local’ tradition,’ having more in common with ‘contemporary artists working in places
such as London, Los Angeles and New York.’”52 While Intertidal maintained a similar
position in regards to promoting Vancouver’s international engagement, it brought the
work of those same artists closer to the land and the local, grounding the works in the
natural intertidal metaphor.
Previous exhibitions curated by Scott Watson such as Young Romantics (1985), 6:
New Vancouver Modern, and Exponential Future (2008) are representative of some of
the strategies adopted in the context of a regional show that I argue necessitate further
examination and critique. In these three exhibitions Watson adhered to representing a
single generation of Vancouver artists working in similar media and/or conceptual
territory. Furthermore, Watson’s catalogue essays framed the participating five or six
artists as the leading artists in Vancouver and attempted to make a case for their
international relevance. Watson’s approach in Young Romantics, 6, and Exponential
Future points out how curatorial framing can assume a promotional role attempting either
to launch international careers or maintain previously earned recognition. Watson’s
adherence in Intertidal to his selection of artists seven years prior reveals his commitment
to representing a specific lineage of Vancouver artists, one that combines the history of
conceptual and political art from Vancouver’s intertidal zone with the international*7

52 Marina Roy, “Adventures in Reading Landscape,” in O’Brian, Vancouver Art & Economies,

77.
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legacy of the Vancouver School artists. Roelstraete wrote that the Photoconceptualists
established
a distinctly cerebral Vancouver-style or mode of thought. Their continuing
influence, if perhaps less ostentatiously or directly visible nowadays, has
surely been instrumental in founding that very tradition of intellectual rigor
and ‘clarity’ Intertidal aims to map out as one of Vancouver art’s defining
characteristics, making for an altogether unique site in global contemporary
art production.53
Intertidal then combined the importance of place, the local/global dialectic, a
strategy of curatorial star-making and a history of internationally renowned and
intellectually driven art production into its positioning of Vancouver art for an
international audience.
V. The Selective Construction of History and Politics in the Intertidal Narrative
While artists influenced by Photoconceptual art dominated Intertidal, the
exhibition and catalogue attempted to texture its interpretation and representation of the
Vancouver scene through the inclusion of performance-based video work. Monika
Szewczyk’s text “At What Distance...(Between Pictures and Performance in
Vancouver),” and Reid Shier’s essay “Buddies, Pals” considered performance in
Vancouver in a manner that strayed from the curatorial tone of intellectual rigor and
clarity set by Roelstraete. Szewczyck argued that performance work has been obscured in
Vancouver by the emphasis on the pictorial (photographic) tradition, and indeed,
Roelstraete deemed performance Vancouver’s “proverbial ‘other’ art history.”*
34
Szewczyk’s essay examined where performance and Photoconceptual art overlap in

53 De Baere and Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 12 (De Baere and Roelstraete’s emphasis).
34 Monika Szewczyk, “At What Distance...(Between Pictures and Performance in Vancouver),” in
Roelstraete and Watson, Intertidal, 92.; Roelstraete, “An Intertidal Travelogue,” 132.
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examples of self-portraiture, when the artist is both subject/maker and object/product.55
Shier’s essay described the way in which Vancouver’s artist-run centres such as the Or,
Western Front, Video In, and Helen Pitt provided much needed spaces for
experimentation and venues for early exposure for many of the artists in Intertidal.56 His
essay examined the divergent themes taken up in Vancouver performance, namely at the
Western Front, where “hybridity, alternative identities, stagecraft, ephemeral forms and
theatricality were grounding factors.”57 Shier cited an obscure work Don’t Call me
Buddy, Buddy! (1989-1990) by Philip McCrum and Gerald Creede as a testament to the
way in which gender politics or investigations of hybridity or identity could exist within
the conceptualist community.58
While Judy Radul, Damien Moppet, and Rebecca Belmore are represented in
Intertidal by theatrical videos, explorations of identity, theatricality, gender, and politics
were resisted by Roelstraete and Watson, who chose to stress the way in which Radul’s
Downes Point and Moppet’s 1815/1962 align with explorations of landscape and the
natural/urban divide. Downes Point is one of the few video works by Radul that is in
nature rather than a studio or interior setting. The wall text described the work as Radul
going “into the landscape for the first time: in this work the landscape is literally ‘put on
the stage.’”59 Radul’s work was interpreted in the catalogue in terms of its affinities with
Ian Wallace’s work Lookout (1979)—both were filmed in the same location—and the
quintessential ly Vancouver technique of the technological seam.60 Damien Moppet’s

55 Szewczyk, “At What Distance...,” 92.
56 Reid Shier, “Buddies, Pals,” 80.
57 Ibid., 84.
58 Ibid.
59 “Staging Landscape,” MuHKA, http://www.muhka.be/template.php?id=80&la=en.
60 Roelstraete, “An Intertidal Travelogue,” 133.
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work is a playful and witty take on the trope of Man and Nature. When viewed in the
context of Intertidal, an exhibition that built its foundation upon a male-dominated,
intellectualist photographic tradition, Moppet’s work does little to challenge the narrative.
Roelstraete described 1815/1962 primarily in terms of formal issues, the landscape,
technology and Modernism, leaving the issues of performance and self-representation as
secondary concerns. The performative aspects of Judy Radul and Damien Moppet’s
works were downplayed in favor of a reading in terms of the natural landscape and
technology rather than the dramatic auditioning process that is going on in Radul’s or the
parodie self-representation in Moppet’s.
Picking up on the regime of clarity, R.M. Vaughn’s review singled out Brian
Jungen, Liz Magor, and Steven Shearer from the group as artists working in painting and
sculptural media. Vaughn placed an emphasis on Rebecca Belmore’s work as something
that seemed particularly out of place in the overall coolness of the show. In Vaughn’s
review of Intertidal, “Antwerp Diary,” Roelstraete remarked of Belmore’s piece, “it does
not seem to fit.”61 Belmore’s work, The Named and the Unnamed described earlier in this
chapter, was a memorial to the murdered women from the Downtown East Side and thus,
was the only work in the exhibition that referenced a recent or specific event rather than
an historical event or an overarching condition. The emotion in the work and the class
and gender politics it elicits is not comparable to any of the other works in the exhibition.
Stan Douglas’ photograph of 100 West Hastings is perhaps the only counterpoint since
the photograph depicts the same neighborhood [figure 1.9]. Douglas’ cerebral
approach—as opposed to Belmore’s visceral practice—is one that mimics the film
industry and references the decline of the area through the representation of its real estate,
61 R.M. Vaughn, “Antwerp Diary,” Canadian Art 23, no. 2 (2006): 58.
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crumbling storefronts, vacancies, and for sale signs, while its inhabitants are eerily
absent. The omitted figures in 100 West Hastings in part refers to the invisibility of the
disadvantaged, resonating with Belmore’s work that comments on the invisibility of the
women in the DES, many of whom were missing long before an investigation began.6263
However, Douglas’ approach more clearly adheres to Roelstraete’s regime of clarity than
Belmore’s emotional performance.
Roelstraete described Vancouver’s recent art history as revolving around two
poles: intellectual and physical retreat on the one hand and political and social
engagement or activism on the other. In some ways Belmore’s work fulfills
Roelstraete’s thesis perfectly since it represents the latter pole of political and social
engagement. While Watson placed Burrows as the historical example of art as social
engagement, Burrows’ intertidal sculptures, inspired by Robert Smithson land works
have a formalist aspect, conceptual focus, and their politics are largely that of the
environment and the public/private division of space. Belmore, as a First Nations artist
staging a performance work representing the bodies of disadvantaged, murdered, and
missing women through the medium of her own body communicates a more explicit
politics that evidently sat uncomfortably in the context of Intertidal, both formally and in
62 Kaja Silverman, “Total Visibility,” in Jeff Wall Photographs 2003, Jeff Wall and Kaja
Silverman (Cologne: Walther Konig, 2003), 64, 97. Kaja Silverman interprets the theatrical
treatment of the urban poor in Jeff Wall’s works as a portrayal of their public invisibility. In
Silverman’s estimation, “Wall helps us to understand that if someone is dispossessed, it is not
only because she has no economic resources, but also because she is publicly invisible."
Silverman interprets the effects of the lightbox through Frantz Fanon’s concept of “hyper
visibility” which has a contradictory effect, “someone can remain unseen by society even when
she is physically present, either in proporia persona, or in the form of a representation....[t]o
insert an image of a working-class mother into a lightbox therefore does not automatically
guarantee that she will be seen.” In the context of Silverman’s argument, Douglas’ erasure of the
inhabitants of 100 West Hastings St. can be considered a step further in the representation of the
disadvantaged popuation’s invisibility.
63 Roelstraete, “An Intertidal Travelogue,” 156.
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its political directness. Roelstraete’s questioning of Belmore’s fit in the show echoes the
argument made by Sadira Rodrigues about Baja to Vancouver. Rodrigues argues that the
works in Baja representing racial—and I would add gender for that matter—politics were
not a part of the main curatorial thesis nor the accompanying symposium. Once again, in
the construction of a Vancouver show, the deeper issues of race, class and gender politics
were glossed over, or in the case of Belmore’s work declared un-fit. The preferred
politics of Intertidal were largely artistic history, environmental issues or the economic
effects of global capitalism registered on a largely unpeopled landscape.
Conclusion
Intertidal built on a pre-existing narrative of Vancouver art that centred the city’s
art production on the international success of the Vancouver School, as well as the
intellectual rigor and photographic and filmic media tradition established by those
artists.64 In light of the Photoconceptualist’s critical and market success in Europe and
United States, their brand of work was already recognizable to a large section of the art
world, perhaps explaining the continued emphasis on the School when positioning the
subsequent Vancouver generations in a European context. Similar to the representational
bias in Baja to Vancouver, there was a relatively consistent imagery presented in
Intertidal, with the exception of Belmore’s work. Mirroring almost identically the line-up
in Watson’s previous exhibition 6: New Vancouver Modern, Intertidal adhered to a

64 Sharia Sava describes how critics and commentators have been relying on the narrative of
photoconceptualism since the mid-1990s when describing Vancouver’s identity as a major art
centre. Photographic work by Jeff Wall, Ian Wallace and other Vancouver School artists was the
kind of art and aesthetic that the contemporary art world associated with Vancouver. Sharia Sava,
“Cinematic Pictures: The Legacy of the Vancouver Counter-Tradition,” in O’Brian, Vancouver
Art & Economies, 51.
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previously identified generation of artists who, with Intertidal, continue to be exhibited as
the face of Vancouver art.
The Intertidal archive, curated by Scott Watson added an historical dimension,
selecting documents that spanned Vancouver’s history of conceptual art in the 1960s and
70s. Unlike Baja to Vancouver, which drew attention to the relative lack of history on the
West Coast and the artists’ immersion in the various global cultural industries, Intertidal
provided a forty-year history of artistic and critical inquiry on which to situate the
practicing artists’ works. However, as evidenced by the discussion of Belmore’s work,
many histories and strands were missing from the story, since the archive was almost
exclusively male, conceptual art or works such as Tom Burrows’ representing the
artist/squatter culture that formed in the intertidal zone. The local/global dialectic that has
dominated the discourse on Vancouver artists continued to be constructed as the
exhibition was part of MuHKA’s investigation into locally produced art with global
relevance from the art world’s emerging places. MuHKA curator Dieter Roelstraete
described clarity and intellectual rigor as among Vancouver’s defining characteristics and
lastly confirmed that the practices represented “further solidified the city’s standing as the
West Coast’s main art hub.”65 Roelstraete’s positioning is another instance of the
continuous articulation of Vancouver’s global emergence, a rhetorical project that repeats
itself with nearly every exhibition of Vancouver art.
This chapter demonstrated the continuous dialogue between art and the landscape
in Vancouver, since artists have been representing the city and landscape, and curators
have positioned their work as uniquely tethered to place. Clint Burnham described the

65 De Baere and Roelstraete, “Introducing Intertidal,” 12.
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photographic works in Intertidal as “unlikely to please the Vancouver tourist board.”66
MuHKA’s wall text referred to works such as Douglas’ Every Building on 100 West
Hastings as knocking down the advertising image of B.C. and similarly, Michael
Turner’s article in Modem Painters argued that while Vancouver is “the most
photographed city in contemporary art,” and the works you see by Vancouver artists are
unlikely to be the “‘official’ Chamber of Commerce version, the view of landmark
architecture and ‘natural’ beauty; nor...the image handed back to us by tourists.”67 While
photographic works such as Roy Arden’s feature rags in the gutter and dilapidated
vehicles, there are similarly images of mountain vistas stitched into Vikky Alexander’s
work or lush forests in Damien Moppet and Judy Radul’s videos.68 Regardless of the
state of the landscapes, the comments from these writers reveal the way in which
representations of the landscape are in some ways inextricable from the idea of tourism,
especially in the context of an international exhibition whose organizing principle is
geographically based.
The next chapter examines a larger case study that presented Vancouver’s artistic
production to the world in a manner that is more overtly linked to city’s ambitions for
world-class status. Chapter Three explores case studies from the visual arts programming
of Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad that was a part of the 2010 Winter Olympics. Similar
to the way in which Baja to Vancouver and Intertidal constructed a specific artistic image
for international projection and promotion that was centered on the space of the region
and city, the Cultural Olympiad programming performed a similar task of place66 Burnham, “Vancouver Artists on Display in Belgium,” Vancouver Sun, February 25, 2006.
67 Michael Turner, “Wall and Void,” Modern Painters 12, no. 2 (2003): 39.
68 Burham, “Vancouver Artists on Display in Belgium,” Vancouver Sun.
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promotion through the visual arts taken to new heights through the global platform of a
mega-event.
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Figures for Chapter Two

Figure 2.1

Jeff Wall, Landscape Manual (excerpts, page 52 and 29), 1969. Book.
Collection of the Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery Archive,
Vancouver. [http://vancouverartinthesixties.eom/archive/356].

Figure 2.2

Ken Lum, Entertainment for Surrey (still), 1978. % in. video, converted to
DVD. Collection of the artist, [http://fillip.ca/podcast/2010-05-31].
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Figure 2.3

Tom Burrows, Untitled sculpture installed in Maplewood Mudflats, 1971.
Black and white photo, 27.6 x 35.3 cm. Collection of the artist.
[http://vancouverartinthesixties.com/archive/429].

Figure 2.4

Ian Wallace, La Mélancolie de la Rue, 1973. Silver gelatin print and oil
paint, 62 x 41 in. (three panels). Collection of the Vancouver Art Gallery,
Vancouver Art Gallery Acquisition Fund, VAG 86.18 a-c. [http://
vancouverartinthesixties.com/archive/654].
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Figure 2.5

Tom Burrows, Tom Burrows’ House, 1970. Photograph (slide), 3.5 x 2.3
cm. Collection of the artist, [http://vancouverartinthesixties.com/archive/
362],

0%

Figure 2.6

Ian Wallace, At Work, 1983. DVD for projection, poster, colour
transparency, dimensions variable. Catriona Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver.
[http://db-artmag.com/en/52/news/ian-wallace-at-the-kunsthalle-zuerich/].
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Figure 2.7

Roy Arden, d ’Elegance (#1), 2000. Gelatin silver print, edition 3 of 5, 40
Vi x 51 in. Monte Clark Gallery, Vancouver, [http://www.royarden.com/
pages/photo 1.html].

Figure 2.8

Vikky Alexander, Model Suites, Dining Room, 2005.Transmounted
Ektacolor print, 40 x 60 in. Collection of the artist. [http://vikkyalexander.
com/ gallery%20-%20photography/pages/Model%20Suites,%20Dining
%20Room.html].
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Figure 2.9

Vikky Alexander, Model Suites, Sliding Door, 2005. Transmounted
Ektacolor print, 40 x 60 in. Collection of the artist. [http://vikkyalexander
.com /gallery%20-%20photography/pages/Model%20Suites,%20Sliding
%20Door.html],

Figure 2.10

Scott McFarland, Inspecting, Allan O ’Connor Searches for Botrytis
Cinerea, 2003. Digital c-print, 41 x 49 Vi in. Collection of Daniel Faria,
Toronto. [http://www.monteclarkgallery.com/gallery.php?id=238&
artist=16].
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Figure 2.11

Liz Magor, Wrap, 2003. Polymerized gypsum, fiberglass, 33 x 34 % x 100
in. Susan Hobbs Gallery, Toronto, and Equinox Gallery, Vancouver.
[http://www.muhka.be/image_detail.php?image_id= 1616&la=en].

Figure 2.12

Kelly Wood, Continuous Garbage Project, Year 4: March 15, 2001 March 14, 2002 (detail), 2001-2002. C-print, 20 x 16 in. Catriona
Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver. [Dieter Roelstraete and Scott Watson,
Intertidal: Vancouver Art and Artists (Vancouver and Antwerp: The
Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery and Museum van Hedendaagse
Kunst Antwerpen, 2005), 191].
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Figure 2.13

Roy Arden, Supernatural (still), 2005. DVD for projection, sound,
dimensions variable. Monte Clark Gallery, Vancouver. [Clint Burnham,
“Vancouver,” Akimbo (blog), June 14, 2006. http://www.akimbo.ca
/akimblog/?id=45].

Figure 2.14

Stan Douglas, Nu-tka■(still), 1996. Single-channel video with
quadraphonic soundtrack, dimensions variable. David Zwimer Gallery,
New York, [http://www.muhka.be/verzamelt_depot_artist.php7person
_id= 613&letter= D&la=en].
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Figure 2.15

Brian Jungen, Void, 2002. Coleman coolers, wooden pallet, light, metal
clamps, 87 x 90 x 27 lA in. Collection of Bob Rennie, Rennie
Management Corporation, Vancouver, [http://www.muhka.be/image_
detai 1,php?i m ageid= 1627&la=en].

Figure 2.16

Rebecca Belmore, The Named and the Unnamed (still), 2002. Video
projection, screen, light bulbs, 88 x 51 in. (projection screen size). The
Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, The University of British Columbia
Vancouver, [http://www.satellitegallery.ca/rebecca-belmore.html].
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Figure 2.17

Judy Radul, Downes Point (still), 2005. Five-channel video projection,
dimensions variable. Catriona Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver. [http://www
.muhka .be /images/original/imagel 754.jpg],

Figure 2.18

Damien Moppet, 1815/1962 (still), 2003. DVD for projection, sound,
models, dimensions variable. Catriona Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver, [http:
//www.muhka.be/images/original/imagel 761 .jpg].
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Figure 2.19

Ron Terada, Front cover image, Intertidal catalogue. [Dieter Roelstraete
and Scott Watson. Intertidal: Vancouver Art and Artists (Antwerp and
Vancouver: Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen and The Morris
and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, 2005), front cover].
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Chapter Three
Vancouver Welcomes the World: The Instrumentalization of Art and Culture in the
2010 Cultural Olympiad
The Cultural Olympiad brought heightened awareness of the arts, both
locally and internationally. The eyes of the world were upon us, but
more importantly, our eyes were on ourselves. We looked into the
mirror, and saw a very culturally sophisticated city.1
Echoing the reflection metaphors described in Chapter One when I referred to
Hadani Ditmars’ description of the mirrors in Ken Lurn’s retrospective as reflecting
Vancouver back to itself, and Toby Ramps’ description of Baja to Vancouver as an aerial
view for the West Coast’s inhabitants, the Cultural Olympiad was similarly perceived as
an important moment of self-reflection and acknowledgement of Vancouver’s cultural
sophistication. Political science scholar David Whitson argues that for Western Canadian
cities the “discourses of identity [international importance] being circulated before and
during these events [Calgary’s 1988 Olympics and Vancouver’s Expo ‘86] were directed
as much at locals as they were at visitors and external audiences,” in an effort to convince
the residents that they could be global leaders in their fields and to ultimately boost
entrepreneurial spirits.2 Whitson sees this repeating in Vancouver: “a new discourse of
achievement, in which place identity is articulated in terms of global competitiveness in a
business-friendly environment, is being recycled as Vancouver prepares to host the 2010
Winter Olympics.”3 Taken together, Whitson’s analysis and Vancouver’s focus on
culture during the Olympics brings the arts, economy, and Vancouver’s world-class
identity into conversation once again. As I argued for Baja to Vancouver and Intertidal,

1David Gordon Duke, “Classical Life After the Olympics,” Vancouver Sun, March 28, 2010. The
passage quotes Doug Tuck, the Vancouver Opera’s Marketing Director.
2 David Whitson, “Bringing the World to Canada: ‘The Periphery of the Centre,”’ Third World
Quarterly 25, no. 7 (2004): 1221.
3 Ibid., 1222.
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arts and the economy are persistently invoked in the debates over Vancouver’s world
classness. Furthermore, the narrative of Vancouver’s world-classness represents an
identity in permanent crisis and the self-perpetuating nature of the Vancouver discourse
that involves constant reflection as well as projection. In this sense, the Cultural
Olympiad provides a fitting case study to examine alongside the two exhibitions of
Vancouver art since all three were engaged in Vancouver’s self-analysis and self
positioning as a sophisticated and globally relevant centre for arts and culture.
The previous chapters explored how globalization, regionalism and world
classness figured into the framing of two institutional art exhibitions. In this chapter, I
consider how, as a part of the Cultural Olympiad, Vancouver artists and art institutions
continued to be positioned globally while remaining in Vancouver. While Intertidal and
Baja to Vancouver had a more physical engagement with the global through their
installation abroad, the Cultural Olympiad was stationed at home in Vancouver while the
tourist traffic and rhetorical and media apparatus worked to make it a global occurrence. I
argue that through the Cultural Olympiad Vancouver participated in the harnessing of
culture as expedient in order to bolster its image internationally and to achieve at some
level, the status of a global city. I consider how the international aspirations of
Vancouver’s art institutions align with promotional thrust of the Cultural Olympiad. In
turn, I examine if participation in the Cultural Olympiad—a decidedly corporate entity—
had a cost for the art community, for instance, the ability to exercise meaningful critique.
Keeping in mind the international aspirations of Vancouver’s galleries and institutions,
Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad can be read even more powerfully within a cultural
milieu that has articulated in other arts and cultural manifestations, such as those
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examined in this thesis, the desire to reach an international audience and fashion itself as
a global contender in the realm of cultural production.
I. The Olympic Institution: An Overview
The Olympic Games is an event and institution of truly global proportions and
reach. Considering both the Summer and Winter Games, the Olympics are a bi-annual,
globally ambulatory affair occurring in both cosmopolitan and financial centres such as
London (Summer 1908, 2012), Los Angeles (Summer 1932, 1984), Tokyo (Summer
1964), and Sydney (Summer 2000), as well as in more regional centres such as Sarajevo
(Winter 1984), Calgary (Winter 1988), Nagano (Winter 1998), and Salt Lake City
(Winter 2002). Athletes from all over the world compete in athletic competitions that
receive more global media coverage than any other mega-event.4 The global brands that
sponsor Olympic events through The Olympic Partner (TOP) program—Visa, Coca
Cola, and McDonald’s to name a few—are recognized the world over, further adding to
the international reach and resonance of this mega-event.5 Staging the Olympics often
requires support at the national, regional, and civic levels of government, as well as the
financial and ideological investment of local elites from both political and business
spheres. Furthermore, the International Olympic Committee (IOC), which as its name
suggests, is an international body, must approve the Olympic bid. Vancouver is the third

4 Beatriz García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming Within the Olympic Games
(1912-2012): Origins, Evolution and Projections,” International Journal o f Cultural Policy 14,
no. 4 (November 2008): 361.
5 In the 1980s the IOC restructured the Olympic sponsorship guidelines, effectively turning “a
nationalist sports festival [into] an international marketing event.” The TOP system guarantees
exclusive advertising rights to the partners who purchase them as renewable, four-year licensing
periods. Iain MacRury, “Branding the Games: Commercialism and the Olympic City,” in
Olympic Cities: 2012 and the Remaking o f London, ed. Gavin Poynter and Iain MacRury
(Burlington: Ashgate, 2009), 49.
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Canadian Olympic host city, but the first in over two decades.6 Thus, my exploration of
the 2010 Winter Games considers how the mega-event functions within the context of the
twenty-first century and more specifically how it fulfilled the global-city aspirations of
the semi-peripheral city, Vancouver.
The above discussion begins to indicate the complexity of the Olympic machine
and its dependence on a large network of actors from sometimes disparate ideological
and political persuasions—for instance, politicians at civic, provincial, and federal levels
of government, corporations, developers, community groups, local institutions, and local
businesses. However, the fact that divergent parties can rally behind the Olympics
suggests that there is much to be gained from the staging of a successful Games. The
tangible benefits extolled by the IOC and the bid proponents of a host city are generally
an overall economic boost, permanent and temporary job creation, a legacy of state-ofthe-art sporting and recreational facilities, the implementation of urban infrastructural
development projects, and increases in tourism, foreign direct investment, and property
value.7 The intangibles touted are international place-promotion, image transformation,
urban regeneration, social and cultural capital gains, community spirit, and emotional
experience.8
Tempering the optimism of bid proponents, scholars such as David Whitson,
Helen Jefferson Lenskyj, and Melanie O’Brian illuminate the failures of such promises,
reminding us, “Olympic profits are typically privatized while its losses are socialized.”9*

6 Calgary hosted the Winter Games in 1988 and in 1976 the Summer Games were in Montreal.
7 Kiki Kaplanidou and Kostas Karadakis, “Understanding the Legaciess of a Host Olympic City:
The Case of the 2010 Vancouver Olympic Games,” Sport Marketing Quarterly 19 (2010): 111.
8 Ibid.
9 Melanie O’Brian, “Specious Speculation,” in Vancouver Art and Economies, ed. Melanie
O’Brian (Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press & Artspeak, 2005), 14.
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Whitson points out that in the case of Vancouver, Olympic infrastructure and investment
is “concentrated in what is already the wealthiest comer of the province—Vancouver and
the ski resort of Whistler—while schools and hospitals are being closed in rural
communities in the interior.” 10 Whitson identifies the beneficiaries of the investment:
homeowners in Whistler and Point Grey whose property values will increase and
Vancouver’s corporate sector that profits from the public money allocated to Olympic
construction and promotion.11 O’Brian, the director of Artspeak during the Olympic
period and thus a prominent voice from Vancouver’s non-profit arts sector, put it plainly:
“The Olympics and the Cultural Olympiad are corporate enterprises, and really, they are
not about sport, not about culture, but about big business.”12 While the Olympics and
other mega-events are presented as benefiting whole communities and regions, in reality
many do in fact suffer from adverse effects of rising property markets and inevitable cuts
to

t

to social services, as evidenced by Whitson’s research on rural B.C. Furthermore, m
B.C. in the build-up to the Games, the increased public investment in the Olympics
caused tension and anger in the local arts communities who were bracing for major
funding cuts from the Province, including the loss of gaming grants resulting in some
organizations losing over fifty percent of their operating funds.*14
10

Whitson, “Bringing the World to Canada,” 1228.
Ibid.
Melanie O’Brian (Curator, The Power Plant) interview with the author, April 2011.
Whitson, “Bringing the World to Canada,” 1217.
14 Urban studies scholar Duncan Low details the discussion around B.C. arts funding that was
concurrent with the closing ceremonies of the Games: ‘“ The BC Arts Council has been cut by
53% from 2008/09. This is funding that used to provide core support for the creation of cultural
experiences like those that thrilled audiences here and world wide during the 2010
Olympics...‘Total investment in culture, has been reduced by 32.4 per cent.’ Whilst there is often
ambiguity over government released statistics there was general acceptance by all concerned that
72 hours after the official Vancouver 2010 closing ceremony, and three weeks before the official
close of the Cultural Olympiad, the BC Government had cut the very arts sector that they had
been promoting ‘to the world.’” Duncan Low, “2010 Cultural Olympiad Impact Study,” (M.URB.
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The Olympics are more than simply an athletics competition. The Games are a
vehicle and catalyst for multiple urban policy, economic, and development agendas and a
means of signaling the transition of a city, region or nation into new ideological terrain or
re-positioning in terms of the world-order.15 The complex network of actors and agendas
reveals how the Olympics are a unique assemblage. As Michael Rustin puts it,
The Olympic Games belongs to an emergent type of ‘globalized’
institution, operating in both an international market-place, and an
intergovernmental space of cooperation, competition, negotiations, and
rules. It also occupies an important cultural and even moral space, as a
celebration of a sphere of values, now recognized and cultivated across
the world.16
Rustin argues that the Olympic Games—and more generally, sports—have never
existed in isolation but have always symbolized the values of a society and taken on the
contours of the contemporary geopolitical landscape.17 For instance, the ancient
Olympics were celebratory, religious events that cultivated both sporting and martial
virtues.18 With the advent of the modem Olympics in the nineteenth-century, nationalism
and patriotism supplanted in large part the spiritual facet of the Games, however, the
ethico-moral ideals of the ancient Greeks are still extolled by the IOC who maintain
Olympism as a Humanist movement.19 Since the 1980s the Games have become more
obviously commercial and capitalist and are increasingly wielded as vehicles for the

Thesis, Simon Fraser University, 2010), 33.
15 García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming,” 362.; Whitson, “Bringing the World to
Canada,” 1217, 1218.
16 Michael Rustin, “Sport, Spectacle and Society: Understanding the Olympics,” in Olympic
Cities: 2012 and the Remaking o f London, ed. Gavin Poynter and lain MacRury (Burlington:
Ashgate, 2009), 5.
17 Ibid., 11.
18 Ibid.
19 John R. Gold and Margaret M. Gold, Cities o f Culture: Staging International Festivals and the
Urban Agenda, 1851-2000 (Burlington: Ashgate, 2005), 145-6.; Helen Jefferson Lenskyj,
Olympic Industry Resistance, (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2008), 1.
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aspirations of emerging and established world cities—over nationalist agendas—
embracing in many ways the current global era.20 Scholars such as Rustin, Garcia, and
Gold and Gold agree, since Barcelona’s Summer Games in 1992, the Olympic platform
and its infrastructural, developmental, and promotional aspects are increasingly about the
host city.21 However, there is still a significant element of nationalism in the Olympics
although I would argue, that it is largely symbolic. The Olympic competitions, rituals,
and events such as the opening ceremonies are nationalist affairs involving overt displays
of national symbols and anthems. My interest lies in the way in which the Olympics are
harnessed as a vehicle for civic place-promotion and how the host city’s art institutions
participate in the Cultural Olympiad and promote their own practices during the global
mega-event.
II. Culture and the Olympics
Today, another factor is gaining momentum within the Olympic industry:
culture.22 Culture is deployed in many ways within the framework of the Olympics both
inside and outside of Cultural Olympiad programming. Cultural policy scholar Beatriz
García identifies four areas of “cultural value production,” within the Olympic Games:
the advertising strategy and associated branding images, the Olympic symbols of each
20 The 1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles were the first Games to accept major corporate
sponsors and distribute exclusive advertising rights. While the IOC said they were troubled by the
Los Angeles Games’ overt commercialization, after 1984 the IOC assumed control of that
practice and founded the TOP program. The 1984 Olympics generated a profit of over 225
million dollars. Before the peak of Olympic commercialism marked by 1984, earlier Games were
more representative of nationalist rather than capitalist agendas. Examples of staunchly
nationalist Olympic Games are clustered in the early twentieth century. For instance, London’s
1908 Games were held in conjunction with the Franco-British Exposition and both events were
meant to display the power of Britain, France, and their respective colonies in the pre-war period.
Gold and Gold, Cities o f Culture, 199-202, 157.
21 Ibid., 206-209.
22 My use of ‘industry,’ comes from Lenskyj’s pointed use of the term that demonstrates the
multinational nature of the Olympics and aligns the institution with the global corporate world,
beyond that of the sporting arena. Lenskyj, Olympic Industry Resistance, 2.
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particular Games such as mascots and merchandise, the Olympic ceremonies and rituals
including the opening and closing shows and medal ceremonies, and lastly, the main
focus of my study, the cultural activities program or Cultural Olympiad.23
The most widely known cultural events in the Olympics are the opening and
closing ceremonies. The ceremonies are internationally broadcast, highly ritualized,
choreographed mass-media events. During the opening ceremonies all of the competing
athletes march around the stadium waving their national flags, drawing attention to the
Games as a worldwide phenomenon and the strong element of nationalism associated
with the sporting competitions. For the artistic performances, hosts use the opening
ceremonies to present nationalist histories and anthems, stereotypical national icons,
folklore, music performed or written by national artists, art forms particular to the host
country, and a flashy show featuring the costume, dance, music, and art of indigenous
and/or settler cultures. In the opening and closing ceremonies most often culture is
portrayed as national cultural heritage that also incorporates regional specificities of the
host city and surrounding area, for example, the use of Emily Carr imagery in the
Vancouver 2010 opening ceremonies [figure 3.1]. However, the opening and closing
ceremonies are not the objects of my study since their structure and format is relatively
constant across the recent history of the Games and they have been a fixture in the
Olympic proceedings for many years. Rather, my focus is on the Cultural Olympiad
programming which is an administratively separate affair from the ceremonies and an
emerging aspect of the Games, gaining in importance since the 1990s.
Culture has always been a part of IOC stipulations, however, the form the cultural
component has taken since the origin of the modem Games in 1896 has changed
23 García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming,” 365.
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considerably over the years. From 1912-1948 artists competed for medals in events such
as the “Pentathlon of Muses,” and were often required to portray sporting themes.24 By
1952, artistic competitions were replaced by accompanying exhibitions, street festivals,
dance, music, visual art, and theatre events of varying time-spans.25 Since the Barcelona
Games in 1992 the four-year Cultural Olympiad has become the dominant format,
appearing in all subsequent Summer Games and offering local, national, and international
works and presentations of art, music, dance, and theatre.26 While host cities present a
range of artists and works my interest lies in the way that the host city in recent years has
presented these practices under a rubric of place-promotion for the city specifically.
Historically, the role of arts and culture in the Olympics has been minimal,
varying considerably within each installation of the Games and largely neglected by
audiences, the media, and scholars. Gold and Revill argue that the reason for this neglect
is simply that sport and art exist in diametrically opposed spheres.27 García attributes the
indifference to that fact that the arts offerings are dispersed, lack a clear message, and fail
to integrate with the Olympic program.28 Furthermore, the arts component does not
receive the wealth of corporate sponsorship from TOPs that the athletics benefit from as

24 Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of the modem Olympics, strove to imbue the Games with the
original Olympic values stemming from the Ancient Greeks belief in Humanism, whereby mind
and body, art, and sport are closely related endeavors. The Pentathlon of Muses was de
Coubertin’s attempt to resurrect these Humanist values. The competitions consisted of music
composition, literature, sculpture, painting, and architecture and were meant to be held on equal
footing with the athletic events. García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming,” 367-8.
25 Ibid., 369.
26 Ibid., 370.
27 Margaret M. Gold and George Revill, “The Cultural Olympiads: Reviving the Panegyris,” in
Olympic Cities: City Agendas, Planning, and the World’s Games, 1896-2012, ed. John R. Gold
and Margaret M. Gold (New York: Routledge, 2007), 81.
28 David Inglis, “Culture Agonistes: Social Differentiation, Cultural Policy and
Cultural Olympiads,” International Journal o f Cultural Policy 14, no. 4 (2008): 463-4.; Gold and
Revill, “The Cultural Olympiads: Reviving the Panegyris,” 81.; García, “One Hundred Years of
Cultural Programming,” 374.
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“media corporations and other key institutions such as corporate sponsors
overwhelmingly regar[d] the Olympics as a sports-only event, completely devoid of the
‘artistic’ and ‘spiritual’ elements so prized by de Coubertin [the founder of the IOC and
the father of the modem Olympics].”29 Since the athletic events are the most prestigious,
the arts components remain comparatively under-funded. While theorists exhaust the
separation of art and sport their incongruity is of little consequence to the work that the
cultural component achieves in the context of the Olympics. What brings the disparate
poles of interest together is their respective relationship to event, spectacle, and economic
instrumentalization.30 The way that elites view the promotional possibilities of the mega
event is analogous to the way in which arts and culture are mobilized by proponents of
Creative Industries discourse and policies, namely as expedients that can transform a city
by stimulating the economy, boosting property value, and purportedly solving myriad
social and economic ills. In the realm of economic and political instrumentalization, art
and sport are collapsible entities.
Arts and cultural concerns and programming are becoming integral to various
levels of the Olympic staging process in a way that is unprecedented since its modem
establishment in 1896. The reason for culture’s new role aligns with Rustin’s argument
29 Inglis, “Culture Agonistes,” 471. Furthermore, the TOP system limits the kinds of sponsors that
arts groups can seek out on their own. For instance, if a soft drink company wanted sponsor a
Cultural Olympiad event, the existing soft drink TOP (Coca-Cola) prevents this as long as they
hold the Olympic licensing rights. This holds even if Coca-Cola only spends its funds on athletic
sponsorship. This caused a controversy in the Vancouver arts community when ScotiaBank
Dance centre was barred from participating as an Olympiad venue since its namesake bank was
considered a conflict with the 2010 bank TOP, RBC. The Vancouver Recital Society (VRS) was
similarly barred from participating since one of their long-time sponsors conflicted with a 2010
TOP. Unsanctioned performances by choirs or orchestras in similar positions as the VRS were
not feasible since most of the suitable venues were booked by the Cultural Olympiad. As a result,
many organizations like the VRS had to suspend their usual activities. García, “One Hundred
Years of Cultural Programming,” 374.; Low, “2010 Cultural Olympiad Impact Study.”; David
Gordon Duke, “Classical life after the Cultural Olympiad,” Vancouver Sun, March 27, 2010.
30 Inglis, “Culture Agonistes,” 464.

above, that the Olympics embodies the economic and political structure of their
contemporary era. As the Creative Industries discourse suggests, the rising importance of
symbolic goods (tourism, films etc.) and immaterial sources of economic growth have
“given the cultural sphere greater protagonism than at any other moment in the history of
modernity.”3132Our current era is one of increased cultural instrumentalization at the local,
national, and global scales. Similarly, within recent Olympic discourse, David Inglis
and M. Moragas contend that the interpretation of the cultural component is quickly
becoming a deciding factor in the awarding of the Games.33 The cultural component was
the tipping point for Sydney’s bid in 2000 and London’s 2012 bid.3435London is an
interesting example since the bid document largely focuses on the area of East London—
the proposed location of the main sporting facilities and the majority of the Cultural
Olympiad events. London’s Olympics are a prime example of the increasing emphasis
on the city in the use of the Olympic platform, as well as an indication of how Olympic
development and gentrification efforts are becoming concentrated onto particular areas.

31 George Yudice, The Expediency o f Culture (London: Duke University Press, 2003), 10.
32 For example the “European Capital of Culture” program describes arts and culture as having
social and economic benefits, increasing tourism, and promoting the chosen city internationally.
The Canadian equivalent is the government program, “Cultural Capitals of Canada.” Both
programs are designed for city-based place-promotion. In Canada, cities apply to the federal
government for the award and in Europe, cities are chosen by a council of the European Union.
The European program was implemented in 1985 and Canada’s in 2002. For other examples or
discussions of artistic instrumentalization see: Kirsty Robertson, “Crude Culture: The Creative
Industries in Canada,” Fuse Magazine 31, no.2 (2008): 12-21.; Geert Lovink and Ned Rossiter,
eds., MyCreativity Reader: A Critique of Creative Industries (Amsterdam: Institude of Network
Cultures, 2007).
33 “It was widely reported that one of the main reasons that the IOC had chosen the UK capital
was because of the particular strength of its proposals for the Cultural Olympiad.” Inglis, “Culture
Agonistes,” 472.; García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming,” 364.
34 Inglis, “Culture Agonistes,” 472.; James Kennell and Nicola MacLeod, “Policy Review: A
Grey Literature Review of the Cultural Olympiad,” in Cultural Trends 18, no. 1 (2009): 83.;
Beatriz García “Enhancing Sport Marketing through Cultural and Arts Programs: Lessons from
the Sydney 2000 Olympic Arts Festivals,” Sport Management Review, 4 (2001): 201.
35 Inglis, “Culture Agonistes,” 472.
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As Inglis outlines in his essay, London’s bid applied the values of its national Creative
Industries policy initiatives to the specific case of East London, revealing the way in
which the Olympics are harnessed to realize pre-existing cultural policy agendas that
extend beyond the timeline and scope of the actual hosting period/6 The four-year
Cultural Olympiad format was conceived of by the Barcelona bid committee in tandem
with their specific culture- and tourism-driven place-promotion goals. Also since these
Games, the Creative Industries discourse and policies have gained considerable
momentum and urban studies and cultural policy scholars have begun to pay increasing
attention to the cultural aspect of the mega-event. Vancouver is the first Winter Games
host to take on a four-year Cultural Olympiad, suggesting that their goals are a similar
•

•

global cultural renaissance as pioneered by Barcelona in 1994.
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Beatriz García observes that the Cultural Olympiad is the “least regulated” of the
four areas of potential cultural value production associated with the Olympic games and
is “becoming an area of opportunity for the implementation of distinct cultural
policies.”363738 The minimal regulation of the Cultural Olympiad—in contrast to the
strictures of other Olympic events and protocols—allows host cities to act with a relative
amount of freedom and tailor the displays to their own needs, making the Cultural

36 Ibid.
37 “Barcelona’s Games reinforced an extensive urban development plan that had the purpose of
elevating the image and awareness of the city,” and as a result of the Games and other concurrent
projects which gained momentum after the Games, “cultural interest in Barcelona was rekindled.
Four museums and a Botanical garden were renovated in preparation for the Games...by 2004,
Barcelona was the number one tourist destination in Europe.” Dean Bairn, “Olympic-Driven
Urban Development,” in Olympic Cities: 2012 and the Remaking o f London, ed. Gavin Poynter
and Iain MacRury (Burlington: Ashgate, 2009), 80.
38 García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming,” 365.
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Olympiad a distinctive stamp of the city and its aspirations.39 Scholar M. Moragas argues
that in light of the heavily controlled athletic component, in order to “win the games,” the
host must start by appropriately interpreting the cultural dimension.40 What is to be won
through the strategic use of arts and culture in a global mega-event such as the Olympics?
García outlines five key objectives: “(1) acknowledgement of the city’s artistic and
cultural capacities, (2) improvement of the city cultural services or infrastructure, (3)
showcase of the country’s folklore and cultural diversity, (4) international projection, and
(5) change of image.”41
How might this framework—the global character of the Olympics, the specific
goals and aspirations of regional host cities, the increasing importance of the cultural
aspect of the Games, and the recent instrumentalization of culture in Creative Industries
policies—apply to Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad? David Whitson argues that Western
Canadian cities such as Vancouver and Calgary are “newly wealthy regional cities in the
more ‘central’ countries of the G8,” and as such, “to capture an event of the stature of the
Olympics is viewed as a clear demonstration that a city has made it onto the world
stage.”42 Whitson remarks that since the economy in the West began to prosper in the
1970s, long overshadowed by the metropolitan and financial centres of Montreal,
Toronto, and Ottawa, there is a commonly held belief that Calgary and Vancouver “have

39 The opening and closing ceremonies are highly regulated since there is a checklist of rituals
and presentations that must occur, such as the torch lighting and the march of the competing
nations around the stadium. Since the ceremonies are broadcast internationally on television it
must be comprehensible to a universal audience, tailored for media transmission, and inoffensive
to various social groups around the world. In contrast, the regulations for the Cultural Olympiad
are much less stringent since their display is not contingent on media-transmission and there are
no set rituals or themes to follow. Ibid. 365-366.
40 Ibid., 364.
41 Ibid., 371.
42 Whitson, “Bringing the World to Canada,” 1217.
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only truly become cities,” in the last thirty years.43 Similarly, Vancouver artist Kelly
Wood places Vancouver’s artistic maturation within the thirty to thirty-five-year period
from the 1970s until the early 2000s whereby Vancouver’s legitimacy as an art centre and
its presence in the international scene were cultivated.44 Vancouver has developed
artistically and economically in parallel. Following Whitson and Wood’s thirty-year
timelines for Vancouver both becoming a city and an internationally recognized art
scene, the timing of the Olympics in Vancouver is, as Whitson says, a demonstration for
“visitors and potential investors” that Vancouver is “economically dynamic,
technologically advanced and culturally sophisticated.”45
III.

Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad: Visions and Revisions

Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad was an extensive series of events, co-ordinated
by the Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter
Games (VANOC) in tandem with participating arts and cultural institutions. The Cultural
Olympiad featured multi-disciplinary programming over a four-year period, culminating
in the two weeks during the Olympic Games. Over these two weeks there were
approximately 650 free and ticketed events, executed with a budget of approximately
twenty million dollars, with attendance totaling around two-and-a-half million.46 While
Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad featured a wealth of programming including theatre,
opera, music ,and dance, in keeping with the focus of the first two chapters, I will
consider primarily selections from the visual arts offerings. Furthermore, myriad
43 Ibid.
44 Kelly Wood, (Artist, Professor, The University of Western Ontario) interview with the author,
March 2011.
43 Whitson, “Bringing the World to Canada,” 1218.
46 Kevin Griffin, “Performers Leave Golden Legacy,” Edmonton Journal, March 23, 2010. The
figures include all of the programming including the symphony, theatre, free street concerts, and
festivals as well as institutional visual arts programming.
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sanctioned and unsanctioned events occurred in many areas of the city, meaning that my
study is in no way representative of the Olympiad period as a whole, but out of necessity
is a selection of engaging visual arts projects and exhibitions from or concurrent with the
Cultural Olympiad. The case studies chosen are indicative of the way Vancouver
positions itself on the world stage through the presentation of the visual arts.
The Vancouver Art Gallery received VANOC funding that supported a wealth of
arts programming. Not surprisingly, and in line with the tendency I have described in the
previous two chapters, one of the exhibitions concurrent with the two-week Games
period was a regional show: Visions o f British Columbia: A Landscape Manual (2009
2010). The survey paired thirty-seven contemporary and historical works primarily from
the VAG collection with a complimentary B.C. writer or text: Emily Carr and Charlotte
Gill, Willie Seaweed and a Kwakwaka’wakw traditional text, Brian Jungen and Douglas
Coupland, and Jeff Wall and himself, to name a few. VAG Director Kathleen Bartels
described the show as a representation of the “diverse visions of this place, its people and
its histories... especially relevant when the eyes of the world are on Vancouver for the
2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games.”47 Bartels highlighted Vancouver’s
recognition as an “international centre of contemporary art production,” and affirmed this
with the exhibition’s namesake, Wall’s Landscape Manual (1969-70) which, she argued,
represents a radical moment in photographic artistic practice that forever changed art
photography and brought “an international awareness of the urban and suburban

47 Kathleen Bartels, “Foreword,” in Visions o f British Columbia: A Landscape Manual,
(Vancouver: Vancouver Art Gallery and Douglas and McIntyre Publishers Inc., 2009), 1.
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landscapes of Canada’s West Coast.”48 Bartels emphasized the West Coast’s
longstanding presence in the international scene in an attempt to carry it into the future.
Senior curator Bruce Grenville arranged the works in Visions chronologically,
beginning with a nineteenth-century plate by Charles Edenshaw and ending with a
photographic work from Karin Bubas’ series Leon’s Palace [figure 3.2], Grenville argued
that the inclusion of critical works like Bubas’ and Ken Lum’s Steve (1986) avoided
presenting a “sanitizing” view of B.C.’s complex culture [figure 3.3].49 Grenville’s
comment reveals the effort on his behalf to portray the most plural version of B.C.
society by including works like Bubas’ images of a dilapidated interior and the remnants
of crack use or Lum’s sign piece which references a history of Asian immigration and
racism. Melanie O’Brian states that Grenville was successful in staging a critical show
arguing that “it didn’t pander to a particularly celebratory notion of B.C....it really had a
critique of the landscape and a critique of politics.”50
Vancouver painter Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun was featured in Visions with two
works. Guardian Spirits on the Land: Ceremony o f Sovereignty (2000) and The
Impending Nisga ’a ' Deal. Last Stand. Chump Change (1996) were paired with an excerpt
from Ronald Wright’s Stolen Continents [figure 3.4 and 3.5], Yuxweluptun’s psychedelic
paintings combine Northwest Coast ovoid and formline styles with conventions of
Surrealist landscape painting in order to explore contemporary and historical First
Nations issues and political struggles. The painting, The Impending Nisga 'a ’Deal deals
with the fraught history of land claims in B.C. Unlike many Canadian provinces, B.C. did

48 Ibid., 2.
49 Murray White, “A Host of Problems,” Toronto Star, February 14, 2010.
50 O’Brian, interview with the author.
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not sign any treaties with the First Nations.31 Yuxweluptun’s painting refers to the
contemporary negotiations between the government and the Nisga’a Nation that was
drawn up into a treaty and signed in 2000. The melting landscape suggests instability and
the despairing figures’ expressions sum up Yuxweluptun’s critique of the agreement:
“too little, too late and a sell-out of aboriginal interests.”5152 Wright’s text describes the
atrocities of North America’s colonization and calls for reform, illuminating an historical
and political background that speaks to Yuxweluptun’s image: “There are no Ottawas in
Ottawa, nor Manhattans in Manhattan. A name on the map is often the only tombstone of
a murdered people.”53 Wright’s text asks for “true equality, not annihilation disguised as
‘integration’... the fictitious liberty of citizenship in Euro-American countries where the
Indian will always be outnumbered and outvoted.”54
As I argued in Chapters One and Two, Baja to Vancouver and Intertidal had their
respective aesthetic biases and subscribed to a certain image of the West Coast, or
Vancouver. For Baja that image was a young creative region invested in popular culture
and the cultural industries. In Chapter Two, I contended that Intertidal was built on a
specific reading of Vancouver’s art history that privileged a male-dominated
photographic tradition and that the politics represented were largely the effects of global
capital on an empty landscape. While Visions was similarly focused on the landscape, the
works included are more representative of the multiplicity of artistic practices and politics
of class, race, and gender in B.C. Examples from Visions that stray from the aesthetics

51 Vancouver Art Gallery, “75 Years of Collecting Online Archive,” Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun
(pdf), http://projects.vanartgalleiy.bc.ca/publications/75years/content/list.
52 Ibid., 4.
5j Ronald Wright, Stolen Continents (excerpt), in Visions o f British Columbia: A Landscape
Manual, 180.
54 Ibid., 181.
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and politics of Baja and Intertidal include works by Jin-me Yoon, Richard Hunt, Susan
Point, and Paul Wong. Furthermore, the inclusion of a small number of the written
responses to the artworks by poets, novelists, and essayists in the exhibition helped elicit
some of the politics the works are dealing with in innovative ways, for instance, through
a poem rather than the standard gallery didactic panel. Unlike catalogue essays or art
journal articles, the professionalized formats that Marina Roy argues dominate
Vancouver art writing today, the textual pendants to the works in Visions recall the
critical and fertile history between artists and writers in Vancouver that formed in the
1980s between artists and the Kootenay School of Writing.55
Although there was a higher degree of cultural and identity politics represented in
Visions and O’Brian read the show as politically engaged, in the context of the larger
picture of the Vancouver Olympics, how did diversity or inclusion fare? Yuxweluptun is
suspicious of narratives of inclusion especially in the context of the Olympic Games.
“I’m not the kind of Indian they typically want on a podium,” Yuxweluptun joked to
journalist Murray White, while making the more serious point that VANOC’s emphasis
on their official partnership with the Four Host Nations was simply an exercise to
“appease white guilt, nothing else.”56 In an essay from Topographies: Aspects o f Recent
B. C. Art, Doreen Jenson points out some of the recent histories of exclusion at the VAG.
Jenson notes that after the exhibition Images: Stone: BC in 1975 there were no shows of
contemporary First Nations art at the VAG until 1989 despite the persistent lobbying by
the Society of Canadian Artists of Native Ancestry as well as other First Nations

55 Marina Roy, “Adventures in Reading Landscape,” in O’Brian, Vancouver Art & Economies,

78.
56 White, “A Host of Problems,” Toronto Star.
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advocacy groups.57 Furthermore, as Irit Rogoff argues in “Hit and Run: Museums and
Cultural Difference,” while the practice of “re-inscribing the excluded” is often the path
museums and galleries pursue, sometimes this strategy leads to a disavowal by the
institution of the effects of such historical marginalization.78 In other words, simply
including does not necessarily solve the problem. Inclusion is a practice
[grounded in the unrevised notion of the museum’s untroubled ability to
simple add others without losing a bit of the self...it assumes a
possibility of change without loss, without alteration, without remapping
the navigational principles that allow us to make judgments about
quality, appropriateness, inclusion, and revision.59
Integration narratives are a fixture in many Olympic celebrations and Cultural
Olympiads as host cities attempt to right their historical wrongs and present and package
their cultural diversity with pride.60 Vancouver mayor Gregor Robertson wrote an article
congratulating the city on a successful Olympics. Opening Robertson’s list of the event’s
accomplishments:
Vancouver demonstrated an inclusive community: Our diversity and
harmony garnered international accolades and was on full display during
the Games. The Four Host First Nations Pavilion had tens of thousands
of visitors and the natives were equal partners from the beginning. We
held Vancouver's biggest Lunar New Year Parade on Day 2 of the
Games in the heart of Chinatown. The city partnered with United We
Can to provide recycling jobs to low-income workers.61
Robertson’s boosterism proves Yuxweluptun’s point: on many occasions, inclusion is

57 Doreen Jenson, “Metamorphosis,” in Topographies: Aspects o f Recent B.C. Tri (Vancouver:
Vancouver Art Gallery, 1996), 102.
58 Irit Rogoff, “Hit and Run: Museums and Cultural Difference,” Art Journal 61, no. 3 (2002): 64.
59 Ibid., 66.
60 Similarly, the London 2012 bid listed one of its major priorities as “promoting diversity,” and
that the “Cultural Olympiad was intended both to ‘reflect London’s ethnic and social diversity’,
and to promote pride among Londoners as to this state of affairs.” Inglis, “Culture Agonistes,”
472.
61 Gregor Robertson, “2010 Olympics Remembered as Tremendous,” Vancouver Sun, February
12, 2011 .
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simply display.
IV. Olympic Merchandising: Culture for the Mainstream
One of the five areas of cultural projection during the Olympics identified by
García is showcasing folklore and cultural diversity, and with this, García adds, an
historic opportunity to “reconstruct and renovate certain pertinent characteristics [which
may be out-dated] or have resulted from situations of politico-cultural domination.”62
VANOC participated to a great extent in packaging Canadian Northern and West Coast
cultural diversity in the design of Olympic apparel and through the use of the Inukshuk
logo [figure 3.6], When considering the use of culture—in the broadest sense of the
term—in the context of the Olympics it is difficult to reconcile the marketing of cultural
diversity through the Olympic logo, apparel, and mascots on the one hand, with the
nuanced political arguments in Yuxweluptun’s paintings or in other Cultural Olympiad
programming.
Vancouver’s Olympic logo was deemed controversial by many since the stone
Inukshuk structures carry symbolic weight for Inuit peoples—it has no resonance with
First Nations of the West Coast—and Peter Imiq, a former Nunavut commissioner,
argued that “building the figures should not be taken lightly.”6^ In relation to the logo
unveiling, the CBC quoted Grand Chief Edward John of the First Nations Summit: “One
of the first important acts the [Vancouver 2010] committee did was kind of a slight on the
support of First Nations.”64 García describes how the emblems chosen to represent a host
nation or culture are designed to “avoid international misunderstandings, and to keep as

62 García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming,” 362-3, 371.
63 “Vancouver Olympic emblem comes under fire,” CBC News, April 27, 2005,
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/story/2005/04/26/01ympiclogo0426.html.
64 Ibid.
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much control as possible on the media interpretation and transmission of the city’s socio
cultural briefing,” and thus, the resulting designs are schematic for easy audio-visual
transmission and consumption.63 The outcome of Vancouver’s graphic design efforts was
an Inukshuk resembling pac-man and cuddly mascots “based on First Nations creatures”
and mythology [figure 3.7],6
566 The mascots are Miga, “a mythical First Nations sea bear
that is part killer whale and part Kermode spirit bear,” Sumi, “an animal-guardian spirit
who wears the hat of the orca whale, flies with the wings of the mighty Thunderbird and
runs on the furry legs of the black bear,” and the third Quatchi, a gentle sasquatch who
dreams of becoming a world-famous goalie.67
How can these two poles of representation—Yuxweluptun’s politicized artworks
commenting on generations of European domination on the one hand, and VANOC’s
cartoony re-packaging of First Nations mythology and culture for the global consumer
and audience on the other—be reconciled? In the context of the Olympics, cultural
messages are uncomfortably mixed, and the global visibility of Sumi, Miga, and Quatchi
arguably trump the nuanced political messages of Cultural Olympiad programming in
media exposure. The comparison of Yuxweluptun’s work and the Olympic mascots and
logos reveals the contradiction inherent in the Cultural Olympiad. How can political
messages leveled by artists such as Yuxweluptun function under the financial support and
structure of a system that is antithetical to such resistance and supportive of the
appropriation of important symbols and histories?
65 García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming,” 362.
66 Chief Steward Phillip, president of the Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs commented “I can’t help
but notice the remarkable resemblance it has to Pac-Man.” “Vancouver Olympic Emblem Comes
Under Fire,” CBC News, April 27, 2005.
67 “2010 Vancouver Olympics’ Mascots Inspired by First Nations Creatures,” CBC News,
November 27, 2007, http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/story/2007/! 1/27/bcmascot.html.
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V. Agency and Critique Under the Olympic Banner
In addition to Visions, other VAG Olympiad programming included Ken Lum’s
Offsite exhibition, Leonardo Da Vinci: Mechanics o f Man, Michael Lin: A Modest Veil,
Visceral Bodies and CUE: Artist’s Videos (all in 2010). Taken together, the shows are an
interesting combination of contemporary and historical work. Perhaps the most political
work was Lum’s Offsite exhibition, a site-specific installation of three wooden shacks at
the base of Vancouver’s luxury condominium complex, Living Shangri-La, entitled from
shangri-la to shangri-la (2010). Lum’s work references the community of shack-dwellers
that occupied the intertidal zone on Vancouver’s North Shore from the early 1900s until
1971, when the structures were outlawed by the city. The didactic panel urged viewers
to interpret the work as a “contrast between a ‘rustic conception of the ideal life’ and the
‘abstract perfection’ of the towering architecture that characterizes Vancouver’s
downtown core.”6869 The framing was safe, asking the viewer to direct their reading in an
apolitical and abstract manner. Textual references to homelessness, gentrification,
housing prices, and rampant over-development were absent from the official
interpretation, but would likely have occurred to some of the viewers that perceived the
obvious contrast between the ramshackle and postmodern structures. The presence of a
work like Lum’s from shangri-la to shangri-la in the Olympiad programming, which
inhabits a definite space of critique and is a contemporary commissioned work by an
often controversial artist, suggests that there was a degree of agency exercised by the
Vancouver arts community.

68 Robin Laurence, “Ken Lum’s from Shangri-la to Shangri-la and Michael Lin’s A Modest
Veil,” Vancouver Straight, February 4, 2010, http://www.straight.com/article284436/vancouver/shacks-sit-stark-contrast-luxe-shangrila.
69 Ibid.
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VAG curator, Kathleen Ritter describes how the art community exercised thenagency in the VANOC partnership:
Generally speaking, the arts community accepted Olympic money but was not
tolerant of any instrumentalization of their programming... there were a few
meetings where there was some pressure from the Cultural Olympiad to organize
a big, multi-venue exhibition that would somehow showcase all Vancouver
artists; something spectacular and cohesive in nature. And none of us wanted to
do that.70
The proposed cohesive mega-show seems to be an effort by Olympic directors to address
the perceived faults of the cultural component identified in Olympic studies literature.
Garcia’s main critiques are that the arts component cannot benefit from the promotional
or sponsorship advantages of being associated with the Olympics, and therefore, calls for
a better defined IOC cultural policy that would increase visibility and funding without
limiting the creative possibilities of the programming.71 It is doubtful however, that
increased regulation at the level of the IOC would allow for even the micro-moments of
critique in the case of Vancouver. As Ritter explains, the way in which the Vancouver
arts community was involved in a number of the early protests surrounding the Olympic
bid and ultimately, their involvement along every step of the way “made the Cultural
Olympiad a far more interesting event than one that could have been produced without
their close involvement.”72 Artist Kelly Wood agrees that many of the public
commissions that came out of the Cultural Olympiad funding were impressive, cuttingedge works of art and this was thanks to the insight of some of the key planners who

70 Kathleen Ritter (Curator, The Vancouver Art Gallery) interview with the author, March 2011.
71 García, “One Hundred Years of Cultural Programming,” 374.
72 Ritter, interview with the author.
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drew on the first-rate artists in Vancouver, avoiding “what could have easily been a
disaster.” Similarly, Daina Augaitis describes VANOC as an open-minded partner:
It was heartening to realize they were interested in supporting
contemporary art... it would have been easy in that moment to support
only historical blockbusters...[VANOC] really endeavored to work with
the local community, with local curators and with local institutions,
giving people autonomy to present their own projects.7374
There is agreement amongst Ritter, Wood, and Augaitis that the Cultural Olympiad
produced an abundance of important work and that for the most part there was freedom to
do so.
It seems that many artists and curators embraced the opportunity to work within
the Olympic system, taking advantage of the extra funding and tourist crowds while
exercising as much independence and autonomy as possible. Isabelle Hayeur’s
installation on Vancouver’s Downtown East Side Fire with Fire is an example of a
sanctioned Olympiad work that succeeded as critique and moment of resistance. The
work created the illusion of a three-storey building burning from the inside [figure 3.8].
Fire with Fire was interpreted as representing the adverse impacts of the Olympics—the
fire referencing the Olympic flame—on low-income populations who are the first to
suffer from the criminalization of homelessness, re-location due to Olympic building
projects, and rising rents due to gentrification. Ken Lum’s Monument for East Vancouver
is another example of an Olympiad commission that resists a pro-Olympic message,
instead turning its gaze inward at Vancouver’s Downtown East Side, a neighborhood
known for rampant poverty, a soaring crime rate, and for being a stronghold of the drug
73 The cutting-edge works Wood was referring to are two works by Ken Lum: the permanent East
Van neon sculpture and the temporary installation at the Audain Gallery, I Said No. Kelly Wood,
interview with the author, March 2011.
74 Daina Augaitis (Chief Curator, The Vancouver Art Gallery) interview with the author, July
2010.
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economy [figure 3.9]. Lum’s neon sign recreates the East Van cross, a symbol which
dates back to the 1940s when the neighborhood was largely made up of poor European
immigrants with strong Catholic traditions.73 The sign symbolizes oppression and
persecution, and also holds a personal resonance with Lum, who was bom and raised in
the neighborhood by his parents who emigrated from China. Lum’s work echoes his own
concerns: he asks “is it possible for marginalized people to have housing, a decent life in
this city?”7576 Despite Lum’s multiple Olympiad sponsored projects, the artist describes the
Olympics as an “elitist, corrupt and dubious institution,” that would unquestionably cause
a major fiscal hangover.77 Nonetheless Lum justifies his participation on the basis that
such a mega-event “does provide important lessons in terms of art and politics and
trauma.”78
Further tempering the optimism around the Cultural Olympiad is the voice from
the Contemporary Art Gallery (CAG) quoted in Duncan Low’s thesis, “2010 Cultural
Olympiad Impact Study.” While participating in Olympiad events should increase
visibility, the gallery spokesperson argues that “there was no direct advertising done by
VANOC to promote the CAG Olympic projects,” beyond appearing in the Olympiad
booklet and in the listings online.79 The CAG expressed their disillusionment with
regards to funding, stating that “it is totally appropriate for an Olympic Games to want a
city’s leading cultural organizations to participate, it is however inappropriate for them to
say we want you to be involved but you have to provide or raise the majority of the funds

75 Danielle Egan, “Vancouver Report: Let The Art Games Begin,” Canadian Art Online
February 12, 2010, http://www.canadianart.ca/online/features/2010/02/18/vancouver-report/.
76 Ibid.
77 Ibid.
78 Ibid.
79 Low, “2010 Cultural Olympiad Impact Study,” 59.
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necessary in order to participate.”80 Burke Taylor, the executive producer of the Cultural
Olympiad characterized their working partnerships with the arts groups as “more than
just doling out money,” but “engaging the arts and cultural groups in a process.”81 The
journalist describes how Taylor was attuned to “the value of working with the local
community to leverage money by co-presenting and coproducing.”82 Less impressed with
Taylor’s leveraging, the CAG suggested VANOC’s solicitations were misleading.83 The
CAG mounted the show, An Invitation to Infiltration (2010) that invited artists to create a
group installation that was constantly in flux, building on one another’s work and
referencing one-upmanship and competition in sports. The premise of the exhibition had
ironic parallels with reality as the CAG also noted that in terms of funding for the
Cultural Olympiad the “system in place...‘was a competition amongst arts groups,”’
contrary to the rhetoric of cooperation.8485
Taking an increasingly critical stance, Vancouver’s artist-run centre Artspeak,
under the direction of Melanie O’Brian, opted not to apply for Cultural Olympiad funding
and chose instead the route of “complicated refusal.”83 Artspeak exhibited Lucy Pullen’s
work, I Would Prefer Not To (2010), which consisted of reflective blinds pulled shut
behind the windows of the gallery for the full thirty-eight days during and between the
Olympic and Paralympic Games [figure 3.10]. In daylight, Pullen’s blinds appeared
opaque while at night they reflected the surrounding lights creating moments of

80 Ibid.
81 Kevin Griffin, “Blossoming From the Grassroots; Community Focus of the Cultural Olympiad
was Central to its Success, Organizers Say,” Vancouver Sun, March 20, 2010.
82 Ibid.
83 Low “2010 Cultural Olympiad Impact Study,” 59.
84 Ibid.
85 Melanie O’Brian, “I Would Prefer Not To,” Artspeak, http://artspeak.ca/exhibitions/text_detail.
html?event id=240.
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disorienting blindness for passers-by. Pullen describes the work as embodying the
parallax: yes and no, neither affirming nor rejecting.86 The blinding effect refers to the
overwhelming spectacle of the Games in light of the decimation of provincial arts
funding, echoing the CAG’s and many others’ sentiments that the provincial arts budget
slashing was a direct result of the Olympics.878Pullen’s work communicates Vancouver’s
emphasis on “the optical at the expense of the thoughtful,” in their pursuit of global
exposure during the Games.
However, expressing dissent towards the Olympics is not an easy task considering
the way in which the institution is strategically positioned as a peaceful, Humanist
movement. Nearly every critic of the Olympics is painted in the media as a radical.
Vancouver-based activist and writer Christopher Shaw describes how regardless of the
complaint, when the Olympics are criticized the counter-argument is the “Olympic ideal
remains pure.”89 No matter the circumstances “the overriding goals of the Olympic
movement take precedence over petty concerns about squandered money or
environmental destruction each and every time,” suggesting an ontological preeminence
of its long-standing Humanist rhetoric.90 Simply put, to be opposed to the Olympics is to
be opposed to peaceful competition, human achievement, and all of the associated
charitable organizations encouraging sports for youth. Shaw explains how Vancouver
86 Lucy Pullen, “I Would Prefer Not To,” Artspeak, http://artspeak.ca/exhibitions/text_detail.
html?text_id= 155.
87 Ibid.; Low, “2010 Cultural Olympiad Impact Study,” 33.
88 Lucy Pullen, “I Would Prefer Not To,” Artspeak, http://artspeak.ca/exhibitions/text_detail.
html?text_id=l 55.
89 Christopher A. Shaw, Five Ring Circus (Gabriola Island: New Society Publishers, 2008), 17.
90 Ibid.; Susan Buck-Morss provides a model for conceptualizing how critique can be shut down
by a simple linguistic turn. Buck-Morss demonstrates how switching linguistic the structure of a
statement from epistemological to ontological makes the goals of the assemblage or institution,
by definition, unquestionable. Susan Buck-Morss, Thinking Past Terror: Islamism and Critical
Theory on the Left, (New York: Verso, 2003), 64-5.
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environmental activists tried to skirt this issue in their efforts to halt the destruction of
Eagleridge Bluffs during the Sea to Sky Highway expansion.91 Their tactic was to claim
that they were not against the Olympics but rather, in favour of the greenest Olympics, a
tactic that ultimately failed as the bluffs were destroyed.92 Similarly, the Vancouver Sun
painted Shaw unfavourably in the article “Activist Councilor Feels Little Solidarity with
Protesters,” which argued that Geoff Meggs, a city councilor whose politics are firmly
planted on the left and “no stranger to protest marches,” disagrees with “far-left”
individuals like Shaw who are against the Olympics, referring to all anti-Olympic
opinions as “abstract political arguments.”9^ Bid proponents cling to the ontological
ascendancy of Olympic values that prevents the possibility for meaningful critique and
renders all of its decisions unquestionable. Furthermore, Vancouver City Council
attempted to enforce a protest bylaw in 2009 that would outlaw sign or posters bearing
anti-Olympic sentiments.94 After public backlash, the bylaw was amended.
How can critical artistic practices and projects exist meaningfully within a system
that is inherently antithetical to critique? The overt instrumentalization of artworks and
programming was opposed by Vancouver’s arts professionals according to Ritter’s
analysis and resisted by artists like Lum and Hayeur who managed to critique from
within. On the contrary, Lucy Pullen maintained the view that the optics of the mega
event were so overwhelming that the overall climate in Vancouver was one of spectacle

91 Shaw, Five Ring Circus, 135.
92 Ibid.
93 Doug Ward, “Activist Councilor Feels Little Solidarity with Protestors,” Vancouver Sun
February 15, 2010.
94 “Vancouver Eases Olympic Protest Restrictions,” CBC News, November 26, 2009,
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/story/2009/11/26/bc-vancouver-olympic-bylawchanges.html.
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rather than substance.95 Similarly, the CAG’s evaluation was that the sheer volume of
events was wasteful.9697Another public denouncement of the Cultural Olympiad was
Vancouver’s poet laureate Brad Cran who objected to the clause in VANOC’s artistic
contract which stated: “[Tjhe artist shall at all times refrain from making any negative or
derogatory remarks respecting VANOC, the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Games, the
Q7

Olympic movement generally.”

Thus, we must question how an agenda of globally marketing visual arts and
culture through an event like the Olympics undermines the work of artists and the
openness of institutional art spaces to politically and intellectually progressive works.
Practices like Lum’s and Hayeur’s are intimately and progressively in conversation with
the local and are speaking about the Downtown East Side and representing a resistance to
the gentrification of the area. However, if the global transmission of such works and
messages occurs via an event like the Olympics, which arguably speeds up the trends
they resist, does global insertion occur at the expense of critique?
Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad was in many ways a great paradox. Much of the
work was prescient and critical, and as Kelly Wood argued simply, serious money and
investment in the arts is a good thing, particularly since many of the Olympiad projects
were relevant, critical works.98 However, the project-based funding model, Taylor’s
characterization of the Olympiad projects as “leveraged” and “co-produced,” and the
competitive structuring that the CAG alluded to in their criticism resonates loudly with
Angela McRobbie’s description of the Creative Industries model, a system that caters to
95 Lucy Pullen, “I Would Prefer Not To,” Artspeak, http://artspeak.ca/exhibitions/text_detail.
html?text_id=155.
96 Low, “2010 Cultural Olympiad Impact Study,” 60.
97 White, “A Host of Problems,” Toronto Star.
98 Kelly Wood, interview with the author, March 2011.
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individuals, funds discrete projects, and encourages an entrepreneurializing of artistic
practices." O’Brian confirms this analysis, stating that “there was a lot language of
capacity building...so the real critique that came out even prior to the Olympics was that
this was all project money and it wasn’t about capacity building. It was about a kind of
blip of visibility.”99100 The Downtown East Side was one of the main areas for installations
including Hayeur’s Fire with Fire and Lum’s Monument to East Vancouver and I Said
No [figure 3.10]. While both works exercise a critique in sympathy with the
neighborhood, its residents are the population least likely to benefit from Olympic
investment. The influx of funding was understandably embraced by the arts community
and used in many cases on their own terms, however, it was accepted on the eve of major
provincial arts budget cuts, which is perhaps the real Olympic legacy.
Vancouver mayor Gregor Robertson’s official response to the Olympics in the
Vancouver Sun refers to creativity more than five times, admitting that more than the
athletes and the gold medals, the greatest accomplishment was “using the Olympics as a
catalyst for the good of our city.”101 Robertson’s turns of phrase are nearly identical to the
Creative Industries rhetoric which obscures neoliberal policy shifts with terms such as
‘creativity’ and ‘innovation.’ David Whitson sums up these shifts when he states that
B.C. is going through “a reprise of the 1980s, with a neoliberal government firmly
committed to the Olympics while also slashing taxes and ‘rationalising’ public

99 See Angela Me Robbie, “‘Everyone is Creative’; Artists as Pioneers of the New Economy?” in
Contemporary Culture and Everyday Life, ed. Elizabeth B. Silva and Tony Bennett, (Durham:
Sociology Press, 2004), 186-202.
io° o ’Brian, interview with the author.
101 Gregor Robertson, “2010 Olympics Remembered as Tremendous,” Vancouver Sun, February
12, 2011 .
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services.”102
As for arts-based place-promotion, increased global visibility, and international
impact, they are intangibles, nearly impossible to measure. The global transmission of the
opening and closing ceremonies and the Olympic logos far exceeded in global visibility
the visual arts content of the Cultural Olympiad. According to Duncan Low’s analysis,
the coverage of the Cultural Olympiad is disappointing as Low found globally, and even
nationally, press coverage was negligible.103
The CAG spokesperson quoted in Low maintained that in hindsight the mega
event format is chaotic, and not a sustainable or practical model for visual arts
programming. Comparing the Cultural Olympiad to the status quo of visual arts in
Vancouver, Ritter observes:
For two weeks in Vancouver it felt like we had an appropriate amount of
funding for the arts. It was particularly ironic considering that the
Province of B.C. historically has been such a low funder of the arts. So
you got to see for two weeks what it would actually look like if the arts
were funded properly.104
In this vein Janet Smith, arts editor for The Georgia Straight summarized the post
Olympic atmosphere around the arts community. Many acknowledged that although
some important projects were accomplished and a good time was had, now they were “all
wrapped up in their tenuous futures.”105
The full-fledged embrace of the Olympics as a platform for arts and cultural

102 Whitson, “Bringing the World to Canada,” 1228.
103 Low did a quantitative analysis of national, U.S. and international press coverage of the
Cultural Olympiad. There were twenty-four articles in the U.S. press and thirty-four in the
international press. Thirteen of the U.S. articles and twenty of the international articles only made
passing references to the Cultural Olympiad. Low, “2010 Cultural Olympiad Impact Study,” 36.
104 Ritter, interview with the author, March 2011.
105 Derek Scott “Olympic and Paralympics Highlighted Athletes, but Artists also in Spotlight,”
The Canadian Press, March 20, 2010.
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activities by politicians and leaders in Vancouver perhaps foreshadows a neoliberal shift
in governmental attitudes of what constitutes arts and culture. This is made plain not only
by VANOC’s contractual clause that Brad Cran objected to, but also in the way the
provincial budget unfolded shortly after the Games. Reporting for The Globe and Mail
Marsha Lederman stated that the provincial budget announced the establishment of a
2010 Sports and Arts Legacy fund a few days after the Olympics closing ceremonies.106*
While the fund included money for the arts it would not be distributed through the
traditional channels in the B.C. Arts Council, but rather, a second bureaucracy would be
set up for the task.

As a result of this, many in the arts community were concerned that

as far as allocating funding “new [criterion] will emerge, one that rates artists based on
their ability to generate sales,” or “[the funding] could be put towards tourism- and jobrelated projects of untested quality...festivals or other projects the Liberals could put their
stamp on.”108 Part of the money allocated for the arts was earmarked for B.C. Spirit
Festivals, which include street parties to mark the one-year anniversary of the Games.
Scott Watson’s response to the Spirit Festival proposal sums up the general feeling of a
disillusioned art community: “The attitude that we ought to spend money a year later to
celebrate the legacy of the Olympics is berserk...Has someone commissioned an opera?
Has someone commissioned a play? Is someone organizing an art exhibition? Or are they
just street festivals?”109

106

Marsha Lederman, “Arts Groups Warn that Politics May Govern Payments,” The Global and
Mail, March 4, 2010.
107
Ibid.
108
Ibid.
109
Ibid.
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Conclusion
The Olympics are increasingly becoming a vehicle for the promotion of the arts
and cultural endeavors of a nation, region, or in the case of Vancouver 2010, a city. As I
have demonstrated in the previous chapters Vancouver’s artistic production represents a
high degree of intimacy with the local political, cultural, and socio-economic landscape.
While many artists from Vancouver have historically been and are currently recognized
at an international scale, there is a definite curatorial and rhetorical push by Vancouver
critics and writers to further assert Vancouver itself—not solely its individual artists—as
a centre of world-class art production. While there is a definite element of this
promotional regionalism within Baja to Vancouver and Intertidal, the message becomes
more pronounced under the umbrella of the Olympics in the Cultural Olympiad.
Within the Olympics arts and culture are ultimately instrumentalized for the
development of a globally projected civic image. While the long-term effects or legacy of
the event on Vancouver and its artistic community are unknown, what is revealed in the
short-term is the unsustainability of the mega-event model and the concurrent provincial
arts funding cuts which have proven crippling to many B.C.’s art institutions, since many
are losing their core funding and arts advocates warn that a shift to project-based funding
is not conducive to maintaining vibrant and critical arts community.110 Some of the
positive effects realized in the arts were the number of permanent public art commissions
made for the city, local theatres that received renovations noted positive impacts, and
Vancouver Opera announced that new collaborations with operas in the United States
opened up as a result. Lastly, it is important to ask whether the politics of resistance of

110 Marsha Lederman “After Battle Against Reductions, Arts Community Awaits Budget,” The
Globe and Mail, March 1,2010.
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Vancouver artists will continue to be asserted in light of institutional and civic shifts
towards an aggressive global positioning of arts and culture as represented by the
Cultural Olympiad. Melanie O’Brian argues that historically, Vancouver’s art community
has maintained an active criticality and resistance to corporate instrumentalization of the
arts.111 However, she admits that in the period between the publication of Vancouver Art
& Economies (2007) and the Olympic Games, that such instrumentalization had begun to
increase.112 While artists such as Hayeur and Lum exhibited politically engaged critiques
relating to Olympic excess, spectacle, and gentrification, it remains to be seen if those
critiques will have an impact or whether increasingly spectacular and promotional models
for culture will be adopted in Vancouver.

111 O’Brian, interview with the author.
112 Ibid.
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Figures for Chapter Three

Figure 3.1

Emily Carr inspired tree props used during the Vancouver 2010 Winter
Olympics opening ceremonies, February 12, 2010. Image published
online, [http://www.flickr.com/photos/cheukiecfu/4517047276/in/
photostream/].

Figure 3.2

Karin Bubas, Leon’s Palace - Kitchen 2, 2001. Chromogenic c-print on
wood, 29 x 29 in. Collection of the Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver Art
Gallery Acquisition Fund with the financial assistance of Rose Emery.
[http://www.karinbubas.ca/index2b47f.html?PageNum_rsDetail=2&pg=
detail&series=76].
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Figure 3.3

Ken Lum, Steve, 1986. C-print on photo paper, resin coate, acrylic sheet.
Collection of the artist, [http://vancouverisawesome.com/tag/ken-lum/].

Figure 3.4

Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun, Guardian Spirits on the Land: Ceremony o f
Sovereignty, 2000. Acrylic on canvas, 200 x 240 cm. Collection of
Michael O’Brian, [http://front.bc.ca/exhibitions/events/3261].
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Figure 3.5

Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun, The Impending Nisga ’a ’ Deal. Last Stand.
Chump Change, 1996. Acrylic on canvas, 201 x 245 x 5 cm. Collection of
the Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver Art Gallery Acquisition Fund.
[http://projects.vanartgallery.bc.ca/publications/75years/exhibitions/2/l
/artist/43/96.27].
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Figure 3.6

Official logo of the Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympics. Image published
online, [http://www.canadiandesignresource.ca/officialgallery/logo/2010winter-olympic-logo-ilaanaq/].
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Figure 3.7

Sumi, Quatchi and Miga, the official mascots of the Vancouver 2010
Winter Olympics. Image published online. [http://vancouverog.blogspot
.com/2010/02/blog-post.html].

Figure 3.8

Isabelle Hayeur, Fire with Fire, 2010. Three channel video installation:
Blu-ray players, video projectors, fifteen-minute loop. Temporary
installation at 112 West Hastings Street, Vancouver. Commissioned by the
Vancouver 2010 Cultural Olympiad, [http://isabelle-hayeur.com/insitu/fire
/indexen.html].
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Figure 3.9

Ken Lum, East Van, 2010. Permanent installation at East 6th Avenue at
Clark Drive, Vancouver. Collection of the City of Vancouver. Photo by
Scott Massey, [http://vancouver.ca/ commsvcs/cultural/publicart/ 2010/
mm _ vaneastmonument.htm].

Figure 3.10

Lucy Pullen, I Would Prefer Not To (in daylight), 2010. Reflective fabric,
Artspeak façade, Vancouver. Photo by Blaine Campbell. [http://artspeak.c
a/exhibitions/event_detail.html?event_id=240&image=4].
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Figure 3.11
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Ken Lum, I Said No, 2010. Temporary installation, Audain Gallery,
Simon Fraser University, Woodward’s, Vancouver. [http://audaingallery.
ca/exhibitions/ken-lum/].
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Conclusion
This thesis examined how art in Vancouver is consistently positioned in terms of
its geographical origin, that is, as ‘Vancouver Art.’ I argued that regional, or Vancouveroriented shows have a long history in Vancouver but in recent years have become
increasingly promotional and international in scope. While Vancouver artists have a
history of producing art that is engaged in representing or commenting on the economic,
political, and social aspects of their city, lately, the city has begun to figure prominently
in the curatorial positioning and surrounding commentary and critical writing.
Furthermore, the recent city-centric approach to curating and critical writing on
Vancouver art has coincided with the popularization of the Creative Cities discourse that
has occurred in the last decade. In the three case studies examined in this thesis, the
Vancouver art community’s efforts to promote the city’s artistic production align in many
ways with the discourses of creativity used to brand cities globally.
A key factor animating my discussion of each Vancouver case study was the
dialectic of Vancouver art’s simultaneous local engagement and global relevance. I
argued that Vancouver persistently recycled the local/global dialectic in curatorial theses
and in art critical writing. Contributing to Vancouver’s artistic self-promotion, there is an
ongoing discussion in Vancouver around its alleged world-classness, and arts and culture
play a major role in Vancouver’s pursuit of global visibility. Vancouver continuously
invokes its artistic production and its creative, symbolic, and trade-based economies as
evidence of its world-city formation. However, I argued that rather than confirming
Vancouver’s world standing, Baja to Vancouver, Intertidal, the Cultural Olympiad, and
the rhetoric surrounding them provides the material that fuels Vancouver’s world-class
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narratives. In other words, through critical self-positioning in writing, art exhibitions, and
mega-events, Vancouver produces the narratives and factors that attest to its global
relevance. Furthermore, the ceaseless conversation in Vancouver over its world-classness
reveals the lingering provincial anxieties that have accompanied Vancouver’s growth in
the last few decades. While Vancouver has received some accolades from the outside,
much of its global consequence is maintained through persistent self-positioning.
Through the confluence of geographically-based exhibitions of Vancouver art, an insular
critical engine that has consistently evinced the local/global dialectic, and the recent
profusion of Creative Cities policies and discourses, the case studies in question can be
interpreted as part of a larger effort to brand Vancouver globally as a creative centre.
The connection between the three case studies, Baja to Vancouver, Intertidal, and
the Cultural Olympiad, was their shared relationship to the geographical positioning of
Vancouver art. Baja to Vancouver represented contemporary art on the West Coast and
Vancouver retained a prominent position in that exhibition since it had the highest
number of artists compared with the other participating cities. Also, the conspicuous
positioning of iconic Vancouver works such as Ron Terada’s Entering City o f Vancouver
and Stan Douglas’ Every Building on 100 West Hastings further asserted Vancouver’s
dominance in the show. Intertidal featured only Vancouver-based artists, took place in a
European institution, and revolved around the metaphor of the intertidal zone—a local,
physical geographical feature. The Cultural Olympiad was centered in Vancouver and
was concerned with showcasing Vancouver’s artistic sophistication and creativity to the
world, as evidenced by the surrounding artistic commentary and rhetoric employed by
Mayor Gregor Robertson. I demonstrated in each chapter the way in which the
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local/global dialectic of Vancouver art was maintained throughout three different
contexts. In each of the case studies, the emphasis on geographic locale was thoroughly
examined. Baja to Vancouver curator Ralph Rugoff described the participating artists’
work as engaging in local themes and issues through globally recognizable artistic
strategies. Dieter Roelstraete described Intertidal as an exploration of what local artistic
practices meant globally. And lastly, the Cultural Olympiad was described as an
opportunity to showcase Vancouver artistically to the world.
While the three chapters came together under the investigation of Vancouver’s
artistic place-promotion, the geographical positioning of Vancouver art, and the
perpetuation of the local/global narrative, there were also productive differences among
the case studies that deserved close examination and analysis. Baja to Vancouver was
uniquely positioned as an ambulatory exhibition that presented a youthful, creative image
of North America’s West Coast. Vancouver was positioned as one city along an
emerging, transnational creative hub. Baja focused on the entire West Coast’s emergence
as an artistic region and since it was presented to a West Coast audience was the most
insular of all three case studies. In contrast, Intertidal represented solely Vancouver
artists who were positioned within the context of a specific reading of Vancouver’s art
history since the 1960s. While Baja to Vancouver stressed the West Coast’s apparent
freedom from the burden of history, Intertidal endeavored to cultivate an art historical
narrative specific to Vancouver that I argued was partial to a male-dominated tradition of
the landscape, photography, and technology.
In many ways, the Cultural Olympiad stands out from the other two case studies
since it was a part of a larger sporting spectacle and was an extended, citywide event
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spanning all artistic media, as opposed to a discrete art exhibition. However, the Cultural
Olympiad exemplifies the strategic implementation of arts-oriented publicity that was
more tacitly present in the first two case studies. As I argued in the first two chapters,
both Baja to Vancouver and Intertidal revealed their connection to artistic
instrumentalization and place-promotion through their rhetorical links to Richard
Florida’s theories. For instance, Baja's focus on the participating artists’ creative multi
tasking and involvement in the creative industries, or Intertidal's associations with
tourism, the landscape, and Vancouver’s designation as one of the greatest cities on earth.
Vancouver’s Cultural Olympiad implemented the logic of artistic instrumentalization to a
much greater extent. As part of a globally broadcast mega-event and institution
commonly associated with place-promotion, the artistic projects funded through Olympic
moneys represented a clear move in Vancouver towards the instrumentalization of culture
for economic ends. The desired outcomes of such events are generally encouraging
tourism and foreign investment, attracting the creative class, and boosting Vancouver’s
image globally through the arts. The Cultural Olympiad involved nearly every Vancouver
artist and institution and many of the same practitioners featured in Baja to Vancouver
and Intertidal, whether they were directly participating in Olympiad shows, positioning
themselves against the Olympic institution through counter-events, or subtly critiquing
from within the sanctioned Cultural Olympiad events.
The Olympic Games and Cultural Olympiad were certainly an anomaly among
the normal workings of the arts in Vancouver, and are events that will most likely only
happen once in the lifetime of a city. However, the way in which arts and culture was
harnessed during the Olympics in Vancouver and subsequently, how the idea of
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cultivating an Olympic cultural legacy carried over in the provincial arts budget, perhaps
indicates a tectonic shift in Vancouver with respects to the idea of what constitutes the
appropriate funding and function of arts and culture. Similar to the Cultural Olympiad,
there are projects on the horizon in Vancouver that foreshadow an increased pursuit of
artistic and cultural instrumentalization for economic ends as well as global visibility. For
instance, Vancouver is planning its first Nuit Blanche for 2011, a largely corporatefunded, spectacular art affair that has Canadian and European precedents in Toronto,
Montreal, Paris, Brussels, Rome, and other cities. This is especially interesting since, as I
argued in Chapter One and Two, Vancouver typically defines itself against Central
Canadian cities.
Another important development indicating an artistic shift in Vancouver is the
Vancouver Art Gallery’s proposal to move which was granted conditional permission
from City Council in the past year. Currently, the VAG is fund-raising and planning the
construction of a major purpose-built gallery. Furthering the findings of my thesis, the
VAG’s proposed move is yet another iteration of Vancouver’s debate over its own worldclass status. Hadani Ditmars’ article on the gallery’s Director, Kathleen Bartels, describes
the move as a symbol of artistic rebirth: “In a perfect building-as-metaphor moment, the
VAG will be liberated from its neo-classical shell...and will be reborn as a modem,
purpose-built gallery approximately twice its current size.”1The proposed move also
signals the VAG’s investment in the Creative Industries narratives as well as its global
city aspirations. Scholar Kirsty Robertson illustrates the importance of the visual arts in
the new knowledge economy and museum building as playing a particularly aesthetic
role:
1 Hadani Ditmars, “The Master Builder,” Canadian Art 28, no. 2 (2011): 68.
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[A] long with the vast flows of immaterial goods — software, IP,
experience, entertainment — come a series of much more material
façades. The beautiful buildings of the new order, the ‘starchitect’designed edifices...act as beacons for the so-called ‘new economy.’ No
global city, no global corporation, no culture of interest to a globalized
world, and most especially, no authoritative museum or gallery, is
complete without its shell of twisted glass and steel.23
And finally, Vancouver School artist Roy Arden wrote a public letter supporting the
move that was published online and in the Vancouver Sun: “We had to wait for the rest of
Canada and the world to tell us that Vancouver has an exceptional visual arts scene,
maybe now we should see this for ourselves and give it the flagship it deserves.” The
VAG move is an impending event that combines many of the key points made in my
thesis such as Vancouver’s desire to shed provincial associations, the movement towards
a globally projected arts and cultural scene, and the invocation of Creative Cities policies
as well as the ongoing world-class debate.
However, as I maintained throughout this thesis in the background of my
argument, there is a strong current of resistance to artistic instrumentalization in
Vancouver by local artists, institutions, and curators. Where this is most apparent is in the
artistic programming that was not examined in this thesis such as the work of the
Contemporary Art Gallery or the plethora of innovative programming coming out of
Vancouver’s rich network of artist-run-centres such as Helen Pitt Gallery, Centre A, The
Western Front, Artspeak, Grunt Gallery and Or Gallery. Even so, many of the artists
represented in the exhibitions I considered maintain critical practices that are conceived

2 Kirsty, Robertson, “Crude Culture: The Creative Industries in Canada,” Fuse Magazine 31, no.2
(2008): 15.
3 Roy Arden, “Viewpoints: Roy Arden in Support of a New Art Gallery,” Alliance For Arts and
Culture (blog), March 10, 2010, http://www.allianceforarts.com/blog/viewpoints-roy-ardensupport-new-art-gallery.
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in opposition to a celebratory notion of the landscape or the place-based promotion of art.
However, 1 argued their politics were somewhat subsumed by the geographical focus of
the various curatorial theses. Within the cases examined in this thesis, resistance from the
art community was the most vocal in the context of the Olympiad, at the moment when
the same kinds of artistic instrumentalization that were rhetorically present and
surrounding the institutional exhibitions, became more transparent and involved
institutions and stakeholders outside of the art community proper. When artistic self
promotion was a self-directed affair in Baja to Vancouver and Intertidal, there was no
alarm raised from the art community, despite the underlying depoliticization and biases
occurring in those exhibitions that I described in Chapters One and Two. What the
Olympiad seemed to more overtly threaten through its contractual clauses and a more
obviously instrumentalizing structure of the mega-event, was the all-important space of
criticality that a progressive artistic milieu maintains and cultivates. The links that 1 have
drawn between the three case studies indicate that to a degree, the same criticality is at
stake within institutional exhibitions that flirt with Floridian rhetoric and pursue the
marketing of art through geographical specificity. Therefore, it is imperative to ask
whether Vancouver’s criticality will continue to function in an atmosphere that
increasingly is pursuing global visibility—encouraged by parties within the local art
community and outside of it—and whether critical works can function in contexts that
dilute or are anti-thetical their politics.
My thesis examined a period of Vancouver-centric artistic promotion from 2003
2010, a period marked by the twilight of the Vancouver School’s international success
and the city’s entrance into a new realm of cultural instrumentalization via the Cultural
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Olympiad. While many of the artists represented in all three case studies maintain critical
practices, I argued that the promotional stances embedded in the curatorial theses,
surrounding criticism, and literature, upended many of the more politicized readings of
various works. An important project for future study that exceeds the limits of my
examination would be to consider the balance in Vancouver between visibility and
criticality in the post-Olympic atmosphere. It could be productive to examine Vancouver
after the Olympics and look at the distribution of arts funding, the kind of projects being
supported, examine the VAG move as it unfolds, and analyze the success and resonance
of projects such as Nuit Blanche. While Vancouver’s future seems bent on pursuing the
kinds of spectacular cultural models that have been applied in cities elsewhere, it will be
interesting to see whether Vancouver’s savvy artistic community will use this uniquely to
their advantage or whether criticality will be forgone in pursuit of visibility.
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Dear (Participant’s Name),
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you to invite you to participate in my thesis research study, “Point of Origin: The Global
Positioning of Recent Vancouver Art.” This letter outlines the purpose of my study and is
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for research purpose. If the results of the study are published, your name will not be used and no
information that discloses your identity will be released or published without your specific
consent to the disclosure. (Consent Form Enclosed) In other words, unless permission is
specifically granted, all quotes will be either anonymous or with a pseudonym. In the case of
publishing information from your interview, you will have the opportunity to confirm the
quotations used.
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The only persons to access your information will be I, the study investigator, and my supervisor
Prof. Kirsty Robertson. I must also make you aware that upon request The Research Ethics Board
at the University of Western Ontario may access the collected information and may contact you
directly to ask about your participation in the study.
There are no known risks associated with participating in the interview and no remuneration will
be offered, though your time is greatly appreciated. There are no known benefits to the research
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provide my thesis with a knowledgeable perspective on recent Vancouver art and exhibitions. As
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or
and/or to my supervisor Prof. Kirsty Robertson at +1-(011)-519-661-2111
ext.
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Any ethical concerns, complaints, or questions of this study should be directed to the Office of
Research Ethics at the University of Western Ontario at +1 -(011)-519-661-3036 or
ethics@uwo.ca.
I greatly appreciate your time look forward to speaking with you further.
Sincerely,
Ahlia Moussa
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I,
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for the research project “Point of Origin: The Global Positioning of Recent Vancouver
Art.” I consent to the above information and understand what is required for participation
in the study. I understand that I will participate in an audiotape interview that will take
approximately half an hour. I understand that the recording obtained during this interview
will be transcribed and will be used as supporting data or in quotation form in the text
document “Point of Origin.”
I understand that participation is voluntary, that I do not have to answer any questions
that I do not wish to, and that I am free to end the interview session at any time without
negative consequences.
I understand that the results may be published and that the researcher will contact me to
ascertain the accuracy of all quotations before they are published.
I understand that I have the right to be quoted anonymously or by full name and
profession (please check one):
full name
____anonymous
In the event that I have chosen to be quoted anonymously, I understand that the
researcher will protect the confidentiality of my identity by not using my name or any
other identifying information in the research and keeping the raw data safely in a locked
file cabinet.
I am aware that I can contact the Principal Investigator, Dr. Kirsty Robertson at
jjwrtwwwtwWWWgiWMWa. or the Co-Principal Investigatory, Ahlia Moussa at
if I have any questions about this project, and I am aware that for
questions, concerns or complaints about the research ethics of this study, I can contact the
UWO Research Ethics Board via the Ethics Officer & Secretary to HSREB-Delegated:
Grace Kelly
19-661 -2111 Ext. 0M B .
I consent to the above information and understand what is required for participation in the
study.
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